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Abstract 

Bridges Wre other important lifeline structures must remah m service when they 

are subjected to strong earthquakes. Maay existjng bridges, especdy those built before 

the 1970% are vulnerable to seismic damage since a d e r  of deficiencies with regard to 

low design force levels, hadequate cohinm confinement and lack of shear capacity were 

discovered during recent earthquakes. 

Bridge cohimns are expected to withstand seismicaiiy induced menia forces 

without a Sgmficant loss of streogtb. This can be achieved m old columns through 

extemal r e t r o m g .  Many remforced concrete bridge c o h s  m California were already 

retrofitted with steel jackets to enhance flewai ductility and sheu resistance. Although 

this retrofitting techaique is highly effective, it is also time consuming and costly, 

especially m view of the fact that high number of cohimns are yet to be retrohed. 

Therefore, a new retrofitting technique has been developed through experimental research 

that involves extemai prestressiag of bridge coiumns for iniproved deformability and shear 

strength. The nipporting experimental work mvohed testhg of 1485 mm hi& two 550 mm 

square and five 610 mm diameta circular cantilever cohimns. The cohinms were retro6tted 

with post-teisioned extemai hoops and high-stredlgth steel straps at din i t  spacing and stress 

levels The resulis mdiatted tha transvefse prestressing of shear-dominant coiuums inproved 

ductiby and changed the mode of behanor fiom a brittle shear response to a dude f l d  

behavior. 

The research project also mciuded analysis of cohuims to estabiish laterai drift 

demaads and capacities for bridge cohunis m Canaâa. A comprehmsive s w e y  of 

existing bridges in Canada was conducted to identûy and classi@ common types of 



e-g bridges in terms of their numbers, types, age, and sauctwal and geomeaic 

properties- This giformation proved to be heipfùl in establishing cohumi drift capacities 

and demands. A cornputer software DRAIN-RC, developed for non-lineu dynar.uk 

malysis of reinforced concrete structures, was used to determine the drift demands of 

cohumis under various ground motions. Drift capacities were computed by a cornputer 

program CO- developed by the author. The program COLA uses proper material 

models such as confinement of core concrete, extension of longitudinal reslforcerneut m 

tension, and buckiing of re-ban m compression. The decision for retrofÏtting depended on 

the capacity of a co1u11m when demand exceeded its capacity. 
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Cross- sectional area of longhiâinal remforcing steel 

Core cross-sectional area of concrete coiuxun. 
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C ross-sectional area of extemal hoop. 

Effective shear area of member. 

Total cross-sectional area of transverse reinforcement of circular cohunns. 

Total cross-sectional area of transverse reinforcement of reaanguiar coiuums. 

Aspect ratio (full cohimn height to cross-sectionai dimension) of coiunm. 

Core dimension measwd center-to-center of perimeter hoop. 

Core dimension measured center-to-center of perimeter hoop along x-direction of 

a rectmgular cohimn. 

Core dimension measured center-to-center of perimeter hoop along y-direction of 

a rectangular cohurm. 

Depth of neutral a b .  

Diameter of cohumi. 

Effective depth of tension reinforcement. 

Diameter of longinidinal remforcing steei. 
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Confined concrete compressive strengîh m member. 
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Lateral pressure in colunms. 
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Stress m reinforcing steel. 
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Yield streagth of prestresshg wire. 

ültimate strength of prestressing wire. 

Gravitational acceleration. 

Height of the iugs on the longitudinal reinforcing bar. 

Gros  sectionai moment of mextia. 

Coefficient used m Equation 3.33. 

Concrete confinement coefficient dehed m Equation 3.4. 

Concrae confinement coefficient defined in Equation 3.5. 

Concrete con£ coefficient for circular colutuns dehed m Eqwtions 3.7 and 3.8. 



Concret e confinment coefficient dehed m Equation 3.19. 

Concrete confinement coefficient defined m Equation 3.2 1. 
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Coefficient dehed m Equation 3.15. 
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Elastic bond stress. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General 

Bridge stmctures typically have little or no redundancy in their framing systems. 

Therefore, the altemate load paths to allow for redistribution of stresses may not be 

available as in the case of a multi-story, multi-bay, continuous building structures. While 

the simple layout of a bridge structure makes the prediction of structural response easier. 

it increases the vulnerability of the bridge to structural collapse, especially under seisrnic 

attack. This was evident in the case of bridges that suffered darnage dunng recent 

earthquakes, especially those in Western United States (California), Central and South 

America (Mexico, Chile), Middle Asia (Turkey, Armenia, Iran) and Pacific Rim (lapan). 

Seismic damage to lifeline structures has recently gained importance, especially 

afler the Loma Prieta earthquake (magnitude of 7.1) of 1989. Arnong the previous 

earthquakes, the 1987 Whitter Narrows (magnitude of 5.9) and 1971 San Fernando 

(magnitude of 6.6) earthquakes also caused considerable damages, leading to revisions of 

design codes (Bruneau 1990; Mitchell, et al. 1991; Tarakji 1991). San Fernando 

earthquake reveded a number of deficiencies in design of bridge stmctures with regard to 

low design force levels, inadequate column confinement, lack of restrainers between 

expansion joints, insufficient seat widths at joints, and inadequate anchorage of 

longitudinal reinforcement. More recently, the 1994 Northndge earthquake (magnitude 

6.8) once again proved the vulnerability of old and nonductile structures (Saatcioglu 1994; 



Mitchell, et al. 1995; Mitchell, et al. 1995). Lessons learned fiom previous earthquakes, 

as well as recent research on seismic response of bridges, have led to revised bridge codes. 

The revised code provisions incorporate both the design of new structures, and retrofitting 

existing and old structures. Figures 1.1 through 1.4 illustrate observed damage in bridge 

columns during recent earthquakes. 

The deficiencies in oid bridges are direct results of the elastic seisrnic design 

methodology that was adopted for almost dl bridges pnor 1971. The elastic approach 

resulted in an underestimation of seismic deflections, since member stiffnesses were 

calculated on the basis of gross cross-sections rather than cracked-sections. Low seismic 

force levels have resulted in inadequate member capacities and inaccurate estimation of 

inflection points in members. A direct consequence of this was lack of reinforcement and 

insufficient development lengths in cntical regions of rnembers. Furthemore, inelastic 

behavior, which is crucial for dissipation of seismic induced energy, was not considered. 

Thus, potential hinging regions were not detailed to resist seisrnic forces, resulting in 

brittle flexural or shear failures. 

Development of seismic retrofitting prograrns that started in the early 70's rnainly 

involved the connection systems in bridges. Subsequently, it was extended to cover the 

entire bridge superstnicture. Consequently, the structures designed by more recent code 

provisions behaved well in the Loma Prieta earthquake. Much of the curent research 

since the Loma Prieta event has focused on retrofitting older structures, especiaily the 

lifeline structures such as bridges. Since then, many bridge columns were retrofitted with 

steel jackets to enhance flexural ductility and shear resistance. 

Many Califomia bridges built before 197 1 have inadequate seisrnic resistance due 

to non-ductile members and poor co~ectivity of superstnicture elements. The California 

Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) initiated an extensive seisrnic retrofitting 

program. Phase 1 of this program was irnplernented prior to 1989 and dealt with tying the 

superstructure. Phase II of the same program started after 1989 and hcluded seismic 

analysis of the entire bridge structure, including retrofitting techniques for the whole 

bridge structure. Retrofitting bridges not only included tying of supersmictures to prevent 

span unseating, but also steel jacketing of columns to increase strength and ductility of 



columns and other areas where problems occurred during past earthquakes. It was 

suggested that liquefaction and abutment slumping could be reduced through site 

densification or reduction of pore-water pressure buildup; cap beam strength could be 

increased using extemal tendons anchored against end blocks; colurnn-cap beam or 

column-footing joints could be retrofitted using heavily reinforced knee-joint concrete 

jackets; footings could be retrofitted by increasing plan dimensions and providing 

additional piles; and finally, old bearings could be replaced by seismic isolation bearings in 

order to dissipate energy. 

It is clear that a great majority of existing bridges in seismically active regions are 

vulnerable dunng earthquakes. Therefore, more research is needed to expand knowledge 

on seisrnic behavior and design of bridge stmctures. This research prograrn was directed 

towards solving some of the problems associated with seismic performance of reinforced 

concrete bridge colurnns. More specifically, inelastic deformation demands and capacities 

of concrete bridge columns were investigated and a new retrofitting technique was 

developed for those columns that have lower capacities than the estimated demands. 

1.2 Review of Previous Research 

Review of previous research on seismic performance of bridges was conducted in 

two parts, to be consistent with the scope of current research. These include, "modeling 

and dynamic analysis of bridges, " and "bridge retrofitting. " 

1.2.1 Literatun Review on Modeling and Dynamic Analysis o f  Bridges 

Ghobarah and Tso (1974) were among earlier researchers who analyzed bridges 

for seismic excitations. They investigated the behavior of skewed bridges that were 

damaged in the San Fernando earthquake. The researchers used a beam mode1 with 

flexural and torsional çharacteristics. The equation of motion was applied and the mode 

shapes were obtained. Andytical results showed good agreement with observed bridge 

damage patterns. It was observed that the contribution of torsional stresses caused 

considerable deformations of the deck. Furthemiore, the columns away 6om the 

centerline of bridge deck were found to be more vulnerable due to the leverage action. 



Takuawa and Aoyama (1976) studied the effect of biaxial flemire due to two- 

dimensional earthquake excitation on reinforced concrete coiumns, and proposed a model. 

Degrading tn-linear stifiess model was used in bridge anaiysis. Biaxial effects were 

found to be significant especially for reinforced concrete materials when a cornparison was 

made with expenmental data. However, the same effect was found to be small for non- 

degrading inelastic cases. 

Meyer et al. (1983) analyzed reinforced concrete frame members by considering 

the finite size of plastic regions. They suggested that a thorough understanding of the 

behavior of reinforced concrete stnictures was needed pnor to application to bridges. 

They concluded that it was necessary to form a mathematical model that couid simulate 

the behavior of such structures with reasonable accuracy when compared with test results. 

As well. the model should be of the type that could be implemented to any non-linear 

structural software, working efficiently to make non-linear dynamic analysis feasible. It 

was indicated that the behavior of reinforced concrete members subjected to cyclic loading 

was controlled by a large number of variables which made accurate modeling a difficult 

task. For this reason, it was concluded that it would be advantageous to isolate flexural 

behavior from shear and bar slip. Meyer (1989) also stated that non-linear structural 

behavior may be caused either by geometnc or material non-lineanty. Geometric non- 

linearity is associated with large deformations in the structure, whereas material non- 

linearity is associated with inelastic behavior of members. 

Wilson (1986) fonned a 3-D finite element model to correlate measured and 

calculated bridge responses. Some California bridges have been monitored and the actual 

response data obtained have been cornpared with analyticai results. The objective was to 

minimire the correlation factor, J, which was a normalized integral mean square ranging 

between 0.0 and 1 .O. Multi-span sirnply supported bridges were modeled with a pin joint 

at one end of the span and a roller joint at the other end. The analyses showed variations 

in response. Thus, a second model was designed with rouer joints replaced with pin joints 

to account for accumulated debris and high degree of corrosion at the rollers. 

Furthemore, since the abutment b e a ~ g s  were locked against translation, the adjacent 

span became an integrai part of the abutment, and a soi1 spnng was needed to 



accommodate displacements dong the longitudinal a i s .  This ultimately changed the 

bridge response and produced low J values or better correlation with measured response. 

This indicates that, when analyzing bridges, it is important to consider not only the design 

conditions but also the actual conditions in practice. 

Somani (1987) investigated the influence of horizontally propagating waves on 

seismic behavior of long-span bridges. A two-dimensional mathematical model was 

formed considering soil-stnicture interaction at the bases of piers. The mass of 

superstmcture was lumped at the top of the column which was integral to the deck. It 

was concluded that, due to the soil-stnicture interaction, the fundamental frequency was 

found to be smaller than the case of fixed-base bridges, and bridges with hinged colurnns 

were found to be more vuinerable than those with columns integrally built with the deck. 

Ghobarah and Ali ( 1988) compared seismic response of isolated and non-isolated 

highway bridges. They analyzed bridges by ignoring the vertical component of earthquake 

motion. Furthermore, the deck was assumed to be rigid and no soil-structure interaction 

was considered. The nodes at the piers were allowed to displace in the transverse 

direction and rotate about the longitudinal a i s .  For the longitudinal loading, the nodes at 

the piers were allowed to displace in the longitudinal direction and to rotate about the 

transverse mis. Clough's degrading stifiess model was used for non-isolated bridges. 

The analyses were carried out using a step-by-step numerical integration technique with 

four actual earthquake records accounting for various site conditions, intensity, and 

fiequency content. The selected records were the 1940 El Centro S90W. 1966 Parkfeld 

N65W. 1971 San Fernando S74W. and 1985 Mexico City N90W. It was found that the 

seismic response of non-isolated bridges showed large inelastic deformations, requinng 

high ductility design. However, the use of lead plugs in isolation devices proved to be an 

efficient energy dissipation system. It was also concluded that shearing forces at piers 

could be reduced by locating the lead plugs at abutments only. 

Liu et al. (1989) anaiyzed a two-span bridge in order to check their newly 

developed non-iinear anaiysis program, SEISAB-II (SEISmic Analysis of Bridges) which 

was a new version of SEISAB. The program evolved from the original NEABS 

(Nonlinear Earthquake Analysis of Bridge Structures) computer program which was 



developed by Tieng and Penzien (1973). They included elasto-piastic column element and 

non-linear expansion joint elements. Later, Imbsen and Penzien (1984) upgraded the 

program to NEABS-II whiie including kinematic strain hardening in the column element 

and one-dimensional bilinear energy-absorbing elernents for the expansion joints. 

Computer programs, SEISAB and SEISAB-II, were developed by the authors. They 

included some improvements in order for the prograrn to convergence faster and to 

provide better efficiency. 

Saiidi and Ghusn (1989) described a five-spring element (ME) model which 

idealized the plastic region of a column by five axial spnngs, representing the effects of 

both concrete and steel. The spnngs were located at the base of the column. The analysis 

was carried out using a computer software NEABS-86. The concrete spnng, which was 

located at the centerline of the column, took only compression, whereas the remaining 

four springs were placed in the corners and acted in compression (composite action 

consisting concrete and steel) and in tension (steel only). Also, stiffhesses of composite 

springs were specified as elastic and post yield stifiesses in tension and compression. In 

the five-spring element rnodel, foundations were assumed to be rigid and abutments were 

rnodeled as pimed or roller elements. Generdly, the damping ratio was assumed to be 

5%, which was common for aImost al1 the models. 

Saadeghvaziri and Foutch (1989) investigated the effect of vertical accelerations 

on structures. They concluded that the assumption of venical acceleration being small and 

always smdler than the maximum horizontal acceleration was a major deficiency in seismic 

design of buildings and bridges. According to the researchers, modeiing of a bridge deck 

required a 3-D analysis with the vertical component of earthquake motion considered. 

Thus, bridge decks could be idealized as a grid model with beam elements. Colurnns 

could be modeled using inelastic isoparametric plane stress elements to represent concrete 

and elasto-plastic bar elements to model reinforcing steel. This type of a model could 

simulate the behavior of reinf'orced concrete members under non-proportional axial and 

laterai loads. Here, inelastic properties of both concrete and reinforcing steel were used. 

The analysis showed that when the transverse motion was considered alone, the columns 

remained aimost elastic. However, when the combined effect of vertical and transverse 



motions were considered, higher inelasticity was observed and the possibility of shear 

failure prevailed. 

Kumath et al. (1990) studied the use of hysteretic models for bridge analysis. The 

researchers indicated that the earlier hysteretic models were bilinear elasto-plastic models, 

and essentially represented the behavior of steel members. A degrading stifniess approach 

was needed to simulate the behavior of reinforced concrete structures. Arnong the 

stiffhess degrading models, those proposed by Clough and Johnaon in 1966, and Takeda 

et al. in 1970 with a more complex set of hysteretic niles were considered. The 

researchers concluded that reinforced concrete depended on numerous structural 

parameters that affected deformation and energy-absorbing characteristics of components, 

such as concrete strength, steel content, axial stress level, and shear span-to-depth ratio. 

Thus, a versatile model was required to simulate the behavior in terms of stifihess 

degradation, strength degradation, pinching behavior, and the variability of hysteresis loop 

areas at different deformation levels. This would enable the estimation of energy and 

strength reserves in stmctures before collapse. 

Spyrakos (1  990) investigated the significance of soil-structure interaction of short 

span bridges in seismic analysis. The analysis focused on bndge piers where a- single 

degree of freedom model was used with horizontal and rotational soi1 springs and damping 

at the column base. The tnbutary mass for each pier was obtained by dividing the mass of 

entire bndge superstructure by the number of piers, and was lumped at pier top. 

Foundations and piers were assumed massless. The base shear was evaluated including 

soil-structure interaction with easy-to-use procedures that were recommended to 

practicing bt-idge designers. 

Zelinski and Dubovik (1991) indicated that there were two dSerent models, 

namely compression and tension models that could be used to simulate non-linear 

response of bridges. The researchers simulated non-linear response by using an iterative 

procedure that utilized a linear elastic program, STRUDL. A senes of linear analyses 

were performed with the end conditions being changed and the analysis repeated. This 

was done to simulate hinging of columns at the base. The model had its hinge joints 

released in order to show bridge response that would simulate the " p u h g  apart" of 



hinges. The compression model had these joints pimed together to simulate the bridge 

movement with hinges closed. Computer generated elastic moment and shear forces were 

compared with caiculated member capacities to determine demand-to-capacity ratios and 

ductility demands. 

Zelinski ( 199 1) investigated the use of elastic response spectra. The researcher 

indicated that the maximum elastic force demands on structures could be determined using 

iinear response spectra or modal analysis. Arnong the linear prograrns considered were 

STRUDL, ABACUS, SAP 90, and BSAP, which were also widely used by consultants. 

The author further indicated that C A L W S  retrofit philosophy was based on designing 

columns elastically for 25% of the maximum elastic force derived from linear dynarnic 

analysis. Harper (1991) also investigated the use of elastic spectra and concluded that 

CALTRANS' ARS spectra could be used with a bedrock acceleration of O.7g and alluvial 

material deeper than 150 feet, to perfonn dynamic analyses of bridges. A linear computer 

program suçh as STRLJDL could be used and iterated to take into account the non-linear 

behavior of structures and to capture stifhess degradation. If the ductility demand 

exceeded the ductility capacity of the column, the joint behavior was assumed to behave 

more like a pin rather than a fixed end condition. Therefore, the model's end conditions 

were changed accordingly. 

Akkari and H o h a n  (1993) studied modeling and analysis of bridges. They 

indicated that a bridge superstructure could be modeled with a pin on one side of the bent 

cap and a roller on the other side, with a cable element across the cap. Bonom of the 

colurnn could be assumed as ngid or fixed to the footing so that it could also be modeled 

as a pin co~ection, assurning a plastic hinge has forrned. 

Eberhard et al. (1996) used DRAM-ZDX, a version developed by Prakash et al. in - 
1993. to study the effectiveness of seismic restrainers. The researchers investigated 

relative displacements at hinges, abutments and simple suppons, and developed restrainer 

design methods. 

Kunnath and Gross (1996) analyzed a darnaged bridge structure using IDARC, an 

inelastic damage andysis program. They modeled Cypress Viaduct, which coUapsed 

duruig the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. IDARC features a distributed flexibility model 



to represent the spread of plasticity, a hysteretic force-deformation model which 

represents stiffhess degradation, strength deterioration, and pinching effect, and a shear 

panel element to model inelastic flexure and shear independently. Each bent of the viaduct 

was modeled separately as a two dimensional structure. Lumped masses were assigned to 

each node of the bearn element in order to obtain the response of vertical accelerations in 

flexure. The results of time-history analyses showed that the collapse of the bent was 

initiated by the shear failure of pedestal regions, which was the observed failure 

mechanism during actual earthquake response. 

1.2.2 Literature Review on Bridge Retrofitting 

Literature review on bridge retrofitting was conducted while keeping one of the 

main objectives of the proposed research in mind Le., development of a new retrofitting 

technique for bridge columns. Therefore, while the available literature on bridge 

retrofitting in general was reviewed, the emphasis was placed on bridge columns. 

The concept of confining existing reinforced concrete bridge columns started in the 

rnid 80s when bridges were severely damaged by earthquakes due to non-ductile column 

behavior. Retrofitting bridge columns to increase concrete confinement was intended to 

improve ductility under combined axial compression and flexure to dissipate seismic 

energy while maintaining inelastic strength capacity. Retrofitting techniques were also 

developed to increase shear strength of bridge columns, especially for short columns and 

columns under-designed in shear. 

Early research on concrete confinement was conducted by Richart et al. (1928. 

1929). The study included plain concrete cylinders subjected to uniform fluid pressure. 

The research program later extended to hclude concrete cylinders confined by circular 

spirals. The researchers established a reiationship between lateral pressure and concrete 

strength. King (1946) subsequently studied the effkct of confinement on strength of 

reuiforced concrete columns. The stress-strain relationship of confined concrete was 

studied by various researchers (Chan 1955, Roy and Sozen 1963, and Kent and Park 

1971). Their proposed models included size, strength, amount, and spachg of lateral 

reinforcement as confinement parameters. The effect of distribution of longitudinal 



reinforcement and the resulting tie arrangement was tint discussed by Park and Paulay 

(1975), and investigated by Vallenas et d.(1977), and Sheikh and Ummeri (1980, 1982). 

Sheik and Unimeri, for the first time, showed experimentally that the effect of tie 

arrangement on concrete confinement was sigdcant, and developed an analytical model 

incorporating this parameter. More recentiy, Saatcioglu and Razvi (1992) conducted an 

extensive investigation on concrete confinement and developed a general analytical model 

for square, circular and rectangular columns. 

Roberts (199 1) reported that comrnon details of circular and square colurnns in 

bridges constructed prior to 197 1 consisted of #4 (1 2.7 mm diameter) transverse hoops at 

12" to 18" (304.8 mm to 457.2 mm) on centers, regardless of column size and area of 

main reinforcement. The extension of dowels into the foundation, and lap-splices in 

potential hinge regions were found to be inadequate. Columns built after 197 1 typically 

had #6 (19.1 mm) hoops or spirals at 3" (76.2 mm) pitch. Improvements were also made 

in dowel lengths and splicing. Roberts also indicated that the most comrnon form of 

retrofitting concrete columns was steel shells placed around the columns. It was 

mentioned that other techniques, such as wrapping cables or fiber reinforcing, were under 

development . Initial results on the fiber-wrap technique were reported to be encouraging . 

Finally, tests indicated t hat steel encasernent significantl y increased shear strength and 

ductility of columns. 

Zelinski and Dubovik (1991) reported that damages observed in bridges usually 

occurred in single-colurnn bridges since they possessed less redundancy. It was indicated 

that tests of round and elliptical steel casings, fiber-wrap, and wire-wrap were being 

conducted as part of an ongoing research program at the University of California at San 

Diego. Test results showed that cùcular steel casings produced a displacement ductility of 

about 8 compared to non-retrofit columns which showed about 1.5. Also, fiber-wrapped 

and steei-wrapped columns exhibited displacernent ductility ratios of 6 and 7, respectively. 

Zelinski (1 99 1) investigated causes of bridge darnage observed during earthquakes. 

It was reported that non-ductile colurnns, inadequate cap bar development, low capacity 

pin connections, poor foundations, lap splice column comections, low capacity footing 

connections, limited torsional capacity in outriggers, knee joints without sufficient 



ductility, and short transverse bearing seats constituted major structural deficiencies. The 

author reported that the collapse of Cypress Viaduct during the Loma Prieta earthquake 

heightened the awareness of retrofitting multiple-deck structures. Retrofitting with 

horizontal and vertical prestressing, steel jacketing, and bracing with dampers included 

some of the suggested techniques. 

Harper (1991) indicated that the most comrnon retrofit scheme for circular piers 

was the steel encasernent. The steel encasernent provided a composite action to increase 

strength, and confinement to improve ductility and toughness. The steel jackets used in 

present practice have a thickness of 318" (9.5 mm), covenng the entire plastic hinging 

region. Polystyrene material was wrapped around the column tirst, and grout was injected 

between the column and the steel casing. Two types of retrofit by steel jacketing exist. 

The first type involves full column retrofit where the purpose of the casing is to increase 

confinement and shear capacity, but not the moment capacity. Therefore, a gap of 2" 

(50.8 mm) is provided at the ends of the column assurning thai the footing is capable of 

mainiaining probable plastic moment of the column. The second type involves partial 

column retrofit for columns having excessive ductility demands. In this case the steel 

casings are placed at the ends of columns where plastic hinges occur without leaving any 

gap. The steel casing increases confinement of the column after the spalling of cover 

concrete. 

Jones and Schroeder (1 99 1) investigated the collapse of Cypress Viaduct in order 

to develop an appropriate retrofit scheme. Two retrofit schemes were selected. The first 

included clamping structural steel beams around the existing columns, while the second 

required bolting structural steel plates around the columns. Weak areas were retrofitted 

by steel confinement plates, tightened by extemal prestressing rods. 

Rodrig~ez and Park (1 99 1) explained the strengthening techniques and elements 

used in Iapan to increase strength and ductility of bridges. Accordingly, to increase 

strength; infill walls such as cast-in-place concrete panels, precast concrete wall panels, 

and concrete block wall panels are used. Bracing elements, such as tension and 

compression cross bracing (steel or concrete), tension cross bracing (steel), and K-bracing 

(steel or concrete) are also used. To increase strength together with ductility infil1 walls, 



bracing elements, steel jacketing (circular and rectangular), steel straps, and welded wire 

fabrics are used. To increase ductility alone; columns are reinforced. Test results showed 

that fiame structures with retrofitted columns, using the techniques described above, did 

not increase the flexural strength significantly but certaidy enhanced the shear strength 

and ductility. Also, steel jackets consisting of added concrete with longitudinal and 

transverse reinforcement improved axial and shear strengths of colurnns, while both the 

flexural strengths of colurnns and strengths of beam-column joints remained the same. 

The connection of the retrofitted column to the floor could not be achieved properly since 

it was difficult to pass the steel casing or wire fabric through the floor. Therefore. the 

flexural capacity of the column could not be augrnented as much as its axial and lateral 

strengths. The concrete cover was chipped and roughened prior to jacketing to increase 

bond between the old and new concretes. Square colums, retrofitted with steel casings 

and straps with stmcturai angles in corners, were also tested. 

Chai et al. (199 1) investigated al1 possible sources of seismic damage in bridges. 

They indicated that structural inadequacies in many older bridge columns were due to 

inadequate flexural strength caused by low lateral seismic force coefficients specified in 

design codes prior to 197 1. This also resulted in higher ductility demands and inadequate 

ff exurai ductility. Furthemore. bridges constructed before 197 1 contained insufficient 

transverse reinforcement where columns had #4 transverse reinforcement at 12" regardless 

of the column sectional dimension. Many bridges were spliced by a development length of 

20 times the bar diameter with footing dowels. This lap length was found to be 

insufficient for developing the yield strength of longitudinal bars, especially when large 

diameter-bars were involved. Other problems included inadequate shear strength and 

inadequate anchorage of transverse reinforcernent which resulted in brittle shear failures. 

Shon columns exhibited low ductility and poor energy-absorption characteristics. Bridge 

footings were identiaed as other elanents with inadequate performance. Pile caps and 

footings in older bridges were otten provided with only a bottom mat of reinforcement 

assurning that only the gravity load was resting on the footing and that the lateral seismic 

force would cause no disturbance. Joint regions, either at column-footing or column-bent 

cap beam connections, were also identified as potentially critical regions due to high shear 



stresses expected dunng strong earthquakes. However, these regions in old bridges were 

not designed to resist such stresses. Tests of rectangular columns with oval steel shells, 

used for shear strength enhancement, showed similar performance as circular columns. 

Column tests conducted by the authors showed that closely spaced lateral confinement 

increased the ultimate compressive strain fiom 0.005 to 0.03 and higher, with 

displacement ductility factors of more than 6. 

Cofiian et al. (1993) acknowledged the absence of seismic resistance in long 

circular concrete bridge columns built between 1950 and mid 1970. Many of these 

bridges have unconfined longitudinal bar splices in potential plastic hinge zones due to 

minimal transverse ties. The researchers tested columns that were retrofitted by wrapping 

individual hoops around the column face. The specimens were 3048 mm long and 457 

mm in diameter. A scale factor of 112 was used to ensure normal reinforced concrete 

behavior. A constant axial load was applied ranging between 700 KN and 490 KN, 

accompanied by lateral loads. The results showed that retrofitting did not alter the 

stifhess of the column and did not significantly increase the strength. However, a 

significant increase in energy dissipation was observed. 

Ersoy et al. (1993) tested columns retrofitted by jacketing. The columns were 

jacketed by enlarging the existing cross section with a new layer of concrete that was 

reinforced with both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement. Test results showed that 

under uniaxial loading, repaired and strengthened square columns behaved well when the 

jacketing was done &ter unloading. About 80% to 90% of  the capacity of the reference 

specimen was achieved in these columns. Columns strengthened under load also behaved 

well. However, columns repaired under Ioad developed only 50% of the capacity. 

Repaired and strengthened columns undet cyclic loading showed 90% of the reference 

specimen's capacity. 

Vailuvan et al. (1993) performed tests on square columns subjected to cyclic 

loading to study the effects of splicing and methods of strengthening. They indicated that 

the columns sometimes failed due to low splice tende strength. Two approaches for 

strengthening column splices were tested. First, the spliced bars were made continuous so 

that forces could be transfened directly without relying on the bond strength benveen 



spliced bars and surrounding concrete, and secondly, by improving confinement with 

additional ties in the column splice region. Test results showed that providing continuity 

in the splice region by welding longitudinal bars enabled columns to yield in tension under 

reversed cyclic loading. Also, additional interna1 ties were required in order to prevent the 

outward t h s t  produced by the eccentricity between spliced bars. On the other hand, 

adding intemal ties may likely reduce the splice strength due to the micro cracking caused 

by removal of concrete cover. The grouted angles and straps constituted the best retrofit 

technique, but it was found to be impracticai. Therefore, it was concluded that retrofitting 

of square columns by using extemal ties was an easy and cost-effective retrofit scheme. 

Priestley et ai. (1993) conducted tests of half scale retrofitted cap-beam column 

joints. Square columns were replaced by well-confined circular columns. End-regions of 

cap-beams were replaced by unbonded prestressing tendons to increase flexural and shear 

strength of the existing and replaced portions of the cap-bearn. Strength and stifhess 

propenies were accurately predicted fiom a cracked-section analysis. A reductioo of 25% 

in design loads could be achieved without affecthg the overdl stability of the stmcture. 

The damage was Iirnited to the spailing of concrete and the measured plastic hinge length 

agreed well with its predicted value. 

Mitchell et al. (1994) described common deficiencies that exist among reinforced 

concrete columns such as inadequate development of vertical bars, splicing of column 

bars. dowels being short, insufficient amount of transverse reinforcement resulting poor 

confinement, insufficient shear strength, poor detaiiing of confinement reinforcement, 

insufficient flexural strength and ductility. Various retrofitting solutions were suggested in 

order to minimire the adverse effects of the above problerns. It was reported that the 

most comrnon practice was to install steel jacketing which would provide passive 

confinement, Uicrease shear strength, reduce tendency of buckling of the vertical bars, and 

improve ductility. It was further reported that rectangular steel jackets were not as 

effective as circular or ellipticd jackets. It was recommended that steel jackets be stopped 

above the footing level in order to avoid excessive demands on the footing. Altemate 

solutions, such as prestressed wire wraps, pressure-grouted fiber glas sleeves, and 



jacketing by reinforced concrete of existing columns were also suggested. It was indicated 

that the latter schemes were still being investigated. 

Stanton et al. (1996) retrofitted a square reinforced concrete column using carbon 

fiber wrapping. They acknowledged the effectiveness of steel jacketing, while claiming 

that it was somewhat restrictive due to roadway clearances and difficulties in site welding. 

Their test specirnen was based on an existing building colurnn built in 197 1, and typically 

laterally reinforced with #3 hoops at 18". The onginal dimension was 22" and 34" square. 

It was sized d o m  to Il" and contained four #5 longitudinal bars. The colurnn was 

subjected to cyclic loading with an axial load level of 33% of its concentnc load capacity. 

Up to 5% drift was achieved after retrofitting. The failure of the fiber sheet occurred at 

the colurnn corner. it was noted that fiber wrapping did not increase the column flexural 

stifiess and strength, whereas, steel jacketing provided vertical strength, increasing the 

moment capacity and hence the shear demand on the column. 

Saradat et ai. (1996) reported the deficiencies in confinement of pre-1971 

reinforced concrete bridge columns as having very little transverse reinforcement, 

typically, #3 or #4 hoops at 12", regardless of the column size. Xiao and Ma ( 1996) 

developed an analytical mode1 to predict lateral force and displacement of reinforced 

concrete bridge columns having lap-splices, considering both flexurai and bond slip 

defonnations. They also recomrnend a retrofit design procedure for steel jacketing of 

columns. The following steps were recomrnended for the retrofit design: 

1. Analyze the force-displacement response and find ductility capacity. 

2. Compare the computed ductility factor with the ductility demand estimated from 

stmctural analysis. 

3. Carry out retrofitting if the calculated ductility is less the estimated ductility. 

4. Assume a thickness of the steel jacket and a target ductility. 

5. Penonn calculations until desired ductility at a certain thickness is achieved. 

Gamble et al. (1 996) tested nine full-scale 1220 mm and 1370 mm diameter bridge 

columns with longitudinal reinforcement ratios ranghg from 1.6% to 1.9%. The bridges 

built in late 1960's had 30db lap-splices and minimum lateral reidorcement of #3 at 12" 

with lack of positive end anchorage by hooks or other means. The columns were 



retrofitted by extemally tensioned steel bands, extemally tensioned prestressing strands. 

thin tiberglass jacketing laid up of cloth and epoxy resin, and thicker fiberglass jacketing 

made of four pre-formed layers which were glued to the column, as well as to each other. 

The prestressing strands were 15.24 mm in diarneter and stressed to about 186 W. Al1 

retrofitting techniques were successful. No difference was observed between stressed or 

"active" systems. and fiberglass or "passive" systems, in terms of load-deflection 

relationships. The amount of stressing and the temperature effects for fiber sheets were 

reponed to be exarnined in the future. 

Buckle and Mayes (1989) reviewed the effect of seismic isolation at bent cap level 

which involved separation of the superstructure from its substructure. They indicated that 

the seismic isolation increased the fundamental period of vibration and thus the structure 

was subjected to lower earthquake forces. The anaiysis of six bridges showed that the 

demand for non-isolated bents were much higher than their capacities. It was suggested 

that the application of seismic isolation to bridge structures, especially to those built 

before 197 1 would result in significant improvements of column connections, strength and 

ductility of columns and substructures, and seat widths for girders. 

The importance of retrofitting was investigated by Selna et al. (1989, 1989) in 

terms of its cost. The researchers concluded that retrofitting foned only a fraction of 

what a new construction would cost and thus recommended as the only logical choice. 

Also, a full scale mode1 of a box girder deck was tened to investigate the behavior of 

restrainers. The test results showed that the measured capacity of the retrofitted systern 

was slightly grater than the design yield load for the restrainers. The actual failure 

occurred in the reintorced concrete diaphragrns due to combined bending and punching 

shear. 

Ehsani and Saadatmanesh (1990) investigated the effectiveness of glass-fiber- 

reinforced-plastic (GFRP) plates in terms of their adhesion and strength when bonded to 

tension flanges. The GFRP consisted of 70% glas (type E) by weight. Its ultimate 

strength and the modulus of elasticity were 380 MPa and 37200 MPa, respectively. It was 

found that the success of this material depended to a great extent on the type of the epoxy 

employed. The viscosity of the epoxy used was similar to that of the cernent paste applied 



in practice, and yielded good results. Up to 100% increase in applied load was observed 

for the same mid-span deflection. 

Yashinsky (1991) suggested that the protection of weak columns could be 

achieved by changing the stiflhess of some bridge elements, making columns pinned in the 

longitudinal direction while strengthened in the transverse direction. Furthemore, it was 

indicated that stiffening the abutments could reduce the period of the structure and draw 

forces from nearby columns into the abutments. 

Seismic evaluation of Golden Gate bridge was conducted by Seim and Rodriguez 

( 1993). The results of their seismic analyses showed that a major earthquake on a nearby 

San Andreas or Hayward faults would likely to cause severe darnages. The suggested 

retrofitting techniques included providing darnpers between the main span and the towers, 

constructing new ductile concrete walls inside the pylons, strengthening of base plates of 

the towers to overcome the uplifi motion. and installing of post-tensioning tendons at the 

top of the piers ro provide confinement since the piers were subjected to high beanng 

stresses under upiift conditions. Astaneh-As1 and Shen (1993) suggested an altemate 

retrofit technique to the Golden Gate Bridge where the base of the pier couid be allowed 

to rotate or rock. Elastic analysis was conducted and the rocking effect was designed so 

that the pmicular retrofit plan would result in an "almost elastic" response. 

Akkari and H o h a n  ( 1993) summarized the proposed retrofitting methods to be 

used for the San Francisco Bayshore Freeway Viaduct. The retrofitting strategy included 

tying the superstructure for its continuity. retrofitting the columns with additional vertical 

main reinforcement, and circular steel jackets, retrofitting multi-colurnn bents with cross 

bracings, and finally retrofitting footings to accommodate transverse forces at the bents 

due to cross bracing. 

Lobo et al. (1993) hvestigated the impact of viscoelastic braces on frame 

structures since they have an ability to dissipate energy while the structure remains elastic. 

One of the characteristics of reinforced concrete structures was stated to be their 

inelasticity and ability to develop permanent defonnations. Viscoelastic dampers would 

provide a good solution to minimize this behavior. It was reported that scaied mode1 

experiments showed viscoelastic darnpers to reûuce overall stnictural response. 



Alcocer (1993) and Alcocer et al. (1993) expenmented the behavior of a jacketed 

slab-beam-column joint. The specimen was scaled to 2/3 of the original section. Bi- 

directionai cyclic load history was applied and inter-story drift angles were found. The 

load history was applied in displacement control mode. Joint confinement was provided 

by a cage comprised of structural steel angles at the corners, and flat steel bars in the 

middle. Tests indicated that jacketing was effective to rehabilitate existing structures. The 

rehabilitated specimens showed better stiffhess, strength, and high energy dissipation 

compared to existing stnictures. 

1.2.3 Conclusions From Previous Study 

The following conclusions may be drawn frorn the review of previous research 

presented in the preceding section. 

No literature was found on the inventory of existing bridges in Canada descnbing their 

numbers, types, age, and most importantly their classifications in ternis of structural 

and geornetnc propenies. This information is important in identifjmg common types 

of bridges so that their seisrnic vulnerability can be assessed. 

Many researchers showed that two dimensional modeling and planar analysis produce 

acceptable results in assessing dynamic response of bridge structures. Some 

researchers used linear dynamic analysis software, such as, STRUDL, AB ACUS, 

SAP90, BSAP. and simulate the non-linear effects by iterating changes in the 

geometry of stmcture for each time step. Prograrns such as NEABS, SEISAB, 

[DARC, or ADlNA can be used for non-linear anaiysis. But, both linear and non- 

linear prograrns have deficiencies in estimating the behavior of reinforced concrete 

members accurately due to lack of proper hysteretic models. 

Most bridges built pnor to 197 1 have structurally deficient colurnns. These colurnns 

[ack either sufficient confinement or shear capacity, both resulting fiorn inadequate 

transverse reinforcement. 

Among the retrofitting techniques considered for bridge columns, steel jacketing 

appears to satise al1 the requirements. However, this technique rnay be labor and 



material intensive, providing a costly solution. A more practical and economical 

alternative may be necessary for extensive retrofitting of existing bridge columns. 

Retrofitting bridge columns using prestressing hoops or extemal strapping cm be an 

alternative technique to steel encasernent since al1 the material is readily available and 

its cost can be vev Iow when compared with steel jacketing. 

Most of the previous experiments on bridge columns were conducted on flexure- 

dominant elements. It is necessary to consider shear-dominant columns as they 

suffered more damage during recent earthquakes. 

1.3 Research Needs 

tt has become clear from the review of previous literature that more research is 

needed to mitigate seisrnic wlnerability of existing bridges in Canada. More specifically, 

the following areas need to be researched: 

lnventory of existing bridges in Canada with well established structural 

characteristics so that a classification of bridges can be made for iùrther study. 

Capacities of existing bridge columns in terrns of strength and inelastic 

defomability. 

Deformation demands of existing bridge columns through dynamic inelastic 

analysis, based on actual earthquake records. 

New and improved retrofitting techniques for bridge columns in order to achieve 

supenor performance during earthquakes. 

1.4 Objectives and Scope 

The objective of the research project reponed here is to assess seisrnic 

wlnerability of typical or most comrnon types of bridges in Canada in tenns of their 

strength and deformation capacities, as well as defonnation demands. The objective also 

includes development of methods by which the capacity of existing reinforced concrete 

columns can be augmented through retrofitting. 

The following scope is employed to achieve the stated objectives: 



Survey of existing bridges in Canada to identify comrnon types of bridges. These 

bridges are then classified according to their geometric and structural properties 

for detennination of their deformation capacities and demands. 

Development of a cornputer software to establish strength and defonnation 

capacities of bridge columns. 

Determination of maximum drift demands of columns through dynamic inelastic 

response history analysis. 

Testing of large-scale bridge columns to develop retrofitting schemes to improve 

shear and flexural response of existing columns in the inelastic range of 

deformations. 

a Presentation of results. 

1.5 Major Tasks of the Research Prognm 

The research program consists of four major tasks as outlined below. The details 

of each task are presented in Chapters 2 through 5. 

Survey of existing highway bridges in Canada. 

Computation of colurnn arength and defonnation capacities. 

a Dynamic inelastic analysis and prediction of drift demands. 

Experimental research to develop retrofitting techniques. 



Figure 1 .  I Columns o f  Bull Creek Channel Overpass ai Hwy. I 18 damaged 
during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. (Saatcioglu. 1994) 

- , +?-.7 tjF+-; 
II 

Figure 1 2 Columns of Foothill Boulevard Undercrossing damaged 
during the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake. (Bertero, 1985) 



Figure 1.3 Column shear failure of Bull Creek Channel Overpass at Hwy. 1 18 
damaged during the 1994 Nortliridge Earthquakr. (Saatcioglu. l99-Q 

Figure I -4 Column failure of interstate 10 highway bridge undercrosing at 
Lacienega and Venice during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. 

( Saatcioglu, 1 994:) 



Chapter 2 

Bridge Survey 

2.1 General 

A comprehensive survey of Canadian highway bridges was initiated by the author. 

The survey was conducted to identify comrnon types of reinforced concrete bridges used 

in Canada. in tems of their geometric and stmctural properties. This information allows 

categorization of bridges açcording to their types. Bridges in each type can then be 

analyzed for capacity and demand calculations, and the results can be generalized within 

each group. 

The inventory of existing highway bridges was obtained from the Ministries of 

Transponation of Provinces. The data which was analyzed was sent onginaily in the fom 

of spreadsheet files. This information is bnefly surnrnarired in the following sections. 

2.2 Ontario Bridges 

There are about 16,000 bridges and culverts in Ontario. ApprolQmately 25% of this 

quantity represents ailverts. A database of about 7,000 bridges obtained f?om the Minisiry of 

Transportation of Ontario revealed the foiiowing rmlts: 

87% of al1 bridges have concrete de& 1% have steel deek and 12% have tirnber deck. 

46% of al bridges have th& main @den in ancrete, 49% have steel and 5% have 

timber . 



About a haif' of al1 bridges having their niain beams concrete are sirnply supported wMe the 

other haif'is continuous. 

In the case of steel main beam bndges, about 80% of them are sirnply supponed and the 

remaining 20°4 are continuous. 

Large majority of tirnber bndges are siiply supponed. 

Among concrete bridges, 37% have 1 span, 16% have 2 spans, 27% have 3 spans, and 

2@40 have 4 or more spans. 

in steel bridges, 63% have 1 spm, while 1 û% have 2 spans, 14% have 3 spans, and 13% 

have 4 or more spans. 

84% of timber bridges have 1 span. 

67% of a l l  bridges having 2 or more spans have concrete columns, 2% have steel columns, 

and the rest are listed as "unknown". 

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 wmmarize the classiiication of Ontario bridges. 

2.3 Alberta Bridges 

There are more than 14,000 bndges and culverts in Alberta. Approxirnately 60% of 

this quantity represents culverts. A database of about 6,000 bridges obtained 60m the Ministiy 

of Transportation of Alberta revealed the following results: 

74% of aU bridges have their main beams in concrete, 13% have steel, and 13% have 

timber. 

95% of aii bridges hahg their main beams concrete are simply supported while the other 

5% is continuous. 

About 70% of steel main beam bridges are simply supporteci and the remaining 30% are 

continuous. 

AU timber bndges are simply cnipported. 

Among the concrete bndges; 50% have 1 span, 9?h have 2 spans, 34% have 3 spans, and 

7% have 4 or more spans. 

In steel bridges, 3% have 1 span, 12% h m  2 spans, 36% have 3 spans, and 23% have 4 

or more spans. 



61% of ad timber bridges have 1 span, the remaining 13% have 2 spans, 17?! have 3 spans, 

and 9% % have 4 or more spans. 

Ody 27% of ail bridges with more than 2 spans have concrete columns and 19% have steel 

columns while the rest 53% are timber columns. 

Table 2.2 and Figure 2.2 sumrnarize the classification of bridges in Alberta. 

2.4 British Columbia Bndga 

The information obtained fiom the Province of British Columbia was not as detailed as 

those presented earlier. The bndges in British Columbia can be classified as 70% one-span, 

20% two-span, and 5% three or more span bridges. Among al the existing bridges, 61% 

consists of h g e r  type spans and 12% have box girders. 

2.5 Saskatchewan Bridges 

There are 3 183 bridges in Saskatchewan. Of this number, 29 % are concrete, 4% 

are steel, 66% are timber and 1% are culvens. Arnong concrete bridges; 17% are cast-in- 

place, 21% are precast, and 59% are prestressed. Among steel bridges; 52% are steel 

girder type, 48% are tniss, and remaining 5% are classified as other types. 

2.6 New Brunswick Bridges 

There are 3 160 bridges in New Brunswick. Of this number, 26 % are concrete, 

74% are steel. 24% are timber, 24% are culvens, and remaining 7% are classified as other 

types. Arnong concrete bridges, 55% are cast-in-place. 2% are precast, 38% are 

prestressed and 5% are poa-tensioned type bndges. Among steel bridges, 84% are steel 

girder type, 1 1% are tniss, and remaining 5% are classified as "other types." 

2.7 Prince Edward idand Bridges 

In the province of Prince Edward Island there are 157 bndges. 46% of them are 

concrete, and 54% are timber bridges. Among the concrete bridges, 69% have 1 span, 

and 33% of ail concrete bridges have circular columns while the rest are supported by 

steel tubes or piles. Arnong the steel bridges, 64% have a single span. 



2.8 Bridges in Other Provinces 

No information was obtained regarding bridge inventory and column details fiom 

the provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Northwest Territones. 

2.9 Classification of Bridges and Their Columns 

In addition to the bridge statistics presented in the preceding sections, about 300 

bridge drawings were obtained from the ministries of Ontario, British Columbia, and 

Alberta to further study bridge design details used in Canada. Following results were 

obtained from these drawings and the Canada-wide bridge inventory survey: 

2.9.1 Bridge Superstructure 

The folowing statistical conclusions were obtained fiom the bridge survey conducteci, 

relative to the bridge superstructure: 

Cornmon bridge types are 2, 3 and Cspan continuous and simply supported bridges 

with 2, 3 and 4 traffic lanes. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate most cornrnon bridge types 

found from the survey. 

Each bent consists of I or 2 columns for 2 or 3-lane bridges; 3 columns For Clane 

bridges. 

Average deck width for a 2-lane bndge is 12 m with a standard deviation of 2.0 m. 

Average deck width for a 3-lane bridge is 16 m with a standard deviation of 1.5 m. 

Average deck width for a 4lane bridge is 20 m with a standard deviation of 2.0 m. 

Round-voided post-tensioned decks have: 

An average span length of 34 m with a standard deviation of 5.8 m. 

An average axial load of 11.7% of column concentric capacity, with a standard 

deviation of 3.3%. 

td=0.035L,+160 (2- 1) 

A, = 1096Wd - 3078592 (2.2) 

Rectangular-voided post-tensioned decks have: 



An average span length of 50 m with a standard deviation of 7.8 m. 

An average axial load ratio of 13.4 % of column concentric capacity with a standard 

deviation of 5.8 %. 

t,  = 0.03 5 L, + 259 (2.3) 

4 = 748Wd + 1382678 (2-4) 

Slab-on-girder decks have: 

Span length varies between 10 m to 60 m. 

t ,  = 0.03 8Ls + 630 

A,=579Wd+1611000 

where is the deck thickness in mm; L, is the span length in mm; A d  is the cross sectional 

area of deck in mm2; Wd is the width of deck in mm. The above equations are obtained 

through linear regression analysis. Figures 2.5 to 2.7 show plots of above linear 

regression analysis. 

2.9.2 Bridge Columns 

Colurnn details fiom above mentioned provinces show a typical design pattern 

where bridges designed before the 70s have poorly confined columns. Usually #3 or #4 

reinforcement, depending on the longitudinal relliforcement bar size, were used for transverse 

reùiforcement at a minimum spacing of 12", regardleu of the column dimensions. The 

most common detail in circular columns designed in that era was the use of individual hoops 

with lapped ends. Columns designed before the 60s had a hoop spacing of 18". Bridges 

built after the 70s have spirally reinforced circular columns with a pitch of 3". and after the 

80s the pitch was reduced to 50 mm. Square or rectangular columns usually had a tie 

spacing of 300 mm, even d e r  the 709, and has not chged until present. Pre-70s bridges 

show insufficient cross ties and 90" hooks in rectangular columns. Shce then, the tie 

detailing has improved with 90' hooks replaceci by 135' hooks. Furthemore, more cross ties 

are being addeci as transverse reinforcement to improve concrete cohement. More bridges 

that were built in recent yean had circular coiurnns. The concrete strengths indicated in the 

drawings were changed over the years. as well. Pre-70s bridges had 20-25 MPa 



concretes. Currently, 30-35 MPa concretes are used for bridge piers. Reinforcing steel 

strength also changed from 260 MPa to 400 MPa. Some of the above mentioned column 

details were s h o w  in Appendix B. Figure 2.8 shows a typical hoop spacing used in 

bridge columns. 

Aspect ratio of columns plays an important role in dictating the mode of behavior 

in columns, and cm be defined as the ratio of full column height to its width. The average 

aspect ratio of the columns surveyed was found to be 5.44, with a standard deviation of 

1.26. When the column ends were ked ,  the aspect ratio reduced to one half the above 

average value, i.e., 2.72. Figure 2.9 shows the range of aspect ratio taken from a sarnple 

of about 200 columns. 

Sectional diameter of circular columns was found to vary between 1000 mm and 

2000 mm, with an average diameter of 1650 mm in rectangular-voided decks and 1350 

mm in round-voided decks. 

2.10 Evaluation of Material Stnngths According to Ontario Eighway Bridge 

Design Code (OHBDC), 1991, Third Edition 

When concrete and reinforcing steel strengths were not readily available, or not 

clear fiom the bridge drawings surveyed, the values recommended by the Ontario 

Highway Bridge Design Code (OHBDC 1991) were adopted as representative values of 

practice. Accordingly, The minimum yield strength of reinforcing steel was estimated to 

be 2 10 MPa for bridges built before 19 14, 230 MPa for bridges built between 1914 and 

1972, 275 MPa for bridges built between 1972 and 1978, and 350 MPa for bridges built 

since 1978. 

If the concrete had no visible sign of deterioration, concrete strenphs of 15 MPa 

for substructure, 20 MPa for superstructure, and 25 MPa for prestressed concrete beams 

were suggested by OHBDC for structural evaluation purposes. These values were 

adopted when necessary. It may be of interest to note that, if the concrete had visible 

signs of deterioration, tests of drilled cores having a diameter of not less than 100 mm 

were required by OHBDC to ver@ the concrete mength. 



2.11 American Association of State Bighways and Transportation OiCicials 

(AASHTO) Requirements for Column Reinforcement 

The American Association of State Highways and Transportation Officiais 

(ASSHTO) requirements for column reinforcement were reviewed based on years of 

practice. This code has been used in Canada, and is still commonly referred to as a source 

document. In the 1957 edition of ASSHTO, the requirement for longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio for spirally reinforced colurnns was between 0.01 to 0.08, and the 

volumetric ratio of the spiral reinforcement was defined as 

A f: p' = 0 . 4 5 ( 0  - 1) - 
Ac fs' 

The transverse reinforcement size used in columns with diameters of 18" or less was #3 ,  

otherwise #4. Maximum clear spiral pitch was 3". The longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

for tied colurnns vasied between 0.0 I and 0.04. The maximum latetal tie spacing was 1 2". 

although for very large colurnns or pier shafts the spacing could be greater than 12'. 

Additional cross ties were provided to support intemediate longitudinal bars whose 

distance fiom any tied bar exceeded 2'. 

The 1977 edition of ASSHTO had the sarne provisions for longitudinal 

reinforcement as those specified in the 1957 edition. The ratio of spiral reinforcement p, 

was changed as; 

A fc* pl = 0 . 4 5 ( 0  - 1) - (2.8) 
A c  f, 

where the yield strength f ,  was specified as 414 MPa. The maximum clear spacing of 

spiral was 3", which was the same as that specified in the 1957 edition. The vertical 

spacing of ties was taken as the least dimension of column section or 12". whichever was 

smaller. The Gst tie was to be placed at half vertical spacing above the footing. The tie 

bend was to have a 135" hook at the end. In seisrnic areas, columns were detailed to 

provide adequate strength and ductility, however, no specific procedure was mentioned. 

Seismic design provisions were first mentioned in the 1983 edition of ASSHTO. 

The transverse reinforcement for confinement at plastic hinges was defined for spiral 

reinforcement as 



f c t  p, = 0.12- (2.10) 
r,h 

whichever was greater. The total cross sectional area of rectilinear hoop was to be 

f c t  A, = 0.12sbC - (2.12) 
fYh 

whichever was greater, where s is vertical spacing of hoops in inches with a maximum of 

4", and b, is the core dimension of tied colurnn in inches. 

2.12 Ontano Highway Bridge Design Code (OHBDC) Requirements for Column 

Rein forcement 

First OHBDC came out in 1983. AASHTO code had been used until then as a 

guide for the design of highway bridges in Canada. The OHBDC 1983 edition refers to 

the seismic provisions specified in CSA Standard CAN-A23.3-M77. Code for the Design 

of Concrete Structures for the buildings. 

The OHBDC 199 1 edition refers seismic detailing to CSA Standard CAN3423.3- 

M84, Design of Concrete Structures for buildings. Hence, the longitudinal reinforcement 

ratio is to Vary between 1% and 6%. The transverse reinforcement requirement is the 

same as that of the 1983 edition of AASHTO code. Accordingly, the transverse 

reinforcement is to be spaced not to exceed onegumer of the minimum member 

dimension, 100 mm, or 6 times the diameter of the smallest bar. In the recent concrete 

code for buildings, CSA Standard A23 -3-94, the value O. 12 in Equation 2.6 was replaced 

with 0.09. AU other provisions remained the same. 
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Figure 2.1 Classification of Ontario Bridges. 
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Figure 2.2 Classification of Alberta Bridges. 



Bridge Name 2-D Representation 

Figure 2.3 Schematic drawing of cornmon simply-supponed bridge types. 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic drawhg of common continuous bridge types. 
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Figure 2.5 Statistical analysis of round-voided post-tensioned decks. 
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Figure 2.6 Statistical analysis of rectangular-voided post-tensioned decks. 
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Figure 2.7 Statistical analysis of slab-on-girder decks. 



(a) Spiilling of cover coiicrettt. 

Figure 1.8 Column of a highway bridge at Interstate I O that was damaged 
during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. (Saatcioglu. 1994) 
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Chapter 3 

Column Drift Capacity 

3.1 General 

Design of a structure for seismic effkcts becomes imponant due to extreme loads and 

greater risks associated with such loading. It is usually preferabe to design a stmcture based 

on large inelastic defonnation capacity rather than elastic action since the latter becomes 

uneconornical. Therefore, structures are expected to maintain their strengths during inelastic 

response to earthquakes. This b ~ g s  up the problern of ductiiity. Ductility may be defined as 

the ability of structures or structural components to withstand inelastic defonnation reversais 

without a sigdicant loss in strength. Flexural response is h o w n  to be more ductile than shear 

and compression. For concrete and masonry structures, the requued shear strength must 

exceed the required naairal strength by seleaing a suitable stmctural configuration, detailing of 

potentiai plastic hinging locations, and making sure that inelastic deformations do not occur 

elsewhere in the suucture. The same approach can dso be taken for the design of seismic 

resistant bridge components. 

Ductility of a colum can be assessed by computing its defiormation capacity within the 

inelastic range. Column defonnation capacity can be computed if proper inelastic material 

models are utilized and al1 the relevant components of inelastic defonnations are considered. 

The drift of a colurnn can then be caldatexi as the ratio of its lateral displacement 

corresponding to maximum dowable strength decay to its height in percentage. 



3.2 Computation of Inelastic Column Deformations 

Inelastic deformations of reinforcd concrete colurnns consid of three components; 

flexure, shear and anchorage slip (Saatcioglu and Ozcebe 1989). The shear component of a 

typical bndge colurnn, with a high shear-span-to-depth ratio, usuaiiy f o m  oniy a m i o n  of 

total inelastic displacement. Unless a column is under-designed in shear, or fds  into the short 

column category, the shear component can be negiected in inelastic displacement dculations. 

Columns that are critical in shear exhibit brittle behavior, and are usudy classified as non- 

ductile columns. Deformations due to anchorage slip, on the other hand, are direct 

consequences of flexural response, and can not be ignored in certain columns. especially in 

bndge columns where axial compression due to gravity loads is low. 

Analysis of reinforcd concrete bridge columns requires proper material models, such 

as confinement, anchorage slip and buckhg of longitudinal bars; consideration and modeling 

of inelastic hinges; and computation of all major components of response. This can be 

achieved by employing a computer software incorporating these features. One such sohare,  

entitled "Column Analysis (COLA)," was developed by the author to establish inelastic force 

deformation relationships. COLA cornputes defiormation capacities of rectangular and-circular 

columns under constant axial load and rnonotonically increasing lateral force. The analysis 

starts at the sectional level, through a mornent-curvature analysis. Inelasticity and inelastic 

curvature distribution dong column height are estabiished, and deflections corresponding to 

lateral force capacities are calculated. Lateral deformations are found fiorn deflections causeci 

by flexure and anchorage slip. 

3.2.1 Program Algorithm 

COLA was programmed using Borland's Turbo Pascal compiler, version 6.0, and 

designeci as a user Gendly and interactive software. There are two input Pes to define the 

parameters of a colwnn. The first input file consists of geometric data, and includes circular, 

square or rectangular column parameters where dimensions, amount and location of 

longitudinal Worcement, and anangement of transverse reinforcement are dehed. The 

second input fiie essentidy consists of materiai and includes unconhed concrete and 



reinforcing aeel models, as weli as, axial load and names of data ûies to be produced after the 

anaîysis. The confineci concrete stress-strain model is generated based on the input data. 

The program first calculates moment and curvaîure at cracking. Beyond cracking, the 

analysis is conduaed for each value of assumed extreme compressive 6ber strain. The neutral 

avis location is assumeci for each strain prole, and intemal forces in reinforcing steel and 

uncohed and confiried concrete are calculated. The eguEbrium of forces is checked by also 

considering the axial Ioad. if the equilibrium is not satisfieû, the neutrai axis location is revised 

until the equiiibrium is satisfïed within a desired range of acniracy. The anaiysis is conducted 

by usïng a circular cross-section for all columns. The section is fkst divided hto rectangular 

suips. Radial coordinates are useâ to defme the location of ûtch strip. For square and 

rectangular sections, equivalent stnp widths are caiculated using the ratio of section width to 

cord width. Figure 3.1 shows typical stnps of a cross-seaion and forces acting on that cross- 

section. 

M e n  the tende steel reaches its ultirnate h c t u ~ g  stress, or the extreme compressive 

fiber strain reaches its pre-defineci final value as specifïed in the input file, the program displays 

an appropriate failure message, and proceeds to the calculation of deformations due to flexure 

and anchorage slip. as wel as  axial force-moment interaction relationship, as explained in the 

foiiowing sections. The confined concrete model assumes a constant stress resistance beyond 

an 80% strength drop beyond peak. Hence the program continues caiculations foUowing this 

mode1 until one of the above failure condition is encountered. SMarly, the bar buckling 

model adopted assumes zero resistance upon buckiing. Therefore, should buckiing of a 

longitudinal reùiforcernent occur, the program continues caaifations with zero stress in that 

pahcular reinforcement, until Mure. Finally, the output file and all data mes are produced for 

plotting. Figure 3.2 shows a typicai graphitai output. The program flowchan is iilustrated in 

Figure 3.3. The source code of COLA is shown in Appendk A 

3.2.2 Displacements due to Fîexure 

belastic displacements due to fiexure is computed s t h g  from section analysis. 

Plane section analysis of the column section is first conducted to construct the moment- 

curvature relationship. This requires confined and unconfined stress-strain relationships of 



concrete, and a complete stress-strain relationship of reinforcing steel, including strain 

hardening in tension and compression. 

3.2.2.1 Constitutive Model for Unconfincd and Confined Concrete 

The constitutive model used for concrete was developed by Saatcioglu and Razvi 

(1992) for confined concrete. The model covers a range of columns, between unconfined 

and well confined columns, and is depicted in Figure 3.4. For uncontined connete it 

reduces to Hognestad's model (195 1) with an ascending branch described by a second 

degree parabola, and a descending branch linearly changing to a strain corresponding to 

20% of the peak. The dope of the descending branch is defined based on strain and stress 

values corresponding to 85% of the peak. This relationship is used for unconfined 

concrete in the cover. The following expressions describe the stress-strain relationship for 

unconfined concrete: 

for E, c go, 

wheref', is the unconfined concrete strength in MPa; go,, and E ~ J  are the strains at peak 

and 8 5% of peak uncodned stresses, respectively. 

When the mernber is confinecl, the characteristics of stress-strain curve changes. 

Confinement produces signifiant enhancemans in strength and ductility. As lateral 

confinement pressure increases with increased volumetric ratio andior grade of lateral steel, and 

efficiency of cohement reinforcement, then the confineci concrete becurnes stronger and 

more duaile. The lateral confinement pressure was quantifieci in the confinement model in 

terms of section geometry and materid properties. The following expressions define the 

ascending branch of the stress-strain model for con6ned concrete. 

for E, < El 



k, = 6.7(f,)-' l 7  (3 - 5 )  

The equivalent uniform lateral pressure, f;., is a fùnction of the average lateral 

pressuref; and reinforcement arrangement, as described in Figure 3 .S. The reinforcement 

arrangement is reflected through coefficient k?, which describes the efficiency of 

confinement reinforcement. For closely spaced circular spirals the efficiency of 

confinement is the highest, with approximately uniform passive pressure generated 

through hoop tension. In this case kz is equal to 1.0. For columns with rectilinear 

reinforcement, the efficiency of reinforcement depends on the spacing s, as well as the 

spacing of laterally supported longitudinal reinforcement SI. Coefficient k? for this case 

assumes a value of 1 .O or smaller, depending on the arrangement. A simplified version of 

expression for k2 is given below (RaM and Saatcioglu 1996). 

f* = k2f, (3 -6) 

k, = 1.0 (For closely spaced circular spirals) (3.7) 

(For rectilinear reinforcement) 

cl= E,, + (1 + 5k) (3.10) 

The descending branch of the confined concrete mode1 is obtained by defining the 

strain corresponding to 85% of peak stress. This is specified below. 

css = 260pq + goOS (3.11) 

where, Dsh is the total area of transverse reinforcement in both cross-sectional directions, 

in mm2; hh is the yield strength of transverse reinforcement in MPa, s is the center to 

center spacing between ties in mm; ba and bv are core concrete dimensions measured 

center-to-center of the perimeter hoop in mm, in x and y directions, respectively. 



The equivalent laterai pressure, fi, for rectangular sections and square sections with 

unequal confinement pressure in orthogonal directions, can be expressed as follows. 

where the subscripts x and y refer to the two cross-sectional directions. 

Although the confinement mode, as described above is applicable to normal-strength 

concrete columns, recent research by R a n i  and Saatcioglu (1996) showed that certain 

modifications may be necessary when high-strength concrete, in the range of 60 MPa to 130 

MPa, is used. Furthemore, it was also concluded that the exponential curve proposed by 

Popovics (1973) provided a better correlation with experimental data for both hi&-strength 

and normal-strength concretes. Therefore, Popovics's curve was also adopted here to describe 

the ascending branch of the mess-svain relationship. 

expressions. 

This is show in the foilowing 

where f is confined concrete strength in MPa; a, and ~~3 are strains at peak and 85% of 

peak stress. respectively; E, is the secant modulus of elasticity of concrete as expressed 

below. 

E is the modulus of elasticity of uncontined concrete and it is defined as 

E,= 3320e +6900 (3.17) 

Both E,, and Ec are expressed in MPa. Modifications involved to accommodate high- 

strengh concrete are illustrated in the foiiowing expression: 

fa = fA +(k,f!J (3.18) 



E,, = 2 6 0 k 3 ~ , [ l +  0.5kz(k4 - l)] + E,,, (3.22) 

where k, k,, k3, and k4 are dimensioniess factors. In the absence of experimental data 60, 

and can be taken as 2f 'c Ec or 0.0038, respectiveiy. 

Both the original. and modified confinement models are incorporated in the 

computer program with a user specified option. 

3.2.2.2 Constitutive Model for Steel in Tension 

The stress-main relationship used for reinforcing steel in tension has three 

branches. The elastic and yield portions of the curve are linear while the strain-hardening 

portion is represented by a parabolic curve as illustrated in Figure 3.6. The following 

expressions define the complete curve: 

for E, < E ,  (3.23) 

for < E,  < E,,, (3.24) 

wherej, A,, j. are the yield, strain-hardening and ultirnate stresses in MPa; g, gSh, E. are 

the corresponding strains. 

3.2.2.3 Proposcd Constitutive Model for Steel in Compnssioa 

Stress-strain relationship of reinforcing steel in compression is the same as that in 

tension, if the stability of reinforcement can be maintained under compression. However, 

depending on the size of compression bars and the spacing of ties, the stress-strain 

relationship in compression can be quite diierent. Under unfavorable laterai restraint 



conditions the compression reinforcement can loose its stability pnor to developing full 

strain hardening. If the slendemess ratio of re-bar is very hi& the stress-strain 

relationship may show unloading irnrnediately &er yielding. 

Stability of compression reinforcement can be expressed in terms of bar aspect 

ratio, where the aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of unsupported bar length between two 

ties to its diameter. Mau and El-Mabsout (1989), and Mau (1990) predicted the behavior 

of reinforcing bars under compression using finite element analysis. They compared their 

results with experimental data which showed good agreement. Stress-strain relationships 

for reinforcing bars in compression were given only for certain aspect ratios in the form of 

plots. No general expressions were suggested relating the effect of aspect ratio to the 

behavior of reinforcing bars. 

The observations made from analytical and experimental research reported by 

previous researchen were used in this investigation to denve empincal relationships. The 

expressions were developed as a function of bar aspect ratio. Figure 3.7 illustrates stress- 

strain relationships for compression reinforcement as a function of bar aspect ratio. 

Aspect Ratio > 8.0: 

When the aspect ratio is greater than 8.0, the bars becorne unstable as soon as the 

yield point is attained. The stress in steel drops linearly as strains increase. Thus. the 

dope of the descending branch of stress-strain cuve depends on the aspect ratio. The 

aspect ratio of 8.0 is taken as the lirniting value for bar stability where the reinforcement 

cm maintain its stability with zero siope upon yielding. For aspect ratios of greater than 

8.0, the slope becomes negative. As the aspect ratio increases, the negative slope 

increases until iimiting values of fm and e m  are reached. The following expressions 

describe this behavior : 



where fs.D, is the limiting value of stress in MPa and &m. is the limiting value of strain. 

4.5 < Aspect Ratio < 8.0: 

The stress-strain relationship within this range exhibits strain-hardening. The 

strain-hardening curve is lower than that for tension curve. As the aspect ratio decreases 

the strain-hardening curve approaches to that of tension reinforcement. The following 

expressions can be used in this range: 

Aspect Ratio < 4.5: 

When the aspect ratio is in excess of 4.5 the stress-strain relationship becomes 

identical to that in tension, with cornpiete strain hardening. 

3*2.3 Displacements Due to Anchorage Slip 

Deformations due to anchorage slip o c w  because of the slippage andlor extension of 

longitudinal reinforcement in adjoining mernbers. The source of these deformations occur 

outside the member, and h e m  their d è c t s  are not Uicluded in flexural analysis. The slip 

component u d y  f o m  a srnall portion of anchorage slip, and can be avoided through proper 

anchorage. The penetration of yield'ig into the adjacent member and extension of tension 

reinforcement in the adjoining rnernber can not be prevented if the criticai d o n  is to ocair 

near the adjoining rnernber. Therefote, bar extension was cornputeci as the oniy source of 



anchorage slip in columns. The penetration of yielding and the resulting bar extension increase 

when the level of axial compression is low, as typidy  is the case for bridge colwnns. Bridge 

columns are usually wbjected to 10% to 20% of theû concentnc capacities. 

Defonatiow due to anchorage slip was computed based on the mode1 proposed by 

Alsiwat and Saatcioglu (1992). The extension of reuiforcing bar h the adjohhg member is 

definai as the area under the strain diagram. It is therefore essential to establish the nrain 

distribution dong the embedment length. ï h i s  can be done by estirnating bond stress between 

the steel and concrete and applying equilibrium of forces. The stressed portion of the 

embedment length consias of four segments as illustrated in Figure 3.8. These segments are 

discussed below. 

Elastic Region: 

The bar in this region remains elastic. The average bond stress, proposed by AC1 

Cornmittee 408, is applicable in the elastic range. . 

and 

where u, is the elastic bond stress in MPa, db is the bar diameter in mm, A b  is the area of 

bar in mm2, id is the development length in mm, and coefficient K is equai to 3 tirnes the 

bar diameter. From the elastic bond stress, the elastic length, Le, can be calculated as 

follows: 

Yield Plateau Region: 

In this region the bar is stressed beyond its yield strength. The length of the yield 

plateau region can be determined fiom equilibrium. Frictional bond stress, as given below, 

can be used in this region. 



where Sr and HL are the spacing and height of the lugs on the bar. respectively. Thus, the 

length of the yield plateau. L,, can be expressed as 

where, df, is the incremental bar stress within the yield region. For reinforcement with 

perfect yield plateau the incremental increase in steel stress between yield and strain- 

hardening approaches zero. Therefore, the length of yield plateau region becomes 

insignificant, and is equal to zero in most cases. 

Strain-Hardening Region: 

The same principles that apply to the yield plateau region also applies to the strain 

hardening region. The fictionai bond stress is used with force equilibrium to cornpute the 

lengh of this segment. This t h e  however, AJ represents the incrementai stress between the 

beginning and end of the strain-hardening region. 

Pullou t-Cone Region: 

Pullout-cone occurs when the concrete cover breaks loose in tension, forming a 

constant stress and strain zone (L,). The pullout-cone can be prevented by reinforcing 

the potential cone region with transverse steel. Since in most reinforced concrete joints 

there is sufficient reinforcement to prevent the pullout cone, the length of this region may 

be taken equal to zero. 

Once ail stressed lengths in different regions are calculated, the total bar extension, 

6,. can be determined fkom the following expression: 

The resulting rotation due to bar extension can be cdculated as 



where dis the reinforcernent depth, and c is the height of compression block, both in mm. 

Once the rotation due to bar extension is obtained, the tip column deflection can be 

computed as shown below. 

Anpi = JV*) (3.39) 

where, L is the column shear span. 

3.2.4 Calculation of  Plastic Binge Length 

The variation of curvatures dong column height can be determineci fiom mornent- 

curvature analysis. However, the distribution of curvatures in the hinging region becornes a 

chailenging task, and can be estabiished by an algorithm which was developed by RaM and 

Saatcioglu (1996). This algorithm can be used to defhe the formation and progression of 

plastification within the column hinging region. The length of the hinging region and the 

magnitude of inelastic curvatures within this region cm be computed. Once the curvature 

distribution is estabfished, inelastic flexural rotations and displacements cm be calculated as the 

area and moment of the ara under the diagram, respectively. Figure 3.9 shows the 

progression of plastic hinging in a typical column. 

3.3 Prediction of Drift Capacity for Bridge Columns 

The procedures desaibed in preceding d o n s  cm be used to establish lateral drift 

capacities of bridge columns when the goverring mode of behavior is flexure. These 

procedures have been implemented in cornputer software COLA.. The software provides 

inelastic force-displacement relationships under monotonically increasing lateral loads. 

Aithough columns subjected to earthquake effects develop reverseci cyciic loading, the 

envelope of hysteretic forcedeformation celationship is very similar to force-deformation 

relationship computed by COLA under monotonicaly increasing lateral load. Figures 3.10 

through 3.15 illustrate the actud behavior of columns recorded under reversed cyclic loading 

and prdictions by COLA. 

During strong earthquakes weli confined columns suMve beyond their eiastic 

limits until a noticeable decay in their lateral load capacity is obsewed. In multistory 

multi-bay h e  syaems some strength decay is tolerable before the column is considered 



to have failed. One criterion for establishing column inelastic displacement capacity is to 

compute column displacement at 20% strength decay (Saatcioglu 1989; Rami and 

Saatcioglu 1996). Although bridge structures do not have as much redundancy in the 

system as building structures, they may experience some redistribution of forces among 

the supporting elements. It may be unduly conservative to limit the deformation capacity 

of bridge colurnns to those corresponding to peak loads, as peak loads oAen occur 

imrnediately after yielding. Therefore, it may be appropriate to adopt the same failure 

criterion of 20% strength decay to bridge columns, in order to establish the maximum 

tolerable displacement beyond the onset of strength decay. This criterion is adopted here 

for the purpose of determinhg inelastic deformation capacities of bridge columns. 

While the concem in earthquake resistant bridge columns is to improve inelastic 

defonnability and associated energy dissipation capacity, this can be achieved if the 

member behaves predominantly in ductile flexural mode while brinle modes of failure are 

suppressed through proper design and detailing. It was previously found in the bridge 

survey conducted that the bridge colurnns designed prior to 1970s and some designed 

more recently lack adequate shear resistance. These colurnns are likely to fail prernaturely 

in a brittle manner, pnor to developing their flexural capacity and inelastic deformation 

capacity that was discussed earlier in this section. Therefore, the current earthquake 

design practice calls for sufficiently high shear capacity so that ductile flexural response 

can be developed. Since the majority of existing bridge colurnns were not designed 

following this design philosophy, it becomes essential that shear strength of these colurnns 

be evaluated pnor to any improvement in flexural defonnability is assessed. An 

approached proposed by previous investigaton is sumrnarked in the next section for the 

evaluation of shear strength. 

3.3.1 Sbear Strength of Bridge Columns 

The shear strength of a reinforced concrete column can be estimated using a 

recently developed approach by Priestley et al. (1994). Accordingly, the nominal shear 

strength, Vd consists of three components as shown below. 

Vd = Ys +V, +Yp (3.40) 



where, V,, Y ,  and Y,  

concrete contribution 

plastic hinging region 

are concrete, steel and axial load contributions, respectively. The 

is a function of colurnn displacement ductility ratio, PA, within the 

It is defined below. 

(3.4 1) 

where A, is the effective shear area in mm2, and is taken as 80% of gross cross sectional 

area. This quantity is equal to 0.628d for circular colurnns, where D is the diameter of 

colurnn section. The coefficient n depends on displacement duaility ratio, and is 

expressed in MPa. This coefficient is defined below for uniaxial loading. 

n = 0.29 for p, < 7 (3.42) 

r 1 =  0.29 - 0.095(p, - 2 )  for 2<p, 5 4  (3.43) 

rr = 0.1-0.015(p, - 4 )  for 4 < p ,  5 8  (3.44) 

ri = 0.04 for p, > 8 (3 -45) 

The steel contribution, Y' is derived from tniss anaiogy, with a variable angle 8. 

The expression for circular colurnns is given below. 

Where, 0 is the critical angle where inclined shear cracking occurs, and it is taken as 30". 

The same expression becornes as follows for rectangular colurnns. 

The shear strength is enhanced with the contribution of axial compressive load. P. 

resulting from diagonal compression stmt. This contribution. V, is given below. 

Vp = Ptana  (3.48) 

Where, angle a is foned  between column axis and the line of action of the strut. For a 

cantilever colurnn loaded laterally by a tip force, the iine of action of strut can be taken 

fiom the point of load application to the center of the flexural compression zone at the 

criticai section. 

The shear strength determined by the above procedure can be used to establish 

adequacy of columns for shear. The capacity is then compared with applied shear force 



associated with flexural capacity. If the shear capacity is lower than that conesponding to 

flexure, the column is classified as inadequate, and must be retrofitted to increase its shear 

resistance. Otherwise, the adequacy of inelastic defomability in flexure is investigated. 

Software COLA can be used to establish inelastic deformation capacity of the colurnn. 

Alternatively, charts developed in the following section may be used to estimate the 

defonnation capacity expressed in terms of lateral drift. The drift capacity can then be 

compared with lateral drift demands established through dynarnic inelastic analysis, 

discussed in Chapter 4. If the drift capacity determined in this Chapter is less than the drift 

demand established in Chapter 4, the column needs to be retrofitted. One potential 

retrofitting procedure, developed as part of this investigation. is outlined in Chapter 5. 

3.3.2 Effects of Design Parameten on Column Defonnability 

The significance of structural parameters on column deformability was assessed 

analytically through a pararnetric investigation. This was done to explore the possibility of 

reducing total number of variables by eliminating some of the less significant parameters 

and combining others so that design aids can be prepared to establish drift capacities. 

Since concrete confinement was the primary mechanism to improve deformability, the 

parameters of confinement were included as the p r i m q  variables. The parameters 

considered for circular included the volumetric ratio, spacing, and grade of transverse 

reinforcement, concrete strength, axial compression. and column aspect ratio. Cornputer 

software COLA was used to conduct the analysis. The results of the bridge survey was 

used to consider realistic ranges of pararneters employed in practice. The survey revealed 

geometric and material properties of bndge columns. Table 3.1 provides a surnrnary of 

structurai parameters considered. 

The first parameter considered was the volumetric ratio. Colurnns with the sarne 

geometry and material properties, but with different volumetric ratios of transverse 

reinforcement, p, were analyzed to establish the effêct of f i  on drift capacity. Figures 

3.15 and 3.16 show that the volumetric ratio plays a significant role on d a  capacities of 

columns with dzerent levels of axial compression and longitudinal reinforcement ratios. 

Figure 3.16 also illustrates that drift capacity decreases with the level of constant axial 



compression. This observation confonns to previously reported expenmentai data. 

Figure 3.17 shows the significance of longitudinal reinforcement ratio. It can be observed 

in this figure that colurnn drift capacity increases as the percentage of longitudinal 

reinforcement increases. Additional analyses were also conducted to establish the 

significance of some of the geometnc parameters. Figure 3.18 depicts the significance of 

colurnn aspect ratio. It may be concluded fiom this figure that column aspect ratio piays 

an important role and must be considered in establishing drift capacities. Sirnilarly, it is 

shown in Figure 3.19 that the ratio of gross cross-sectional area to core area is an 

important parameter that can not be ignored, since this ratio reflects the relative 

contribution of confined concrete to overall colurnn behavior. 

Deformability of confined concrete improves with increasing lateraf pressure. The 

lateral pressure is afTected by the volumetric ratio and grade of reinforcement. Higher 

grade reinforcement, within the lirnits used in practice, develop higher hoop tension, which 

in tum translates into higher confinement pressure. It is conceivable that a trade off exists 

between the volumetric ratio, fi, and grade, / ,r ,  so that a smdler p. can be used in 

colurnns with a proportionately higher hh. This was investigated by analyzing columns 

with different p. and&,,, such that the product pdyh remained constant. The results are 

compared in Figure 3.20, and show similar drift capacities. This implies that the 

volumetric ratio and grade need not be considered separately so long as the product p&h 

is used as a parameter, within the practical ranges of volumetric ratio and grade of 

reinforcement. 

Concrete strength, f,, was another parameter that was investigated. It is well 

known that deformability of concrete decreases with increasing strength. Therefore, 

higher strength concretes require higher confinement pressure (Pdy,,). The relationship 

between f, and pdh was investigated by analyzing columns with different strength 

concretes and different confinement pressures. Figure 3.21 illustrates that the adverse 

effects of an increase in concrete strength c m  be compensated by a proponional increase 

in the confinement pressure. It was observed that at higher aspect ratios, &A/ f, yields a 

difference of about 0.5% drift between columns with 20 MPa and 40 MPa concretes. 



However, at aspect ratios of less than 6.0, the p&,/ f, ratio yields same drift capacities, 

regardless of concrete strength. 

The amount of cover concrete was also investigated by the considering columns 

with different ratios of gross-to-core cross sectional area. Figure 3.22 shows that as long 

as the product of prf& f C(~, ~, - l )+ '  remains constant, similar drifts are obtained. 

A sirnilar parametric investigation was conducted by Razvi and Saatcioglu (1996) 

for rectilinear building columns. Their results are equally applicable to rectilinear bridge 

columns for appropriate levels of mial force, cover-to-core area ratio and percentage of 

longitudinal reinforcement. Therefore, the emphasis on the current parametnc 

investigation was placed on circular bridge columns especially in view of the fact that a 

great majority of bridge columns have circular cross-section. 

3.3.3 Approximate Determination of  Column Drift Capacities 

Deformability of concrete bridge columns can best be established by using the 

cornputer software COLA developed as part of this investigation. However, design chans 

can also be developed for approximate determination of drift capacities. The pararnetric 

investigation reponed in the previous section revealed that the effects of the volumetric 

ratio and grade of transverse reinforcement, as well as concrete strength and gross-to-core 

area ratio of concrete can be merged into one single parameter, r,, as defined below. 

This was shown to be especially tme for columns with aspect ratios of less than 8. 

Therefore, design chaxts c m  be established, showing relationships between coefficient "r," 

and column drift capacity for different percentages of longitudinal reinforcement and levels 

of axial compression. Sample charts are s h o w  in Figures 3.23 through 3.25. Also, al1 

anaiytical results obtained fiom the parametric study were presented in Tables 3.2 through 

3.4. 

Although drift ratio is a convenient and a preferred way of expressing overall 

column deformability, it does not reflect the degree of inelasticity in the column. 



lnelasticity in columns cm be expressed in terms of a ductility ratio. Displacement 

ductility ratio has been seleaed here to express overall behavior of columns. The 

displacement ductility ratio is defined as the ratio of maximum column displacement at 

failure (20% strength drop beyond peak resistance) to displacement at yield. Since, the 

same maximum displacement quantity is aiso used in computing column drift, there exists 

a strong relationship between drift and ductility ratios. This is iiiustrated in Figure 26. 

Although column drift capacity can be detemiined by using the computer software 

COLA or approxirnately from the charts given in Figures 3.23 through 3.25, these drift 

quantities are meant for flexure dominant columns. The majority of bridge columns in 

practice do fa11 in this category. However, short columns and shear deficient columns also 

exist in practice. Their behavior is effected by their shear capacity which may be lower 

than the shear force corresponding to flexural capacity. A discussion of shear resistance 

of bridge columns was provided earlier in this Chapter. Shear capacity is controlled by the 

amount of transverse reinforcement, which is one of the major parameters included in 

coefficient "r,." Therefore, in order to indicate the mode of failure, the relationship 

between the ratio of shear capacity to shear force associated with flexural failure was 

computed and presented in Figure 3.27. The computed shear capacities included in this 

figure were obtained from the expressions recomrnended by Priestley et al. (1994) as 

discussed in section 3.3.1. Those corresponding to flexural failure were obtained by 

computer prograrn COLA. When the shear ratio i s  less than 1.0 in Figure 3.27. the 

column is likely to fail in shear. If this ratio is greater than 1.0. the column may develop 

its full flexural capacity. 



Table 3 .1  Parameters of bridge columns used in the analysis. 

/ Axial load ratio 

Cross-sectional dimensions 

Shear span to cross-sectional dim. ratio 

1 10% and 20% 

Circuiar columns: 1000 mm and 2000 mm. 

2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 

1 Longitudinal steel ratio 1 1%. 2% and 3% 

1 Yield strength of steel 1 200 MPa and 400 MPa 

Gross area to core area ratio 



Table 3.2 Dnfi capacity for circular columns (pl= 1 %). 

A,/& [ G  1 ./O Dnft 1 Ductiiity 1 VA,,&, 1 ?/O Drift 1 Ductiiity 1 V*,N". 



Table 3.3 Drift capacity for circular coiumns (pl= 2 %). 

4 '  Irc 1 % Drift 1 Ductility 1 V a n f i  1 % Drift 1 Ductility 1 V , i J v e  



Table 3 -4 Drift capacity for circular colurnns (pl= 3 %). 

A s / &  Ir. % Drift 1 Ductility 1 V,IJV.. % Drift 1 Ductiüty 1 V,,-& 
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Figure 3.1 Sectional analysis. 
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Figure 3.3 Flowchart of software COLA 
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Figure 3.4 Stress-strain relationship for uncofined and confïned concrete. 
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Figure 3.5 Passive confinement pressure generated by transverse remforcement. 
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Figure 3.5 



Figure 3.6 Stress-strain relationship for reinforcing steel in tension. 
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Figure 3 -7 Stress-strain relationship for reinforcing steel in compression. 
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Figure 3.8 Stress and straui distributions of extension of re~orcing steel. 
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Figure 3 -9 Progression of plastic hinging. 
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Figure 3.13 CompuWns of malyticai and experimentai iatenl force-disphcement 
reiationships for cohiams tested by Saatcioglu and Baingo. 



Figure 3.14 Cornpuisons of rnalytical and experimental l a t d  forc~displacewnt 
rehtionships for cokimns tested by Saatciogh and Baingo. 
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Figure 3.15 Compariso~~s of anaiyticd and experimentril l a t d  forcedisplacement 
reiationships for cohinms tested by Saatcioghi and Baingo. 
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Figure 3.16 Effect of axial Ioad ratio on drift capacity of columns. 

Figure 3.17 Effkct of longitudinal reinforcement ratio on drift capacity of columns. 



Figure 3.18 Effect of axial load ratio (cantilever length to cross-sectional dimension) 
on drift capacity of columns. 
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drift capacity of columns. 
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Chapter 4 

Drift Demands 

4.1 General 

It is uneconornical to design structures to remain elastic duruig strong earthquakes. 

Therefore, structures are designeci to experience inelastic deformations in critical regions. 

inelastic deformation requirements in such structures must be established before rational design 

methods for new structures and retrofit techniques for existhg structures an be employed. 

Thus, it is important to establish inelastic deformation dernands of structures located in 

difFerent seisrnic regions in Canada. Shce the objective of this research project concems 

reinforced concrete bridge colurnns, the emphasis is placed on inelastic drift dernands of these 

colurnns. 

Drift demands of bridge columns were investigated through dynamic inelastic response 

hiaoiy analyses. A computer software, DRAIN-RC was chosen for this purpose. DRAIN-RC 

was developed at the University of ûttawa (Saatcioglu et al. 1997), as a rnodified version of 

generai purpose computer software, DRAi%2D, origuially developed at the University of 

California, Berkeley (Karman and Powell 1973). A brief description of the computer program 

and anaiysis xherne are d i s c u d  in the foiiowing sections. 

4.2 Description of Cornputer Sofmare, DRAM-RC 

D m - R C  is intendeci for p l a w  d y m c  indastic response history anafysis of 

reinforceci concrete structures. It contains hysteretic models suitable for remforcecl concrete 



structures, including those for flexure, with and without axial load-moment interaction, shear, 

anchorage slip, uitill panels, and tniss elements. The hysteretic model for flexure was 

developed by Takeda et al. (1970) and has degrading aitniess characteristics. The model was 

later modified by Saatcioglu et al. ( 1983) to introduce the interactive effkcts of axial force with 

flexure and the resulting changes in strength and stiffness during response. Inelastic shear 

effects are modeled by a hysteretic model developed by Ozcebe and Saattioglu (1989) and 

includes pinching of loops during reloading. Anchorage slip, consisting of the extension and 

siippage of reinforcement in the adjoining member, is modeled foiiowing the hysteretic modei 

proposed by Saatcioglu and Alsiwat (1992). W panels can be assigned a hysteretic model 

that was developed by Klinger and Bertero ( 1978), simulating the behavior of diagonal ties and 

stnits in waü panels. The prograrn a h  has capabilities of conducting "Push-Over" analysis. 

Funhennore, it has an option to consider P-A effêcts. Dynamic loadimg is introduced in ternis 

of homontal and vertical ground motions. 

The structure to be analyzed must fist be modeled with dimete elements berneen 

nodes. Each node has three degrees of fieedom, two translational, and one rotational. 

Structural mass is iumped at the nodes. The dynarnic response is determineci using a step-by- 

step integration technique, assumhg constant acceleration during each tirne step. Therefore. 

non-linear response is divided into iinear responses between two tirne intervals, and the stfiess 

of each element is updated at the end of each interval for the following t h e  step. 

Each element is modeled as an elastic member with three point springs at the ends for 

tlexure. shear and anchorage slip components of ineiastic defonnatiow. Hysteretic models are 

assigned to these springs to simulate cyclic behavior. Primary curves for inelastic s p ~ g s  are 

specifïed as input. Loading, unloading and reloading branches of hysteresis loops are senerated 

by foliowing the rules incorporated in each model. The three hysteretic models assigned to the 

member end springs are shown in Figure 4.1. 

The prograrn calculates ductiiity faaors based on chord angle. Ductility factors, 

defineci as maximum chord angle divided by the angle at initial yield, are listed for each 

deformation component, i.e., flexure, shear and anchorage slip, as weU as for totai deformafion. 

The program further caldates energy dissipation fàctors as the ratio of plastic to elastic 



energy, where the energy is computed as the area under the force-deformation hysteretic 

relationship. 

4.3 Modeling of  Bridges 

Structural response can be determined reasonably accurately under ideal conditions 

which involve well established matenal models, earthquake ground motion records, and 

computerized analysis tools. However, in reality, the unknown nature of boundary 

conditions oflen yields different results than what is found using deterministic 

mathematical rnodels. The objective of modeling a stnicture for the purpose of analysis is 

to simulate actual conditions as reaiistically as possible. In order to achieve this objective 

one has to make certain simplifjmg assumptions since the connections between individual 

fiame elements and the suppons, including bearings at columns and abutments, may 

require complex rnodeling techniques which often can not be justified since their behavior 

are not well established. 

The response of a prototype bridge stmcture can be described in tenns of discrete 

mathematicai elements with properly defined boundary conditions. There are various 

levels of discretization of mathematical models ranging from single degree of Freedom 

(SDOF) lurnped-mass rnodels to detailed three-dimensional finite-element rnodels. 

It is generally believed that bridge models used for seismic anaiysis shouid be kept 

simple. Global bridge models are ofien used for single fiame structures. Individual fiame 

models are used when the bridge stmcture has movement joints between spans. The 

frarne-by-frame analysis usually provides designers an upper-bound response of the 

portion considered. Individual structural members c m  be modeled as line elements, plates 

and shells, or soiid elements depending on the type of general bndge mode1 (Priestley et al. 

1 996). 

In this investigation the emphasis was placed on drift demands on bridge columns 

to assess their seismic vulnerability. Therefore, an upper-bound approach was sought for 

drift demands. This was accomplished by idealizing the bridge structure as a single- 

degree-of-fieedom system, both in longitudinal and transverse directions. Typical bridge 

structures were selected fiom the bridge survey conducted eaffier, as schematicaîiy shown in 



Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Global computer models coiresponâiig to these cornmon types of bridges 

were constmcted assumuig rigid decks, and simulating b-gs as inelastic s p ~ g s  with elasto- 

plastic models. These andytical models are show in Figures 4.2 an 4.3. These models are all 

single-degree-of-6eedom (SDOF) models with abilities to have inelastic support resiaances at 

dEerent support locations. They can aii be represented by a S W F  lumped-rnass model as 

shown in Figure 4.4. The lumped-mass model consias of a column element wfùch is fiily 6xed 

at the base, representing al1 the columns; mas% representing total bridge mass; and two 

attached springs, one representing the siifThes of abutment bearings while the other 

representing the stifniess of pier bearings. The bearings have the option of providing no lateral 

restraint, as in the case of Wctionless rollers; elastic or elasto-plastic resistance with a finite 

rigidity. as in the case of elastomenc bearings; and a rigid resistance foUowed by yielding, as in 

the case of ~ s t e d  rollers or rollers with debris providing initial resistance. 

4.4 Dynamic AnPlysh Using DRAM-RC 

The S W F  lumped-rnass malytical mode1 shown in Figure 4.4, was used to conduct 

dynamic inelastic analyses of bridges with different structural and ground motion parameters. 

n e  bridges were analyzed under actual ground motions, as weil as artificial ground motions 

that represent seismic activities of Eastern and Western Canada. A total of 17 different actual 

and artiûcial groud motion records were considered as summaized in Tabie 4.1. Analyses of 

bridges were conduaed assuming a planar response. Therefore, torsion was not considered. 

Ground motion was appiied only in the horizontal direction. Vertical motion was neglected. 

4.4.1 Pnpamtion of  Input Data 

The structurai properties were computed nom the actual bridge design drawings 

reviewed as part of the bridge suwey conduaed, with proper ranges of variation for each 

bridge type considered. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 provide a summary of the range of structural 

properties considered for dierat bridge types. These data, co~esponding to diierent span 

Iengths, number of spans, and number of lanes (representing span width), were used to 

calculate structurai mass, stifhess and strength. 



4.4.1.1 Column SpMg Propcrtics 

C omputer software COLA xuas utilized to calculate primary force-displacement 

relationships required as input information for DRAIN-RC. This idormation was computed 

for both flexural and anchorage slip springs. The foiiowing relationships were derived for the 

column element, for elastic, effective elastic (Uicluding cracking), and post-yield messes and 

strengths. 

For Pl P, = 10% El, / W, = 0.50 M, 1 Mc, = 3.60 (4.1) 

For P l  Po = 15% El, l W, = 0.60 My 1 M, = 3.25 (4.2) 

For P l Po = 20% El, / U, = 0.65 My 1 Mm = 2.95 (4.3) 

where the elastic concrete stifiess is  defined according to CSA Standard A23.3-94. 

"Design of Concrete Structures," as follows: 

w, = s s o o f i r ,  (4.4) 

Also, the relationship between ultirnate and yield moment was found as 

Mu, / M y  = 0.87 (4- 5 )  

Using above relationships, moment-curvature relationship of a reinforceci concrete 

section can be easiiy establishd knowing the gross section inertia, &, and the crack& section 

moment, Mc,. 

For the shear spring, a value of 0.5 is assumed for the ratio of postîracking to elastic 

shear stifbess. AU poa yielding stiffhess values were assumed to be 0.05 of the elastic 

stifhess. 

4.4.1.2 Fundamentai Penod o f  Bridge Structure 

Effeaive elastic stiflhess was used to calculate the period of a bridge. Depending on 

the bndge type, some c o l u m  were integral with the deck, whiie others had b e a ~ g s  between 

the column and the deck. Assurning the colurnn was fixed at the foundation level, the 

following equation was used to estimate the fimimental period of a bridge maure :  



where, T is the period in seconds; m is the total mass of bridge superstructure in kg; L, is 

the column height in m; n, is the nurnber of columns; k, is a stifniess coefficient depending 

on the boundary conditions of column with a value of 12 for fix-fix columns and 3 for fix- 

hinge columns; W, is the cracked section ngidity in bI/rn2. 

The superstructure mass can be estimated using Equations 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6, 

derived fiom the bridge survey, depending on the type of bridge structure. Thus, mass can 

be expressed as; 

where, L, is the span length in mm and Ad is the deck area in mm2. 

4.4.1.3 Beanng Properties 

Bearings provide connections between bridge superstructure and substnicture, and 

transmit forces between these two media. Thus, they play an important role in the andysis of 

bridges and may diaate the behavior during a seismic activity. Therefore, they mua be 

modeled properly. 

There are basicaily five types of barhg used in bridges (OHBDC 199 1). They are as 

follows: 

E/mtomeric Bearings: This type of bearing can either be a plain b e a ~ g  consisting of only 

elastorner, or a laminatecl bearing consisting of layers of elastorner and steel with or 

without lead plugs. The forcedisplacement relationship of an elastomeiic bearing without 

lead plugs is mainly elastic. However, an elastomeric bearing with lead plugs exhibits a 

bilinear relationship with elastic and post-elastic dffhess branches. Figure 4.5 shows a 

typical hysterisis behavior of an elastomeric bearing with lead plugs. The following typical 

properties were suggested by R o b h n  (1982) for a typical elastomeric bearing with Iead 

plugs. 

k, = (1 io 2)W (4.8) 

Where kd is the pst-elastic stifhess in N/rnm, W is the desd weight of bridge structure in 

N, and Fpb is the shearing force at yield in N. The elastic stifihess, k, was found to be in 



the range of 5 to 15 times the post-etastic stiflhess. According to experimental 

studies, the ratio of the elastic to post-elastic stifiess is close to 10 (Ghobarah 1988). 

Horizontal crawling of elastomeric bearings rnay occur due to significant amounts 

of movement and inadequate bearing attachments. The coefficient of fiction may be 

taken between 0.1 and 0.2 depending on the sliding surface condition. 

Pot Becaings: This type of a bearing consists of a cucular non-reinforcd rubber pad 

which is totaily enclosed and sealed by a piston. niey are manufactured as fixed bearings, 

uni-directional sliding bea~gs ,  and multi-directional siiding bearings. Uni- and rnulti- 

directional bearings have siiding surfaces and guiding systems. The coefficient of fnction of 

the system can be taken between 0.06 and 0.03 for a contact pressure ranghg between 10 

MPa and 30 MPa. Any given contact pressure value or coefficient of friction can be 

linearly interpolated. 

Disc Bearings: This type of bearings rotate through differentid deflection whiie 

accommodating horizontal forces by a shear-restriction mechanism. The shear-restriction 

mechanism accommodates horizontal forces and aiiows vertical deflection and rotation. 

They resemble to pot bearings in ternis of their classification, and sliding and guiding 

characteristics. 

Sphericui Bemhgs: These bearings are designed to allow movement in any direction. 

Thus, it is a type of multi-directional and non-guided system. Slidiig characteristics are 

simiiar to pot bearings. 

Roller and Rocker Bearings: These types of bearings are not rmmrnended for new 

structures due to the corrosion of bearings and steel sliding surfaces. The corrosion 

produces uneven distribution of the load. These b e a ~ g s  are usually considerd to be 

flozen up to a point where horizontal forces e x c d  the capacity of fiozen bearings. The 

tnction coefficient in this case is related to the degree of corrosion as determineci by an 

engineer. The hysteretic behavior of this type of bearing or any bearing subjected to 

horizontal crawling is shown in Figure 4.5. 



4.4.1.4 Datnping Pmptrty 

The bridges were analyzed for 5% of cntical damping, which is a comrnonly used value 

arnong researchers. 

4.4.2 Parametrie Investigation 

Parametric investigation of bridges was conducted in three stages. The first stage 

invoived the selection of critical ground motion parameters. Hence, dynamic inelastic 

analyses were carried out to select one actual and one artificiai earthquake record 

representing Western and Eastem Canadian regions. Earthquake intensities were also 

studied to examine the variation of colurnn tip deflection with increasing earthquake 

intensity. The second stage included the confirmation that the lumped mass mode1 

selected was representative of the different global bridge models denved for different 

bridge types obtained form the bridge survey. Finally, inelastic time history analyses of 

bridges were conducted under critical earthquake motions, with different intensities and 

bearing yielding levels, to determine drift and ductility demands of bridges within a typical 

range of fundamental periods. 

4.4.2.1 Ground Motion Parameters 

The effects of fiequency content and intensity of ground motion on bridge response 

were investigated by considering a total of 17 earthquake records. The earthquake records 

were ciassified as representatives of Eastern and Western Canadian seismic activity, as 

surnrnarized in Table 4.4. The a r t i f i d  records were those generated by Atkinson and 

Beresnev (1997) to yield approkately the same response as that based on the uniform hazard 

response spectra with a 1 û% probability of exceedance in 50 years, proposed for NBCC year 

2000 code. Hence, the response generated by these records may be viewed as those that are 

compatible with code-recommended design earthquakes. 

The artificial records were used with their respective intensities to estabiish the most 

critical record, as a representative ground motion compatible with code level seisrnic forces. 

The previously rmrded earthquake records were 6rst nonnalueci to give peak ground 

aaelerations equal to 30% of the gravitationai accekmtion, g. This was done to elMinate 



intensity as a parameter. Figure 4.6 shows displacement response of a SDOF system, 

representing ad bridge types subjected to these earthquake records. The red ts  indicate that 

Artificial Event #2 for East and West were cnticd among the mificial records. Saguenay and 

El Centro records govemed response in the east and West, respectively. These records were 

then used as cntical earthquake motions in subsequent analyses. The results are tabulated in 

Table 4.5. 

The effect of the intensity of ground motion on bridge response was studied based 

on the peak ground acceleration. The critical earthquake records were nomalized to give 

30%, 60% and 90% of g. Selected bridges were analyzed under different intensities of 

ground motion for a penod of 1.5 sec. The results are piotted in Figure 4.7. It becomes 

clear from these figures that displacement response varies approximately linearly with peak 

ground acceleration. This relationship was found to hold true even for bridges with 

different levels of inelasticity. The resuits are tabulated in Table 4.6. 

4.4.2.2 Structural Parameters 

Structural parameters of a SDOF bridge consias of strength, Ntniess and m a s  In the 

inelastic range, post-yield properties and duaility characteristics also gain importance. For 

elastic response. stifhess and mass can be combined and represented in the form of 

fundamental period. The penod of a typical highway bridge falls bmeen 0.7 second and 4.8 

seconds with an average penod range of 1.5 to 2.0 seconds. Ghobarah and Ali (1988) also 

stated that bridges have typicaüy a period range of 1 to 2 seconds. This is illustrateci in Tables 

4.2 and 4.3, which sumrnarize tùndamentai periods of different types of bridges with d8erent 

geometric properties and support conditions, as obtained from the survey of existing bridges in 

Canada. The bridges tisted in these Tables include two to four spans, two to four lanes, with 

simple and rigid colurnn connections at the deck level. Although there a p p m  to be an Uifinite 

number of cases with d i m t  bridge types, geometric parameters and suppon conditions, it is 

possible to group ail the bridges with respect to their periods, so long as the stnicturaî response 

obtained is only atFectted by the period. This point was investigated by analyzhg bridges with 

different types and properties, but the same bdamental period. Table 4.6 shows geometnc 

parameters of diirent bridges having the same p&od of 2.5 seconds. They were subjected to 



the 1940 El Centro earthquake with dEerent intensities. The anaîysis showed similar response 

for dEerent bridge types as long as their periods remained constant. This was true for a wide 

range of ductility ratios. The results are plotted in Figure 4.8. The dEerence in response was 

nearly fi% beîween the average and absolute maximum response. This indicates that d 

bridges can be grouped in tems of their periods and analyzed using the SDûF lumped-mass 

modei. 

4.4.2.3 Drift Demands of Columns 

Once the SDOF mode1 was adopted to represent all bridge types, the analysis was then 

focused on the tip deflectiow of columns and theu ductility dernands subjected to Eastern 

Long Artiûcial Event #2, Saguenay, Western Long Artificial Event #2 and El Centro 

emhquakes. The earthquake records were used as they were, as weU as d e r  being normalized 

with respect to the gravitational acceleration to have peak ground accelerations of 30Ph and 

60% of g. The analysis also included the combined stiftness of bearings in tems of the 

percentage of superstructure weight. Accordiigly, bridges were analyzed with bearing 

restraints providing fictionai forces of 5% and 200/0 of the superstwture weight. The non- 

linear fiictional resistance was rnodeled as a tmss element where the elastic slope of force- 

defornation cume was veiy large untii the dynamic force reached to the required fiictional 

force. Then, the tmss element yielded with no M e r  strength gain. Aiso, another set of 

analyses were carried out using elastomenc bearings with lead plugs. They were rnodeled 

applying average values denved fiom Equations 4.8 and 4.9. Thus, post-elastic & e s  was 

taken as 1.5 thes  the dead load of bridge superstructure, the yield force was taken as 0.075 

times the dead load of bridge superstructure, and the ratio of elastic to postelastic stifniess was 

taken as 10. The results are presented in Tables 4.7 through 4.12, and Figures 4.9 through 

4.20. 



Table 4.1 Ground Motion Data. 

Grouid Motion Record Number of 

Craund 

Maion Pairs 

New Brunswicir 

~ a u e ~ y  

I Eastern Shorl Artifidal Event # l  
1 

Eastern Long Artifidal Evenl#1 

Eastern Short Mificial Event #2 

Eastern Low Artificiel Event 

Tafl 
1 

El Centro 

San Fernando 

1 Norlhrldge # l  

Timc Step 

(second) 

~oflhhndge#2 

Noithridge #3 

Northfidge #4 

Western Short Arlificial Event #1 

Western Long Artifidal Event II 

M a l  Recorâcd 

Acctltratioa 

W s 2 )  

O/. d g 

2010 

4168 

1000 

2800 

1000 

2600 

31 02 

1002 

3702 

1345 

1345 

1345 

1345 

800 

2000 

Sc& Factor 

for W./. d g 

0.005 

0.005 

0.010 

0.010 

0.01 0 

0.010 

0.020 

0.020 

0.020 

0.020 

2.44710 

1.23070 

1.75000 

1.31ûûû 

1.80000 

1.23000 

1.52705 

1.821 00 

1 -47625 

4.28080 

0.020 

0.020 

0.020 

0.01 0 

0.010 

Sc* Factor 

for 60% af g 

5. 7ûû28 

4.20105 

5.47490 

1 .MO00 

1 .O7000 

Scdc Pactot 

for 90e/m of 



Table 4.2 Stiuctural parameters o f  different simply-supported bridge types. 

I 

Column Period 
E L  
x 103 

(~*m')  (Second) 
640,626 1.349 
827,126 I .392 
1,402,585 1.48 1 
827,126 1.392 
622,128 1.339 
1,508,939 4,128 

1 PR, Per Superatiucturr 
Cdumn Weight 

l 

JS-SS 



Table 4 .3  Structural parameters of diflerent rectangular-voided continuous bridge types. 

Bridge 
Model 

Spwn Nurnber No. of Columu Columo 
Lengîh of Lanes Columnv Aspect Heigbt 

per Bent Ratio 
(mm) (m) 

4O,4HH) 2 1 5 . 0  7.359 
50.000 2 2 5.0 5 818 

Pifi Per Superstructure 
1 ~alumn Wei&( 

(kg) 
1 5% 2,027,387 
15% 2,534,233 
1 5% 2.900.227 

1 
(Pend)  

~ * r n ~  Second 
3.91 2.550 0.824 



Table 4.4 SDOF response of Eastern and Western Earthquakes. 

1 Eartbquake 
1 1 1 

I A l d A l P l A l P  
New 1.05 0.058 0.86 0.015 0.84 0.008 

Brunswick 

Saguenay 11 0.010 12 0.202 12 0.1 15 

East Artificial 10 0.543 22 0.388 13 0.127 

Short Event # 1 

East Artificial 29 1.945 42 0.735 59 0.567 

Long Event # 1 

East Artificiai 10 0.559 20 0.356 29 0.277 
Short Event #2 
EastArtificial 1 29 1 1.978 1 88 1 1.957 1 137 1 1.574 

Long Event #2 

El Centro 62 4.864 342 9.834' 372 5.670 

San Fernando 51  3.913 84 1.843 128 1.410 

Northridge # 1 82 6.571 222 6.I21 379 5.797 

1 

WestArtificiai 29 1.955 93 2.100 146 1.731 

Short Event # 1 
West Artificial 71 5.606 262 7.357 401 6.184 

Long Event # 1 

West Artificial 49 3.695 154 3.985 11 1 1.115 
Short Event #2 
West Artficial l35 11.26 367 10.61 540 8.615 

Long Event #2 



Table 4.5 SDOF response of critical Eastern and Western Earthquakes at a period of 1.5 S. 

Wilhout P-A Effect I With P-A EITtci 

Saguenay 

East Artificial 

Long Event #2 

El Centro 

West Artificial 

Long Eveni #2 



Table 4.6 Column tip deflections for different 2.5-second-period bridge types subjected to various intensities of El Centro Eq. 

Bridge Spaa Num. of Numberof Column Cdumn PlPo Superslnicture Cdumn Period h 30%0f W%of 
Model Leagth L m v a  Columas Aapccl Heigbl Fer Weigbi E L  Rtc. g g 

per &ni Ratio Cdumn r 10' 

(-0 (ml (kg) (Nd) (Second) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
2s-SS 10,000 2 1 6.8 9.151 15% 1,675,156 2,667,789 2.5 348 3% 947 

3 I 6.3 1 O. 929 1 5% 2,852,697 7,762,139 2.5 356 426 9 12 

3s-SS 60,000 4 3 8.0 11.181 10% 5,553,908 2,692,842 2.5 329 56 1 72 5 

4s-SS 40,000 3 1 7.6 9.357 20Ye 3,803,596 2,162,892 2.5 363 420 929 

2s-C-1 50,OOO 2 2 11.4 13.206 15% 2,534,233 1,523,22 1 2.5 3 18 423 87 1 

a,m 3 1 9.6 18.512 15% 3,480,272 11,512,289 2.5 309 476 777 
r 

Wm 4 3 11.1 14.110 I5Yo 4,578,254 2,23 1,3 10 2.5 317 437 849 

2S-C-Il 60,000 2 I 6.2 11.158 15% 3,û4 1,080 8,8 16,872 2.5 354 422 905 

3S-C-1 40,000 3 1 9.7 15.225 15% 3,480,273 5,127,660 2.5 308 479 803 

3s-C-II 40,000 2 I 7.3 10.729 15% 3,04 1,080 3,912,550 2.5 336 48 1 816 

4S-C-1 40,000 2 1 9.6 14.056 15% 4,034,773 3,912,550 2.5 327 529 757 

a,rn 3 1 8.7 16.834 15% 6,960,545 1 1.5 12,289 2.5 333 509 806 

4S-C-Il 40,000 2 I 7.6 11.156 15% 4,054,773 3,912,550 2.5 336 514 785 

30,000 3 1 7.2 12.586 15% 5,800,454 8,030,720 2.5 35 1 47 1 84 1 

Min. 308 396 72 5 



Table 4.7 Eastern Earthquake response with elasiomeric bearings. 

Period (s) 

O. 5 

1.5 

Witbout P-A Effcct 

1 1 1 Wirh P-A Effcct Witbout P-A Effcct 

Witb P-A Effcct 

Perid (s) 

2.5 

3.5 

t 

As Recorded 
t 

A (-0 
5.123 

I 

4.973 
l 

5.404 
1 

5.684 

l' 

0.285 

0.086 

0.052 

0.035 

N e !  g 

A (mm) 

12 
12 

13 

12 

60% g 

)i 

0.887 

0.21 5 

0.119 

0.076 

A (mm) 

20 

20 

18 

17 

J' 

1.221 

0.339 

0.170 

O. 108 









Table 4.1 1 El Centro Earthquake response with roller and rocker bearings. 

1 1 Witbout P-A Effect 1 Wiib P-A Effeci 1 

Period ( 8 )  

0.5 

As Recorded 60% g 1 As Recordcd 

Perid (r) 

0.5 

1.5 

2.5 

Wiiboui P-A E f h t  Witb P-A Effcci 
, 

Ar Rccorded 1 30% g 1 6o0h g As Recordcd 1 30% g 1 60% g 



Table 4 12 Western Anificial Long Event #2 Eanhquake response with roller and rocker bearings. 

1 Western Long Event WZ Eirîhqurkc, f = 0.05 W 1 

1 1 Withwl P-A E f f e t  1 Witb P-A Effcct 1 

Period (s) 
, 

0.5 

Wcrtcrm Lmg Event #2 Earthquake, f = 0.20 W I 
Witbour P-A Etlect Witb P-A Effect 1 

Periurl (r) 
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Figure 4 -2 Global bridge models for simply-supporteci bridges. 



Figure 4.3 Global bridge models for continuous 

4S-C-I 

bridges. 



SDOF 

m: superstructure mass 

P: concentrated superstructure load 

k,: bearing stiffness 

k c : column stiffness 

Figure 4.4 Single degee offkedorn model. 
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Figure 4.5 Elasto-plastic models of bearing types. 
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Figure 4.6 S W F  analysis ofEastern and Western Earthquake records 
nomialiad to 3W ofg. 
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Figure 4.7 S W F  dysis  of aitical Eastern and Western Earthquake records at a period 
of 1.5 s and normalized to 300/4 Wh and 90% of g. 
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Figure 4.8 Average and variation of colurnn tip displacements of ditfeent giobal bridge 
rnodels subjected to El Centro at a penod of2.5 s and normalized to 30%. 

60% and 90% of g. 
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Figure 4.9 Eastern earthquake response of bridges with elastomeric bearings without 
P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.10 Eastern eanhquake response of bridges with elastomeric bearings with 
P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.1 1 Western earthquake response of bridges with elastomeric bearings without 
P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.12 Western earthquake response of bridges with elastometic bearings with 
P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.13 Saguenay Earthquake response of bridges with rouer or rocker bearings 
without P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.14 Saguenay Earthquake response of bridges with rouer or rocker bearings 
with P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.15 Eastern Artificial Long Event #2 Earthquake response of bridges with 
rouer or rocker bearings without P d  effkct. 
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Figure 4.16 Eastern Artificiai Long Event #2 Earthquake response of bridges with 
roller or rocker bearings with P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.17 El Centro Earthquake response ofbridges with roiier or rocker beuîngs 
without P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.18 El Centro Earthquake response of bridges with roiier or rocker bearings 
with P-A effect. 
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Figure 4.19 Western Artificial Long Event #2 Earthquake response of bridges with 
roller or rocker bearings without P-A effea. 
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Figure 4.20 Western Anificial Long Event #2 Earthquake response of bridges with 
rouer or rocker bearings with P d  effect 



Chapter 5 

Experimental Research to Develop a 

Retrofit Technique 

5.1 General 

Experimental research was conduaed to develop a rational and economicd retrofit 

technique for concrete bridge colurnns. It involved t e h g  seven fuü-sale reinforcecl concrete 

bridge columns under simulated seisrnic ioading. The colurnns had either a cunilar O; a square 

cross-section and represented pre- 1970s design practice. The reinfiorcement arrangement 

consisted of 12 longitudinal bars with ties placed at 3ûû mm spacing. A cucular and a square 

column were tested tint prior to retrofitting to observe inelastic deformations and failure 

modes of existing bridge columns. Five cornpanion columns; 4 circuiar and 1 square, were 

tested after being retrofitted. The retrofitted colurnns were tested to investigate the 

effectiveness of prestressing wires and high strength steel straps as extemai hoops with or 

without initial prestressing. The details of test specimens, materiai properties, test set-up, test 

procedure, observed behavior, test results, and analysis and evaluation of test data are 

presented in this chapter. 

5.2 Description of Test Specimens 

A total of 2 square and 5 circuiar c o l m  were prepared for testing. The columns 

were labeled as BR-S or BR-C for square, and cirdar colurnns, respectively. The column 



nurnbers foUowed the cross-sectional designation. For example, BR-S 1 was square bridge 

column number 1. They represented the portion of a column between the point of inûectïon 

and column footing. 

The square columns had a 550 mm square cross-section, and circular columns had a 

6 10 mm diameter section with 1200 mm column height. Totaî height of cantilever colurnn was 

1485 mm includhg rnid-height of loadhg beam, a distance of 285 mm fiom top of coiumn to 

the application point of horizontal actuator. This translatecl into aspect ratios (ratio of 

cantilever length to diameter or width of column) of 2.43 and 2.70 for circular and square 

colurnns, respectively. They were cast fiom two batches of concrete in two stages. Fint al1 

the footings were cast from the sarne batch. A few days later al1 the columns were cast 6om a 

second batch. Concrete with a s@ed strength of 30 MPa was ordered fiom a ready mix 

concrete Company. 

The relliforcing aeel was of grade 400 M'Pa Twelve No. 25 longitudinal 

reinforcement were uniformiy distributed dong the section perimeter. Ties, No. 10, were 

placed at 300 mm spacing with the first tie placed at 75 mm Eom the top of the footing. The 

circular ties had overlapping ends, wherms the square ties had 13 5 bends at the ends. This was 

done to reflect the pre- 1970s construction pradce. Figure 5.1 shows column geometry and 

typical reuûorcement d d s .  Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illuarate selected views of reinforcement 

cages during construction. 

5.3 Materiai hpertiu 

Properties of materials were established through standard tests. Concrete cylinders and 

steel coupons were tested to estabüsh stress-arain relationships for the concrete and steel 

reaorcement. The properties of the prestressing steel were S U P Q ~ ~  by the manufacturer. 

5.3.1 Concrete 

Six standard concrete cylinders were tested to obtain the stress-strain relationship of 

the column concrete. The cylinder tests were conducted using a Forney testing machine with 

2200 kN capacity. The average peak stress was found to be 45 MPa at 0.2% of strain. Figure 

5.4 shows the stress-strain relationships obtained fom the cylinder tests. 



5.3.2 Reinforcing S t d  

Coupon tests were performed to establish stress-strain characteristics of No. 25 and 

No. 10 reinforcement. nie yield strength for No. 25 was found to be 445 MPa at a arain of 

0.22%. The stress-strain relationship was obsewed to have a yield plateau, with strain 

hardening beginning at a strain of 1.18%. The ultùnate strength was obtained as 658 MPa at a 

strain of 9.84%. Sunilarly, the yield strength of IOM reuiforcernent was found to be 425 MPa 

at a strain of 0.225%. Strain hardening started at 1.14% strain, and the ultimate point was 

obtained at 635 MPa stress and 9.85% strain. The coupon tests were performed using a T ius  

Olsen testing machine with a capacity of 1300 W. Figure 5.5 illustrates the stress-strain 

relationshi ps of deformed reinforcement used. 

5.3.3 Prestnssing Wire 

Seven-wire mands were usai to retrofit the colurnns. A size designation of 9 was 

selected in order to provide the required force estirnated to be needed for retrofitting. The size 

selected also provided the required flexibility for handling purposes. The strands had a nominal 

diarneter of 9.53 nominal area of 5 1.6 mm2, and the grade of 1 720 MPa. The stress-strain 

relationship of the prestressing wire was not established in the laboratory because of inadequate 

facilities. However. the Concrete Design Handbook (1995). indicates that the elastic modulus 

of a seven-wire strand is 200,ûûO MPa, with a yield strength of 1500 MPa. Figure 5.6 

illustrates a typical stress-strain relationship of a Grade 1 720 MPa 7-wire strand. 

5.3.4 Eigh Strength Stcd Stmps 

Eiigh strength steel stmps with cross-sectional dimensions of 19-05 mm by 1.12 mm 

(%" by 0.044") were used in retrofitting one of the circular columns. Coupons were taken 

t?om this steel and tested to obtain its stress-strain relationship. The yield strength obtained 

was 9 1 1 MPa at 0.52% of arain. There was weii-defined yield plateau, with an onset of strain 

hardening at a sVain of 2.100/0. The ultimate strength was 10 14 MPa, and occurred at about 

9?/o tende strain. Figure 5.7 shows the stress-strallr relationship of the high strength steel 

straps. 



5.4 Instrumentation 

The colurnns were weli instmmented for displacement and main rneasurements. 

Linear Variable DEerential Transducers (LVDT) were used to measure displacements. Four 

LVDTs were attached on both sides of the column face to measure rotations due to flexure. 

The LVDTs were secured on treadeû rods which had been cast in the concrete. The treaded 

rods were spaced at 300 mm and 600 mm f?om the bottom of column in order to measure 

flexural rotations within a distance qua1 to the cross-sectional dimension. Also. two 

Temposonic LVDTs were attached to measure the longitudinal column reinforcement 

extension and/or slip within the footing. An additional Temposonic LVDT was attached to the 

middle of the loading beam, 1485 mm 60m the footing base on top of the column, to measure 

the tip deflection of c o l m .  Figure 5.8 shows the instrumentation. 

Strain gauges were placed on the reinforcing steel prestressing cables and high 

strength steel straps, to measure steel strains during testing. The first and the second layer of 

stimps had 4 strain gauges, while an additionai 4 gauges were placed at the bonom of 

longitudinal bars inside the footing. Also, one strain gauge was placed on each extemal hoop 

to measure strains during loading. Figure 5.9 shows the strain gauge locations. 

Two data acquisition systerns were used to coUect dam which consisted of steel 

strains, lateral deflections, and applied forces. 

5.5 Description of Tat Set-up 

The tests were conducted using three computer servo-controlled A4TS hydraulic 

actuators each with 1003 kN capacity in compression and tension. The specimen was secured 

on a large concrete foundation that had been fixed to the laboratory sirong floor by means of 4 

high-strength bolts. Two actuators were mounted vahcally, one on either side of the column. 

These actuators were mounted on the foundation at one end, and on the steel toading beam at 

the other end to apply constant axiai compression during testing. The third actuator was 

mounted horizontaliy on an A - h e  which was dso attached to the strong floor. Figure 5.10 

shows a schemaEc diagram of the test set-up. Figure 5.1 1 illustrates side and fiont views of the 

test set-up. 



5.6 Loading h g m m  

The specimens were first subjected to a constant axiai compression of 1800 kN, which 

corresponded to 15% of the axial capacity of columns under pure compression. The lateral 

force was then apptied in the displacernent control mode. consisting of incrementaliy increasing 

laterd drift cycles. The rate of applied cyclic lateral loading was slow and was controiled 

manually by the laboratory technician. The loading program used is show in Figure 5.12. 

Three cycles were applied at each drift level, where the drift level was uicreased incrementally 

as 0.5%, 1 .O%, 2.0%, etc. until the failun of column occurred. 

5.7 Retrofitting Technique Useâ 

The most common retro fitting scheme used for seismically deficient bridge columns is 

to increase strength and duaility of circular columns through steel jacketing. This is done Ui 

the form of providing a steel sheU around the column, with a grout f i g  the gap between the 

two materials EUiptic steel jackets have been proposed by researchers for square and 

rectanguiar columns. These procedures require extensive labor and materiai, and can be quite 

costiy. One of the objective of this investigation was to achieve sMar effectiveness of column 

retrofitting with an easier and less expensive technique. Thus, the new retrofitting technique 

must be economical in ternis of labor and materid, preferably using standard rnaterials. The 

proposed retrofitting scheme consists of transverse prestressing steel or steel straps to 

extemaiiy reinforce coiumns for shear, while also improving concrete confinement. The 

effectiveness of these schernes were detemwied experimentaiiy in the laboratoiy. 

5.7.1 Proposed Rctrofitting Technique for Circular Columns 

Prestressing wires and high strength sted packapg straps were used to retrofit 

cucular columns by providing lateral confinement. Prestresshg wires were anchored using a 

newly developed twisted ring anchor by Dywidag-Systems International, a Company which 

manUracnires and instaüs prestressing rnaterials. The plan dimensions of the twisted ~g 

anchor is approltimately 150 mm by 85 mm with a height of 65 mm. The effect of initiai 

prestressing and spacing of these süands and straps are the pmeters  of this investigation, and 



are discussed in Section 5.7. Figure 5.13 shows a schematic drawing of the retrofitting 

technique used for the circular columns. Figure 5.14 illustrates a typid view of a retrofitted 

circular column. 

5.7.2 Proposed Retrditting Technique for Square and Rectanyiar Columns 

in order to enhance the confinement extenial pressure of a rectilinear colur~,  the 

extemally appiied pressure mua have components perpendicular to the column face, and be as 

uniform as possible for increased effectveness. Thus, a hollow structural section (HSS) with a 

metric designation of HSS 3 1.8 x 3 1.8 x 6.35 was seiected as extemal hoops to unifomily re- 

distribute forces exerted by the prestressing strands. The strand was placed directly on top of 

an HSS section and raised in 3 locations dong each column side by means of haLf-disc shaped 

steel wire raisers to develop perpendicular force components. Figures 5.15 shows the 

retrofitting technique used for square columns. The height and location of steel wire raisers 

were calcuiated so that approxirnateiy equal perpendicular force components were generated at 

every point of comection of strands with the steel raisers. The number of wire raisers can be 

detennined in the same rnanner as for internai cross ties used in columns, and have sunilar 

effect on column performance. Figure 5.16 illustrates a typical view of a retrofiad square 

colurnn. 

5.8 TestResule 

A total of 7 colurnn tests were performed in the laboratoiy. The resuits of these tests 

are reported ÛI the foliowing sections. 

5.8.1 Square Columa, Non-retrofittd ( B R 4  1) 

This column was representative of a typicai, fiCscale bridge column, with No. 10 

perimeter ties at 300 mm. This amount of transverse reinforcement produced nominai shear 

capacity, approlamately equal to the shear force associated with fiexurai yieldiig, and hence 

was not suffiCient to provide the required shear resistance for loads induced by seisrnic activity. 

The column was fht Ioaded with a constant axial compressive force of 1800 kN, prior 

to the application of laterai deformation reversais. Obsenations during testing indicated that 



the first set of flexural cracks formed d u ~ g  the thkd cycle at 0.5% lateral drift. The recorded 

maximum laterd load at 0.5% drift level was 530 kN. Shear cracks were observed at the 

beginning of 1.0% drift. These cracks widened as new diagonal cracks appeared during the 

subsequent cycles at the sarne deformation level. Spalling of concrete cover was observed near 

the base. The maximum lateral load at 1.W drift was 580 kN. The 6rst cycle at 2.0% drift 

resulted in sudden formation of a wide diagonal crack which caused a drop in lateral load 

resistance to 370 W. The cover concrete showed extensive spalling. The cover within the 

bonom 450 mm segment was completely spalled at the end of the second cyde at 2.0% drift. 

Longitudinal bars also s t a n d  to buckle during this load stage, and the lateral load dropped to 

50 kN. Mer the initial shear fdure, the column continued to aistain approxirnately one haK of 

its maximum resistance untii the buckhg of longitudinal reaorcernent. Figure 5.17 shows 

Mews of testing at difFerent drift levels. Figure 5.18 shows fordsplacement hysteresis loops 

recorded during the experiment, indicating a brittle fdure shortiy after a laterai drift of 1 .O%. 

Also, Figure 5.19 shows flexural and slip rotations, and Figure 5.20 shows strains in the 

reinforcing steel. 

5.8.2 Circular Column, Non-retrofmcd (BR-Cl) 

The column was subjected to the same loading program that was used for the previous 

square colurnn, with obsewed behavior very sVnilar to that describeci for the square column. 

However, the Ioad resistance was dinerent. The maximum lateral load recordeci at 0.5% drift 

was 460 Idrl. It was increased up to 560 kN at 1 .O% drift. The column could not mMve the 

sudden diagonal shear crack that formeci at the beginning of the 2.Ph drift level. Crushg of 

concrete and buckîing of longitudiial reinfiorcement were observed during the cycles at 2.0% 

drift. S hear failure was observed. Figure 5.2 1 shows views of testing at dierent drift levels. 

Figure 5.22 shows experimentdy recordeci force-displacement hysteresis loops. Also, Figure 

5.23 shows flexural and slip rotations, and Figure 5.24 shows strauis in the reinforcing steel. 

5.8.3 Circuîar Column, Retrofitttd, Type 1 (BR-C2) 

One of the circular columns was retroMeci with 9 mm diameter 7-wire strands, placed 

as exterior hoops at every 150 mm staiting at 75 mm fiorn the column base. The strands had a 



1760 MPa capacity, and were prestressed to 25 % of theu tende capacity pnor to testing. The 

maximum load resistance at 0.5% and 1.W drift levels were 5 0 0  kN and 6 15 kN, respectively. 

The cracks were completely elùnùiated during I .O% drift cycles. Oniy after the kst cycle of 

2.0% drift level were some hairline flexural cracks observed. At the end of the 2.00/0 drift Ievel, 

the maximum lateral load was increased to 650 kN, and concrete near the footing base stmed 

crushing. At 3.m drift level. flexural cracks were more apparent between the fm and second 

prestressing hoops fiom the footing base, and the cover concrete stmed to spd  in the same 

region. The maximum lateral load resistance remained at 650 kN. It was clear that the 

behavior was no longer govemed by shear, as observed in the cornpanion non-retrofitted 

coiumn, but by flexure. The prestressing strands not only hnctioned as shear reinforcement, 

but aiso confineci the concrete, irnproving Bexural behavior as weU. At 4.W drift the 

maximum lateral load dropped slightly to 630 kN, and more cover concrete spaüed. At this 

load stage, the first two prestressing strands amed to embed into the concrete as the concrete 

expanded. No major diagonal cracks were visible until4.W d e  with the exception of some 

rninor hairhe cracks. At 5.û% drift level flexural cracks starteci to widen and additional 

flexural cracks appeared around the thud prestressing hoop fkom the base. The lateral load 

staned dropping gradually during each cycie of the sarne drift level, from 600 kN to 450 kN. 

At the end of the cycles at 5.0% lateral drift the concrete cover was completely spalled up to 

the second prestressing srand. .4t 6.0% d a  the longitudinal bars started buckling and the 

lateral load dropped sharply to 285 kN. Finaliy, the test was aopped. Figure 5.25 shows 

Mews of testing at dEerent drift levels. Force-displacement hysteresis loops of this column is 

shown in Figure 5.26. Also, Figure 5.27 shows ffexural and slip rotations, and Figures 5.28 

and 5.29 show strains in the reinforcing steel and the prestressing wires. 

5.8.4 Circular Column, Retrofittd, Type n (BR-C3) 

This column was retrofitted the same way as the previousiy describeci type 1 retrofitted 

cirnilar column with the exception of the level of prestressing in strands. This t h e  the strands 

were prestressed to oniy about 5% ofthe ultimate strand capacity to rnake them just snug tight, 

to investigate the e&n of low prestressing levels on column pafomwce. Basically the sarne 

force~eformation characteristics as those for type 1 retrofitting were observed until the end of 



4.0% drift. At later stages of loading, the force-displacernent hysteresis loops showed some 

pinching indicating a shear contibution to the overall response. The pinching effect starteci 

with the formation of diagonal cracks. At 5.Wi drift level the apptied lateral load sharply 

decreased Corn 500 kN to 335 kN, and large diagonal cracks were observeci. Finaiiy, at 6.W 

drift, the lateral load suddenly dropped to a level below 200 kN, with a subsequent drop to 50 

kN at the second cycle of the same drift level. The test was aborted at this stage of loading. 

Figure 5.30 shows views of testing at different drift levels. Figure 5.31 shows force- 

displacement hysteresis loops recorded during testing. Also, Figure 5.32 shows flexural and 

slip rotations, and Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show strains in the reinforcing steel and prestressing 

wires. 

5.8.5 Circuiar Column, Rchofitted, Type (BR-CQ) 

The effect of hoop spacing was the parameter in this test, where the prestressing hoops 

were placed at 300 mm with the same cable the stressing as for column BR-C2, Le. to 25% of 

the ultirnate strength of prestressing strand. The behavior was identicai to that of column BR- 

C2 until the end of l.OO!! drift cycles. During the 6rst cycle of 2.0% lateral d M  the cover 

concrete near the base started to cmsh as flexural cracks widened. By the end of the ihird 

cycle, the bottom cover concrete was completely spded. Also, at 2.0% drift, the lateral load 

dropped fiom 580 kN to 520 kN. During the first at 3.0% drift the second prestressing nrand 

Born the bottom started to faii, indicating that the lateral prestressing force was not aitncient to 

control diagonal cracking. With the rupture of one of the seven tendons, the cable relaxeci, and 

the lateral load level dropped to 450 W. The strength decay continued as bottom concrete 

continued cmshing as the first prestressing wire narted to sink in concrete. The test was 

temiinated during the third cycle of 3.W drift when ail the longitudinal bars buckled and the 

column faiIed abruptly. Figure 5.3 5 shows views of testing at diierent drift levels. Figure 5.36 

shows force-displacement hysteresis loops recorded d u ~ g  testing. Also, Figure 5.37 shows 

flexural and slip rotations, and Figures 5.38 and 5.39 show strains in reinforcing steel and 

prestressing wires. 



5.8.6 Circular Column, Retrofittcd. Type IV (BR-CS) 

This retrofitting technique consisted of high-strength steel straps uistead of prestressing 

araps. The straps were spaced at 150 mm and they were tied snug tight, as in the case for the 

type II column (BR-C3). The behavior was very similar to the column retrofitted with the type 

II scheme (BR-C3) until the end of 2. OOh drift cycles. At the beginning of 3. CE? drift cycles and 

after reachg a peak lateral load of 610 kN, the 4' and 5' straps fiom the bottom suddeniy 

~ptured causing a sharp drop in lateral load resistance to 400 IrN and below. Large diagonal 

cracks fomed, and the concrete cover near the footing region cover spalled. The longitudiai 

bars buckled shortIy after the rupture of the 2* and 3" straps at 3.W drift. The test was then 

aboned. Figure 5.40 shows views of t e h g  at dinerent drift levels. Figure 5.41 shows the 

experimentally recorded force-displacement hysteretic relationship for this column. Alsa, 

Figure 5.42 shows flexurai and slip rotations, and Figures 5.43 and 5.44 show strains in 

reinforcing steel and straps. 

5.8.7 Square Column, Retrofittcd (BR-S2) 

This column was retrofitted using hoiiow steel sections, consisting of HSS 3 1.8 x 3 1.8 

x 6.35 mm as hoops with pre~essing wire wrapped around each hoop. The nrands were 

stressed up to 25% of the ultirnate capacity of grands. The hoops were spaced at 150 mm, 

center-to-center. starting at 75 mm &om the column base, the same way as retrofitted circular 

type I column (BR-C2). Some moderate flexurai cracks were developed at the end of the 

cycles at 1 .O% lateral drift. Neither shear cracks nor crushing of concrete were observed. The 

maximum lateral force at this sage of loading was approxhately 600 kN. Concrete aarted to 

crush at the beginning of 2-00! drift cycles until spaihg of concrete occuned at the end of 

3.0% dnfl cycles. The maximum l a t d  load reached 650 kN. By the end of 5.m ddl, more 

concrete cnishing and cover spalling was observecl. Shear cracks were not wide; however, the 

lateral load m e d  decaying to a level of 500 W. h i ~ g  the 6rst cycle at 6.0°/0 d a  the ûrst 

row of longitudinal bars that were in tension, abniptly niptured and the lateral load dropped to 

450 W. The test was aôorted after the tension Mure of the longitudinal reinforcement. 

Figure 5.45 shows views of testing at differént drift l d s .  Figure 5.46 shows experimentally 

recorded forcedisplacement hysteretic relationship for this colm.  Also, Figure 5.47 shows 



flexural and slip rotations, and Figures 5.48 and 5.49 show saaùis in reinforcing steel and 

prestressing wires. 

5.9 Effcet of Extemai Boops on Shear Strcngth and Ductility of Columns 

Bridge columns may need retrofitting to enhance shear capacity and inelastic 

defonnability of columns. The shear capacity needs to be increased if the shear strength is 

lower than that correspondhg to flexural capacity. This promotes flemral yielding and 

generally ductile flexural behavior. However, the column may not possess sufficient ductility, 

even in Bexure, if' the column concrete is not sufncientiy conhed by transverse reinforcement. 

The proposed retrofitting xheme. tested as part of this investigation, consists of extemal 

hoops, contnbuting ro both the increase ui shear (diagonal tension) strength, as weîl as 

concrete confinement. The increase in shear strength was achieved in two ways; 6rst by 

providing additionai transverse reidorcement against diagonal tension, second by improving 

connete resistance to shear through transverse prestressing. The increase in Qexural 

defonnability was attained &y confining column concrete through closely spaced external 

hoops. 

The experimental research involveci testing columns with a relatively low shear span- 

to-depth ratio so that, with the pre- 1970 design practice, they would be critical in shear. The 

parameters that were investigated included the type and spacing of hoops, as weU as the level 

of initiai prestressing. D e a s  of retrofitting schemes and column behavior duMg testing were 

discussed in the preceding section. 

The grains in each external hoop were recordeci and summarized in Tables 5.1 through 

5.5. Figures 5.3 8 to 5 -42 show the external hoop suain proiile dong the height of the columns. 

The anaiysis of test results of retrofitted colurnns was canied ocit using the incremental strains 

obtained fkom the hoops. The required prestressing force was then obtained at each drift level 

by calculating the difference between experimentally recordai laterai forces and the nominal 

values of shear contributions due to concrete and reinforcing steel. The concrete and steel 

contributions were calculateci using Equations 3.40 through 3.47. The angle of inclination of 

diagonal tension cracks was taken as 30 degrees fiom the column axis, as suggested by 

Priestley et ai. (1994). The contibution due to axial load was neglected since bridge columns 



typically are not subjected to high axial compression. The anaiysis of test results are presented 

in Table 5.6. 

5.10 Propos4 Design Procedure for Column Retrofitting 

A design procedure has been developed for bridge column retrofitting, bas4 on the 

experimental observations and data evaluated in the previous d o n .  Accordingiy, a bridge 

column can be retrofitted by means of external hoops. The hoops may consist of prestressing 

mands or any other fom of high-strength steel. The procedure outlined below is intended for 

shear critical colurnns, and leads to the determination of extemal hoop requirements for the 

purpose of retrofitting. Therefore, deformability capacity and demand of a column should &st 

be checked by foliowing the procedures presented in Chapters 3 and 4. respectively. If the 

column is found to be deficient in shear, then the procedure outlined below can be followed; 

1. Calculate concrete comribution to shear resistance, Y ,  using Equation 3.41, whiie 

considering the ductility ratio associateci with drift dernand. 

2. Calculate the contribution of existing steel in the colurnn, V,, to shear resistance, 

ushg Equations 3.46 or 3.47. 

3. Find shear force correspondhg to probable flexural resistance, Vprd., either by 

performing a sectional analysis or using a cornputer software (nich as COLA) 

developed for this purpose. Probable flemual resistance is dehed as 1.25 times the 

nominal flexural shear. 

4. [f (#,Vc + (,Y,) 2 Vpd ; no need for retrofitting. 

5. Othenuise retrofit by providig extemal hoops. The shear contribution, VhWP, 

needed fiom external hoops cm be computed as follows: 

vhmp - 0 Y s  +#,Y,) (5.1 ) 

where W and #, are concrete and steel strengih Won, and are expressed as 0.60 

and 0.85, respectively. 

The force developed by the extemal hoop can be caldateci as; 



where Abp is the crosîsectional are. of the external hoop; q is the ratio of initial 

prestressing strength to yield arength of the extemal hoop; bP is the external 

hoop strength fmor& is the yield strength of extemal hoop; b is the diameter in 

cùcular columns or side dimension in rectilinear coiumns; sh, is the spachg of 

extemal hoops; Ois the crack angle and it can be taken as 30 degrees. 

Therefore, the cross-sectionai a r a  of the extemal hoop can be found as; 

- 'hmPshmp 
A,ua2p - tan O 

Substituthg Equation 5.1 into 5.2 results the foiiowing relationship; 

[ ~ p r n b  - (4 cvc + 4 s vs )]'hmp 

Ah, = tan O 
2( 1 - a, ) L ? , f , , b  

6. Provide hoops at b/4 or 150 mm, whichever is less for confinement of concrete and 

stability of longitudinal reinfiorcement. 

The above procedure is intended to increase resistance to diagonal tension by providing 

additional transverse resorcement. Further improvernent in shear resistance and hysteretic 

behavior, in ternis of delayed arength decay and reduced pinching of hysteresis loops may be 

achieved through prestressing. It was experimentally shown earüer in this chapter that an initial 

prestress of 25% f,, or approximately 30%& resulted in an enhancement of concrete shear 

resistance, as weil as delayed strength decay under reversed cyciic loading. While the 

experimental evidence to this effkct is limited, it is recommended that extemal hoops are 

pressed up to approximately 25% f,. 



Table 5.1  Prestressing wire strains for retrofitted circular column (BR-C2). 

P/S W ire # 

Column (mm) 1 

Location From 
Bottom of 

Strain in PIS 
Wire (I 109 

% Drift Incrernentd PIS 
Strain 



Table 5.2 Prestressing wire strains for retrofitted circular column (BRX3). 

PIS Wire # 1 Location Fmm 

1 Column (mm) 

- -- 

% Drift Strain in PIS 
Wire (I 105 

Iacrementd PIS 
Strslin 



Table 5.3 Prestressing wire strains for retrofitted circular column (BR-C4). 

PIS Wire # Location From 

Bottom of 

Column (mm) 

% Drift Stirin in PIS 

W i n  (s 10') 



Table 5.4 Steel strap strains for retrofitted circular column (BR-CS). 

ht tom of 

Columa (mm) 

% Drift Strah in Steel 

Strap (x 103 

uicremeatid Steel 

Strap Strain 



Table 5 . 5  

PIS Wire # 

Prestressing wire strains for retrofitted square colurnn (BR-S2). 

Location From 

Bottom of 

Column (mm) 

225 

% Drift Strlin in PIS 

Wire (x 106) 

uicrementai PIS 

Strain 



Table 5.6 Analysis of test results for retrofitted coluinns. 

Drift 

k v e l  

1 .O 

2 .O 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 - 
1 .O 

2.0 

3 .O 
1 

4.0 

5.0 

Inc. BOOP 
SirUn (103 

388 

6118 

1,063 

1,463 

2,425 

413 

700 

1,100 

1,983 

3,200 

700 

1,550 

2,975 

369 

1,194 
2,019 

217 

333 

550 

817 

1,567 

2,850 

Ducîility Ductility I Factor 
Vk.) 

56,408 

100,022 

1 55,550 

2 12,693 
352,550 

60,043 

101,767 

159,920 

288.29 1 

465,22 1 

50,883 

1 12,671 

2 16,255 

53,646 

173,585 
293,525 

28,445 

43,650 

72,095 

107,094 

205,405 

373,583 

Vr+VI+VLwC 

7 10,443 

679,598 

537,967 

545,377 
655,842 

7 14,077 

66 1,741 

523,955 

6 14,787 

760,778 

7049 18 

672,65 1 

580,290 

707,680 

699,976 
643,004 

727,182 

644,984 

470,506 

466,629 

532,899 

669,036 



Ali dimensions are in mm 

Figure 5.1 Colurnn dimensions and reinforcement details. 
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Figure 5.2 Reinforcement cages prior to casting o f  concrete. 



Fipiire 5.3 Typical cross-sectional v iews o f  column cages. 
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Strain 

Figure 5.4 Stress-strain relationship of concrete cylinders. 
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Strain 

Figure 5.5 Stress-strain relationship of Grade 400, No. 25 deformed reinforcing steel. 



Figure 5.6 Stress-arain relations@ of 7-wire prestressing strand. 



Strain 

Figure 5.7 Stress-strain relationship of high strength steel strap. 



Column 

All dimensions are in mm 

Figure 5 -8 Column instnimentation. 
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Figure 5.9 Strain gauge location on reinforcing steel. 



Figure 5.10 Schematic drawings of the test set-up. 
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Figure 5.10 (Continued). 



Figure 5.1 O (Continued). 



Figure 5.10 (Continued). 



F i p e  5-10 (Continued). 



Figure 5.1 1 Side and front views of the test set-up. 
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Figure 5.12 Loading program. 
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Figure 5.13 Retrofitting of circular column. 



Figure 5.14 A typical view of retrofitted of circular column. 





Figure516 Atypicalviewofretrofittedofsquarecolumn. 
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Figure 5.17 Various drift levels of non-retrofitted square column (BR-S 1 ) specimen. 
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Figure 5.18 Moment-Displacement and Force-Displacement relationships for column 
BR-S 1. 
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Figure 5.19 Moment-Rotation relationships for column BR-S 1. 



Figure 5.20 Reinforcing steel strains for column BR-S 1. 



Figure 5.2 1 Various drift levels of non-retrofitted circular column (BR-C I ) specimen. 
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Figure 5.22 Moment-Displacement and Force-Displacement relationships for column 
BROC 1. 
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Figure 5.23 Moment-Rotation relationships for column BR-C 1. 
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Figure 5.24 Reinforcing steel strains for column BR-C 1 .  



Figure 5.25 Various drift levels of retrofitted circular coluinn (BR-CI) specimen. 



Figure 5.25 (Continued). 
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Figure 5.26 Moment-Displacement and Force-Displacement relationships for column 
BR-C2. 



Figure 5 -27 Moment-Rotation relationships for column BR-C2. 
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Figure 5.28 Reinforcing steel strains for column BR-C2. 



Figure 5.29 Prestressing wire strains for column BR-C2. 
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Figure 5.29 (Continued). 



Figure 5.30 Various drifi levels of retrotittrd circular coiumii ( BROC) ) sprcimen. 
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Figure 5.30 (Continiied). 
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Figure 5.3 1 Mornent-Displacement and Force-Displacement relationships for column 
BRX3.  
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Figure 5.3 2 Moment-Rotation relationships for column BR-C3. 



Figure 5.33 Reinforcing steel strains for column BR-C3. 
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Figure 5.34 Prestressing wire strains for column BR-C3. 



Figure 5.35 Various drift levcls o f  retrofitted circular column (BR-C4) specimen. 
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Figure 5.35 (Continurd). 
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Figure 5.3 6 Moment-Displacement and Force-Displacement relationships for column 
BR-C4. 
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Figure 5.37 Moment-Rotation relationships for colurnn BR-C4. 



Figure 5.3 8 Reinforcing steel strains for column BR-C4. 





Figure 5-40 Various dri fi levels of retrotitted circular coluinn ( BR-CS ) specimen. 
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Figure 5.40 (Continued). 
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Figure 5.4 1 Moment-Displacement and Force-Displacement relationships for colurnn 
BR-CS. 
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Figure 5 -42 Moment-Rotation relationships for colurnn BR45 
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Figure 5.43 Reinforcing steel strains for column BR-CS. 
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Figure 5.44 Steel strap strains for column BR-CS. 



Figure 5 A5 Various drift levels of retro titted circular coliimn ( B R - S I )  speciinen. 
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Figure 5.45 (Continued ). 
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Figure 5.46 Moment-Displacement and Force-Displacement relationships for colurnn 
BR-S2. 
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Figure 5.47 Moment-Rotation relationships for colurnn BR-S2. 
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Figure 5.48 Reinforcing steel strains for column BR-S2. 



Figure 5.49 Prestressing wire strains for column BR-S2. 
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Figure 5.50 Prestressing wire strain profile for coiumn BR-CZ. 
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Figure 5.5 1 Prestressing wire strain profile for column BR-C3. 
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Figure 5.52 Prestressing wire main profile for column BR-C4. 
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Figure 5.53 High-strength steel strap arain profile for column BR-CS. 
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Figure 5.54 Prestressing wire strain profile for column BR-S2. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

6.1 Summary 

A combineci anaiytical and expimental investigation was conducted to shidy the 

capacity, demand and seismic retrofit of reinforceci concrete bridge columns. A comprehensive 

literature review was first conducted on behavior, anaiysis and seismic retrofit of bridge 

anictures. The literature survey demonstrated imrnediate research needs on the topic. 

The resarch project consiaed of four main tasks. The fust task involved an extensive 

Canada-wide survey of bridge types, designs and colurnn dctails. This information was 

necessary to classify the existing bridges in Canada in temis of their structurai characteristics to 

be used in establishg seismic drift demands and capacities. The second task involved 

determination of inelastic deformation capacities of conaete bridge columns. A cornputer 

program was developed to conduct sectional and mernber analyses in the inelastic range of 

deformations The program was vaified agahst arpaimanal data, and d to compte 

force-displacenierit relationships of rrinforced concrete columns. A large volme of data was 

generated for cdumns with d i n a a t  design parameters. The bti wu p m t c d  in the fom of 

tables and charts for an approhe detemination of c o h  drift cspacities. 

The third task of the project inciuded prediction of drift dernands for conaete bridge 

columns. DynaMc inelastic fesponse history amlyses of ôridges wuc conduded to establish 

drift dernands during earthquakes. Earthquake records were selected for Eastern and Western 

Canada. Ail the devant components of inelastic ddorxnations wue wnsidered through 

appropriate h y s t d c  d s .  Mmt support conditions w m  incorpontcd to simufate the 



bdiavior of ciiffirent types of bridge bearings. Both drift and duchlity dernands were 

computed. The results were presented in the fom of tables and charts for bridges with 

Merent fiindamental periods, geographic locations, support conditions and earthquake 

intensities. 

The fourth task consisted of an experimental investigation, which involved design, 

preparation and testhg of 7 near-M-size bridge colwnns under simulated saWsmic loading. A 

total of 5 circular and 2 square columns were tested for this purpose. A new re t romg 

scheme was developed, consistuig of actemal hoops, with or without initial prestressing. The 

test data provided invaluable information in ternis of develophg a design procedure for 

effkctive and practical retrofihg for seisrnic resistant bridge colurnns. 

6.2 Conclusions 

The following conclusions were drawn 60m this resûirch project: 

A large proportion of the existing bridges h Canada was designed and buiit prior to the 

implementation of earthquake resistant design. This implies that most bridge in Canada 

were designed prior to 1970's, with potentidy deficient column capacities for shear and 

inelastic defonnability. 

Bridge colurnns designed prior to 1970's were typically reinforcd with perimeter hoops 

spaced at 300 mm, regardless of the coiumn size. In square and rectangular colurnns, 90- 

degree hooks were comrnonly used, while in circular columns lapped cirailar hoops were 

ernployed. Design yield strength of transverse reinforcemerit was approximately 250 MPa. 

Concrete strength ranged between 20-25 MPa. 

The majority of eisting columns were d o r d  with 1% to 2% longitudinal steel, and 

subjected to axial compression of approximateiy lû?! to 2W of nommal concentric 

capacity. These columns had a wide range of hcight-to-width ratios, varying between 2.5 

and 10, with a mean value ofappro~e1y  5.0. 

The amputer soffware, COL4 deveiopd to compute idastic forcc-ddomtion 

response of conmete columns under monotonie loading, produce good correlation with 

experimental data The feoturrs of inlastic matmal modela, sinbility of longhudinai 

reinforcement, P-A effects, and anchorage slip mrr h d  to play miportant roles on non- 

linear Qift capacity of colurrms. 



A pararnetric study was conducted usiig software COLA It was found that inelastic drift 

capacities of columns d e p d  on the shear span-todepth ratio, axial load ratio, longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio, material strengths and concrete confinement. It was naha observed 

that co&cient "ri', d&ed as pd~ff ,@/~rl) ' '  could be used as a design parameter, 

reflecting the amount of lateral steel and concrete confinement. While typid drift 

capacities were found to vary between 1.5% and 5%, c01umns with shear span-tdepth 

ratios l e s  then 2.5 were found to be potmtially ddcient in shear when rc was below 0.5. 

The columns were able to develop at least 2% lateral drift when the axial load level was 

10% of the nominal cuncentric capacity or lower. As the axial load level increased, column 

drift capacity decreased. Columns with aspect ratios of 5.0 and above were able to 

develop a minimum of 2% laterd dnft, irrespective of concrete confinement. The same 

columns showed improved drift capacity of up to 3% when rc was increased to O. 5 and 0.8 

for columns with 2% and 1% longitudina reinforcement, respectively. 

The fundamental penod of bridge structures is the single most important parameter 

reflening structural propdes on displacement response, especiaüy under intense 

mthquake records, when the displacement response is high. Column tip deflection 

increases approximately linearly with increasing peak ground acceleration. This is mie 

even in the inelastic range of defomtiow. 

Bridge columns in Ottawa (representing colurnns in eastem Canada), with a fundamental 

period of 0.5 sec to 3.5 sec, are not expeaed to experience a tip deflection in excess of 

approxhately 10 mm. This value was obtained fom dynamic inelastic analyses of bridge 

structures with elastomeric bearings, subjected to a critical artifid earthquake record with 

10% probabiiity of occurrence in 50 years. Tip displacement response for the same bridge 

structures is limited to appmximatefy 6 mm undn the 1988 Saguenay fecord. Since these 

bridges show elastic responae unda these eaithquake mords, changhg the bearing type to 

rouer and rocker bearings has the &kt ofreducing miDomum l a t d  displacement demand 

even fùrther. Befause the Wsting colurrms wae found tu have higha deforrnabilities than 

the above disphcernait d d s ,  it may k conduded that concrete bridge columns in 

eastem Cwada are not whrerable to sasniic damage, uniess the ground motion is 

si@cantly more intense than those considered in this study. While uK.seasmg the peak 

ground acceleration to 30 % g inaeased the displecanait danand to approxhately 25 



mm, a m e r  increase to 60 % g produced a &um displacement demand of 

approximately 100 mm. 

Bridge columns in Vancouver (representing columns in westem Canada), with a 

fùndarnental penod of 0.5 sec to 3.5 sec, show maximum tip dedection of 66 mm when 

subjected to the 1940 El C m  record. This vahie was obtained for bridges with roller or 

rocker bearùigs that roii or slide beyond the initial lateral resistance qua1 to 5% of the 

weight of the bridge superstructure. Elastomeric bearings reduce the maximum lateral 

displacanent demand by a factor of 2 to 33 mm. The same bridges are not arpected to 

deflect more than approximatcly 15 mm, when subjected to a critical artiiicial earthquake 

record with 10% probabiiity of occurrence in 50 years. W e  increasing the peak ground 

acceleration to 30% g increased the displacement dernand to a p p r o h t e l y  240 mm, a 

hrther increase to 60% g produced a maximum displacernent demand of approximately 

725 mm. These results indicate that concrete bridge columns in western Canada rnay be 

vuinerable to seismic damage. 

The new retrofitting technique that was developed as pan of this investigation resulted in 

siCrnificant improvernents in colurnn drift capacities. The drift capacity of retrohed 

colurnns increased 6om 1 % to 6% in most cases. 

The new retrofitting procedure dewloped was show to be &&ve in elirninating shear 

failures in colurnns with shear span-to-depth ratios of 2.4 to 2.7. These columns changed 

their mode of behavior fiom a brittle shear dominant response to a ductile flexure dominant 

response. nie extemal prestressing aiso provided improved cunaete confinement, 

enhanMg flexural defomanlity up to and exceeding 6% laterai drift. 

Prestressing extemal hoops was shown to improve column defonnabdity. The initial 

prestressing of up to approximtely 25% of uhimate steel strength improved inelastic 

defonnability wMe also limiting diagonal shear cracking. Ho-, this miprovanent was 

evident only aiter 5% lateral drift. Until then, extemel hoops mthout pftstfessing were 

su£6cientiy B i e  in controlhg diagonal shear cracking and devdoping passive 

confinement pressure under laterally apanding concrete. The active l a t d  pressure 

produced by initial pmessing may be necessary for cdumns with vcry hi& drift 

dernands. 



The spacing of exterd  hoops was found to be an important parameter. The c01umn with 

a hoop spacing of 300 mm (approhtely 112 the colurnn sedonal dimension) could not 

maintain its strength beyond 2% of lateral drift even though it had sufficiently high 

prestressing. A cornpanion c o l m  with an extemal hoop spacîng of 150 mm developed a 

lateral drift of 5% without any sigdcant strength decay . 

Hi&-strength steel straps used as an alternative to prestressing strands proved to be 

effective during initial loading. However, their &ectjveness seizeci beyond 2% lateral drift 

when the maps fded near the anchor locations. This shows that a stronger strap, or an 

improved anchorage technique may have produced a similar improvement in drift capacity 

as that obtained by using prestressing strands. 

The new retrofitting technique developed in this research p r o p  offén a nwnber 

practical advantages, including ease, speed and economy of construction. 

6.3 Recommendations for Future Research 

The following are recornmended for funire research: 

Funher coiumn tests are needed to extend the retrofitting scherne developed in the m e n t  

study to colurnns with diffèrent shear-span-tdepth ratios, especially to those that behave 

predorninantly in the flexure mode. 

Additional tests are necessq to derive expikit relationships between the level of 

prestressing, spacing of hoops and lateral drift capacity. 

The proposecl retrofihg procedure may be extended to builduig columns that are 

subjeaeû to higher levels of axial compression with smaller cross-sedional dimensions. 

Both anaiytical and experimental researches are needed to further investigate this new 

application. 

Introducing a more elaborate analytical madel for bar buchg may refhe the analytical 

procedure used for the amputation of driA cap9city. Hence M e r  dytical research is 

recomrnended with an improved mode1 for bar buclding. 

Additionai dynamic analyses of bridges under d i n i  ground motions and levels of 

probabiility of exceedence rnay be needeâ to establish seihc drift demands more 

acairately . 
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Appendix A 

Source Code of COLA 



( $D+,L+ ) 
program sectional-analysis (input, output); 

uses dos, crt, citcore; 

const n-1 = 100; 
n-2 = 275; 
n 3  = 50; 
n 4  = 500; 
n-5 = 500; 

label 10, 20, 30; 

type array- 1 = array [ 1 . . n- I ] of real; 
array-2 = array [ I . .n-21 of real; 
array-3 = array [ 1..  n-31 of real; 
array-4 = array [ 1 . . n 4 ]  of real; 
array-5 = array [ 1.. n-SI of real; 
filename = string[ 1 51; 
failmessage = string[52]; 

var r, cov, s, fco, eo, eo85, eo-ini, eou, @, ey, fsh, esh, fu, esu, 
axial - load. euc, eucjnc, eucmax, sbd, Ibd, 1-1, Iba, sba, c-, cr-mom, 
cr - cur, t - s, fcc, e 1, e85, k-fac, accuracy, c-inc, alfa-inc, c, 
force-steel, forceconc, phi, difY, mom-am, can-len, cura in ,  srnall - ss, 
final t ss, abs-srnall-ss, abs-big-ss, old-c-ss, old-tss, e - ss ,  euc-in, 
ecc-Kes-in, si, hl, bar-ext, r d, strip height, big-ss, rot, width, 
h-dim, v-dim, conc-strain, mg moment, areaconc-conf, ara-conc - unconf, 
area-steel, phic, phi-s, cornp height-lirnit, percent-finish, finalc, 
po code-withconf. po-code~without-conf, poreal, mg-force, tie-sp, sfy, 
fin; - strain, strain, strainjn, sp-v-tie, s p h t i e ,  mr-bal, pr-bal, 
rnr-ben. pr-ben, mom-zero-strainbefore, mom-zerostrain-afler, 
c-mom-zero-strain-before, c-mom-zero-strain-after, ecc-20-fcc, 
momzero-strain, final-c-ss, spacing, mom-ult, fo-lt, z-m-eucjnc: real; 

dist-st-1, dist-st2, force-st, strain-st, stress-st, area-st, str-cm, 
exes-for: array- 1 ; 

curvature, moment, el, pl, fiex-def, slip-def, lat-for, Iat-forg-delta, 
slip-slope, tot-def, conf_conc-strain, unconf_conc-strain, fùc-array, 
fcc - array , es-tp, es-cg , e-gneg, fs-t-array, fs-c-array , 
fs-c-array-neg: array-2; 

h - t ie-angle, v-t ie-angle : array-3 ; 



db, Ibn, sbn, c-m, cc, i, j, m-c, num-1, num-2, num-3, num-4, num-5, 
a t 1, a-t2, a-13, a-t-4, a-t-5, ongrnode, m g ,  n h t i e ,  n-v-tie, 
fii&data-num, smalli, big - i: integer; 

0 - 1 ,  out - 2, st-dec, buc-dec, cover-dec, CO-ec, mg-dec: char; 

mi, fsl, €F, fd, func, fcon, fo, fp, f s t ,  fs-c, 8, flpd, fp-1, h p ,  fc, 
fsm: text; 

file - 1 - in, file-2-in. filecur-mom, file-def-mon file-sliprnorn, fileout, 
col-type, file-euc-fuc, file-ecc-fcc, file-es-t-fs, file-e--fs, 
fileglot, file-flex-mom, file-defJat-for, file-def-1-f~d, incol-type, 
ingen data, genname, file - rnom-axi-for, fileclean, 
file-sl Lslo-mom: file-name; 

f-m : fail-message; 

c-flag, con-flag, st-c-flag, st-t-flag, d-flag, array-lcond, d-flag, 
arraytcond, array_3cond, array-4cond. conc-strain-flag, st-b-flag, 
out-flag, finalcc-flag, 2-m - flag - large, z-m-flag-small, 
z-m-flag: boolean; 

{ 
definition of variables used in the main program: 

area-st : area of steel for each layer in rec. or sqr. columns 
axial-load : axial loading in N 
a-L 1 : first array type 
array- lcond : tnie if num 1 <= limit in a-t-1, else false 
a-t-2 : second anay Ge 
array-2cond : tnie if nurn 2 <= limit in a t 2, else false -- 
a ~ - 3  : third array type 
array-3cond : m e  if'num 3 <= limit in a t 3, else fdse -- 
a-t-4 : f i ~  m a y  type- 
array-4cond : true if nurn 4 <= limit in a t 4, else false -- 
accuracy : limit to stop ikation 
alfa-inc : incremental angle to calculate strip widths 
area-conc-conf : confined concrete cross section area in sq. mm 
area-conc unconf : unconfineci concnte cross section area in sq. mm 
ara-steel- : steel cross section area in sq. mm 



big-ss : retums largest value of reinforcing bar stress 
bar-ext : extension of bar due to yielding and slipping in mm 

col-type : type of column (rectangular, square, or circular) 
cov : concrete cover in mm 
cjnc : incremental compresion height value in mm 
c : compression height in mm 
cm-len : cantilever length of column in mm 
L m  : counter 
curvature : curvature of the column 
c-flao : true until section's forces balance 
CC : counter to count number of strips for a given c 
conl-flag : true until core concrete strength falls below 20% 
con2-flag : tme until core concrete strength falls below 20% 
C-arraY : compression height values for each concrete strain 
cr-c : cracking neutral axis in mm 
cr-mom : cracking moment in N.mm 
crcur : cracking curvature 
cr-strain : cracking strain 
concstrain : concrete strain used in M-P interaction calculation 
compheight-lirnit: compression heigth limit in M-P inter. calculation 
conc-strain- flag : true until unconf. conc. strain exceeds the limit 
CS 

dist-st- i 
dcf 
dcf-dist 
diff 
dist st-2 
d-flig 
flex-def 

e 1 
e85 
eo 
eo85 
eojni 
eou 
=Y 
esh 
esu 
euc 
euc-inc 
euc-max 
euc-array 

: concrete strength at longitudinal bar level 

: dist. between surface and centerline of long. steel 
: concrete force at each strip 
: dist. between the centroid of the section and stnp 

: surn of forces due to steel. concrete, and axial Ioad 
: distance between top steel and others 

: true if plastic hinge length is less than the width 
: lateral deformation at top of colurnn due to flexure 

: strain at maximum stress for core concrete 
: strain at 85% of maximum stress for core concrete 
: strain at maximum stress for cover concrete 
: strain at 85% of maximum stress for cover concrete 
: starting cover concrete strain 
: ending cover concrete strain 

: steel strain at yield 
: steel strain at strain hardening 
: steel strain at ultimate 
: cover concrete strain 

: incremental cover concrete main 
: ending cover conctere strain 
: cover concrete strain values 



el : elastic length in hinging region of the column 
eucq : array of cover concrete strains for plotting 
euc-in : cover concrete strain for plotting 
eccq : array of confined core concrete strains for plotting 
ecc-in : confined core concrete strains for plotting 
e s 4  : array of steel strains for plotting 
es-in : steel strain for plotting 
exes-fo r : excess force in compression block due to long. reinf. 

file-1 -in : input file name for rec.. square, or circular column 
file-?-in : common input file name for rec.. sqr., or cir. column 
fcc : maximum core (confined) concrete stress in Mpa 
fY : steel strength at yield in MPa 
fsh : steel strength at strain harde~ng in MPa 
fii : steel strength at ultimate in MPa 
file-cur-mom : curvature vs moment file 
file-flexmom : top deflection due to flexure vs moment file 
file-slip-mom : top deflection due to bar slip vs moment file 
file-def-mom : total top deflection vs moment file 
file-out : output file 
file-euc-fbc : unconfined concrete model file 
fileecc-fcc : confined concrete model file 
file es-fs : steel model file 
fileglot : plot files 
file-def-lat-for : total deflection vs lateral force file 
file - def -- I fg-d : tot. def. w/ p - delta effect vs lateral force file 
file mom axi-for : moment vs axial force interaction file 
f i le~slp-s~ - m m  : rotation due to bar slip vs moment file 
fco : maximum cover (unconfined) concrete stress in MPa 
findss : retums final value of reinforcing bar stress 
force steel : section's force due to steel reinforcement 
forceIconc : section's force due to concrete (cover + core) 
final e u c  
final -ecc 
fuc-array 
fcc-anay 
fs-arr a y 
fùnc 
fcon 
fs 
fin 
fsm 
fsl 
ff 
fd 

: final cover concrete strain vaiue 
: final confined concrete strain value 
: array of max. cover concrete stresses for plotting 
: array of max. core concrete stresses for plotting 
: m a y  of steel strengths for plotting 

: file for unconfined concrete strain and stress values 
: file for confined concrete strain and stress values 

: file for steel strain and stress values 
: file for curvature and moment values 
: file for rotation due to slip vs moment values 

: file for top defi. due to bar slip and moment d u e s  
: file for top defl. due to flexure and moment values 
: file for total top deformation and moment values 



file for total top def and lateral force values 
: file for moment and axial force interaction values 
: file narne containing al1 plot file names 

: file containing al1 plot file narnes 
: file for output 
: concrete failure type 
: concrete failure message 
: bacth file for erasing previously created data files 

: file containing data files for erasing 

: common file indicator 

: parameter of defonned bar 
: horizontal dimension of a rectangular column 

h t ie  - angle : angle between horizontal tie and vertical plane 

1 : index 
incol-type : rectangular. square, or circular file indicator 
inge-ata : common file indicator 

j : index 

k-fac : ratio of confined to unconfined concrete stress 

Ibn : longitudinal bar number 
Ibd : logitudinal bar diarneter 
Iba : longitudinal bar area 
lat-for : lateral force at column base 
lat-forg-delta : lateral force at colurnn base including P-Delta 
largec : compression heigth value used in M-P inter. calc. 

moment : moment of the column 
momarm : moment arm bet. centerline of steel and neutral axis 
m : index 

: index for M-P calcuiation 
mgmoment : moment value in M-P calculation 
m : total moment in M-P calculation 
mg-force : total axial load in M-P calculation 
mr-bal : balanced bending moment in N-mm 

nlb : number of layers of bars in rec. or square colurnns 
number of longitudinal bars in circular columns 

num-1 : limit in the first array type 
num-2 : limit in the second m a y  type 
num-3 : limit in the third array type 



new-ss 
n-h-t ie 
n-v-t i e 

origmode 
old-ss 
out-1 
out-2 

ph 
PU 
p h 2  
PI 
Pr 
pocode 
PO-real 

: initial value of smallss 
: number of horizontal ties in a stimp 
: number of vertival ties in a stimp 

: original screen mode 
: previous steel strength 
: controls screen or file output 
: controls another output to screen or file 

: curvature 
: concrete strength coefficient 
: steel strength coefficient 

: plastic Iength in hinging region of the column in mm 
: total axial load in M-P calculation in N 

: code value of axial load capacity of column in N 
: reai (calc.) value of axial load cap. of col. in N 

percent-finish : percentage completed of M - P interaction calculation 
pr-bal : baianced axial load in N 

r : radius of circular column in mm 
rot : orientation of top reinforcement (ciockwise - degree) 
0 : reinforcement depth 

s : spacing of stimips (pitch) in cir. columns in mm 
sbn : stimp bar number 
s f : steel force for each bar 
ss : steel strain for each bar 
stnpheight : maximum strip width of concrete in mm 
sbd : stimp bar diameter 
sba : stimp bar area 
SI : parameter of deformed bar 
st-flag : tnie until steel strength goes beyond ultimate 
smallss : retums smallest value of reinforcing bar stress 
slipslope : dope of column due to extension of long. bars 
s sr : stirrup steel yield strength 
st-dec : input decision on bar no. or bar dia., and def char. 
sp-v-tie : center to center ver. tie spacing in a stirrup in mm 
sp-h-tie : center to center hor. tie spacing in a stimp in mm 

t-1 : dist. between surface and centerline of long. steel 
t S : dist. between surface and centerline of stimp 
slip-def : lateral defornation at top of column due to bar slip 
tot-def : lat. def at top of col. due to flex. and bar slip 
t ie-sp : spacing of stimps in sqr. and rec. columns in mm 



v-dim : vertical dimension of a rectangular column 
v-tie-angie : angle between vertical tie and horizontal plane 

width : width of square column in mm 

procedure READ-GENERAL - INPüT (var f-in, input~eneral: file-name; 
var Ion-bar-num, stir-bar_num:integer; 
var unconf-max-concstr, 

unconf'conc-strain-ult, steel-strqield, 
steel strain-yield, steel-str-strainhard, 
steelnrain-straioard, steel-str-ult, 
steel-strain-ult, strip-height, axial-load, 
cantilever-length, conc-str-fac, 
steelstr-fac, bar-diameter, hl, si, 
stirJar-diameter, stir-steel-strqield 
: real; 

var f uc, f-cc, f-t-st, f'-cst, W C ,  f-fl, 
f &sm, -1, f-td, f-fd, f-fdpd, f-rnp, fg, 
Co, f_c: file-narne; 

var steel-decision, buckling-decision, 

mq-interaction-decision: char); 
{ 

reads general input values from a file 

called in main prograrn 

var fi: text; 
dummy-name: string[iO]; 

begin 
assign(fi, f-in); 
reset( fi); 
readln(fi, inputgenerai); 
if inputjeneral = 'general' then 
begin 

for i:= 1 to 2 do readln(fi, dummy-name); 
readln( fi, dummy-name, cover-model); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, core model); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, un~o~~rnax-conc-str); 



readln(fi, durnmy-narne, conc-str-fac); 
readln(fi, dummy-name); 
readln(fi, dummyname, steel-decision); 
readln(fi, dumrny-name, buckling-decision); 
if steel-decision = 'Y' then 
begin 

for i:= 1 to 2 do readln(fi, dummy-name); 
readln( fi, dummy-narne, lonba-um); 
for i:= 1 to 5 do readln(fi, dumrny-narne) 

end; 
if steel-decision = 'N' then 
begin 

for i:= 1 to 4 do readln(fi, dummyname); 
readln(fi, dumrnyname, bar-diameter); 
readln(6, durnmy-name); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, hl); 
readln(fi, dumrny-name, SI) 

end; 
readln(fi, dumrny-name, steel-str_yield); 
readln(fi, dumrny-name, steel-strainjeld); 
readln(fi, dummyname, steel-str-strainhard); 
readln(fi, dummyname, steelstrain-strainhard); 
readln(fi, dumrny-name, steelstr-ult); 
readln(fi, durnmy-name, steel-strain-ult); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, steel-str-fac); 
if steel-decision = 'Y then 
begin 

for i:= 1 to 2 do readln(fi, dummyname); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, st irbarnum); 
for i:= 1 to 2 do readln(fi, durnrny-name) 

end; 
if steel-decision = 'N' then 
begin 

for i:= 1 to 4 do readln(fi, dummy-name); 
readln(fi, durnmy-name, sti-ar-diameter) 

end; 
readln(fi, dummyname, sti-eel-strjeld); 
readln(fi, dummy-narne, axial-load); 
readln(fi. dumrny-name, cantilever-length); 
readln(fi, durnmy-name, stripheight); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, mqjnteraction-decision); 
readln( fi, dummy-narne); 
readln( fi, dummy-name, b c ) ;  
readln(fi, dumrny-narne, f-cc); 
readln(fi, dummy-narne. f-t-st); 



readh(fi, dumrny-name, f-c-st ) ; 
readln( fi, dumm y-narne, f'mc); 
readln( fi, dumrny-narne, f-fl) ; 
readln( fi, dummy-name, f-fssm) ; 
readln(fi, dummy-narne, fsl); 
readln(fi, durnmy-name, f-td); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, m); 
readln(fi, dummy-narne, m p d ) ;  
readln( fi, dummy-name, Lmp); 
readln(fi, dumrny-name, fg); 
read ln( fi, dumrn y-name, f-O) ; 
readln( fi, dummy-name, f-c ) 

end; 
close( fi) 

end; 

procedure READ - CiRCULAR-WUT (var f"-in, input - column: file-name; 
var cover, radius, rotation, spacing: real; 
var num-lonbar : integer); 

{ 
reads input values for circular columns from a file 

called in main program 
1 
var fi: text; 

dummy-name: st ring[70]; 
begin 

assign(fi, f-in); 
reset(fi); 
readln(fi, inputcolurnn); 
if inputcolumn = 'circular' then 
begin 

readln(fi, dummy-name, cover); 
readln(fi, dummy-narne, radius); 
readIn(fi, dummy-name, num-lonbar); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, spacing); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, rotation) 

end; 
close(fi) 

end; 

procedure READ-SQUARE-INPUT (var f_iR input-column: file-name; 
var colurnn-width, t ie-spacing, 

dist-ver-cross-ties, disthor-cross-ties 
: reai; 



var num - hor - cross-ties, num - ve-rossties, 
nuMayer: integer; 

var steel-area, steel-distance: array-i ; 
var hor-tic-angle. ver-tie-angle: array-3); 

{ 
reads input values for square colurnns from a file 

called in main program 
1 
var fi: text; 

dumrny-name: string[70]; 
i: integer; 

begin 
assign(fi, f-in); 
reset(fi); 
readln(fi. input-column); 
if input-column = 'square' then 
begin 

readln(fi, dummy-name, column-width); 
readln(fi, durnmy-name, tiespacing); 
readln( fi, dummyname, num-layer); 
for i:= 1 to num-layer do readln(fi, dumrny-name, steelarea[i]); 
for i:= 1 to num-layer do readln(fi, dumrny-name, steelbistance[i]); 
readln( fi, durnrny-name, nurn-ho-ross-t ies) ; 
for i:= 1 to num hor-cross-ties do - 

readln( fi, dummy-name, ho r-t ie-angle[i]); 
readln(fi, dummy-name. dist-ver-crossties); 
readln(fi, dummyname, num~ver~cross~ties);  
for i:= 1 to num-ver-crossties do 

readln(fi, durnmy-name, distho-rossties); 
end; 
ciose( fi) 

end; 

procedure READ - RECTANGUL-INPUT (var f-in. input-column: filename; 
var hor dim, ver-dim, tie-spacing, 

dist-ver-cross-ties, dist-hor-cross-ties 
: reai; 

var num-horcross-ties, num-ver_cross_ties, 
num - layer: integer; 

var steel-area, steemstance: array-1; 
var hovie-angie, ve-ie-angle: array-3); 

{ 
reads input values for rectangular colurnns from a file 



called in main program 

var fi: text; 
durnrny-narne: string[70]; 
i: integer; 

begin 
assign( fi, f-in); 
reset(fi); 
readln(fi, input - column); 
if inputcolumn = 'rectangular' then 
begin 

readln(fi, dummy-name, hor-dim); 
readln(fi, durnmy-name, ver-dirn); 
readln(fi, dummy-narne, tie-spacing); 
readln( fi, durnrn y name, num-layer); 
for i:= 1 to num layer do readln(fi, dummy-name, steel-area[i]); 
for i:= 1 to numjayer do readln(fi. dummy-name, steel-distance[i]); 
readln(fi, dummy-name, num-ho-rossties); 
for i:= 1 to num-hor-crossties do 

readln(fi, dumrny-name, hor-tie-angIe[i]); 
readln(fi. dummy-name, dist-ve-ross-ties); 
readln(fi, dumrny - narne, num~ver~cross~ties); 
for i:= 1 to num-ve-ross-ties do 

readln(fi, dumrny-name, ver-tie-angle[i]); 
readln( fi, dummy-name, dist-ho-rossties); 

end; 
close(fi) 

end; 

procedure CLICK; 
{ 

makes sound 

called in NOFILE 
CHECK - ARRAY 
main program 

begin 
sound(2000); 
delay(75); 
nosound 

end; 

function EXIST (filename: file-name): boolean; 



I 
checks if the input file exists 

caled in main prograrn 
} 
var f fite; 
begin 

{ $14 
assign(f, filename); 
reset( f); 
dose( f); 
( sr+ l 
if IOresult 0 O then exist:= false 

end; 

procedure NOFILE (filename: file-name); 

displays message if the input file does not exist 

called in main prograrn 

begin 
ctrscr; 
click; 
gotoxy(6, 13 1; 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
write(' File ', chr( 1 74)); 
textcolor(1ightred + blink); 
wnte(fi1ename); 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
writeln(chr(175), ' does not exist'); 
textcolor(lightgray) 

end; 

procedure BEKLE; 

stops the program until a letter "c" or "C" is entered 

called in LIST-DR-FILES 
CHECKCHECK_ARRAYARRAY 
main program 

1 
begin 

repeat 



gotoxy(624); 
textcolor(white); 
writeln('Enter c C > to continue.. .') 

until upcase(readkey) = 'C'; 
textcolor(lightgray); 
clrscr 

end; 

procedure LIST-DRFILES (text: file-name); 

lists files in a directory 

called in main program 
1 
var 

DirInfo: Searcmec; 
i: integer; 

procedure list-dir-filesheading; 
begin 

textcolor(1ightred); 
writeln('P!ease identie your filename for'); 
gotoxy( 1 5 ,  2): 
textcolor(1ightgreen + blink); 
write(text ); 
gotoxy( 1 5 ,  3 1; 
textcolor(1ightred); 
writeln(' input'); 
wnteln; 
textcolor(1ightcyan) 

end; 
begin 

list - dir - files-heading; 
i:= 1; 
FindFirst('* . *', Archive, DirInfo); 
while DosError = O do 
begin 

gotoxy( 1 3, i+4); 
writeln(DirInfo.Name); 
FindNext(Dir1nfo); 
i:= i + 1; 
if i > 18 then 
begin 

bekle; 
i:= 1; 
clrscr; 



list-dir-filesheading 
end 

end; 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
bekle; 
clrscr 

end; 

procedure PRMT-DATE; 
{ 

prints current date 

called in main program 
} 
const days : array [0..6] of Stnng[9] = ('Sundayl,'Monday','Tuesday', 

'Wednesday','Thursday'.'Fridayt, 
'Saturday'); 

var y, m. d, dow : Word; 
begin 

GetDate(y,m, d,dow); 
WnteLn(fo,'Date: ', days[dow],', ', m:O, 'P.  d:O, T ,  y:O) 

end; 

procedure PRMTTIME: 

prints current time 

called in main program 

var h, m, s, hund : Word; 
function LeadingZero(w : Word) : String; 
var s : String; 
begin 

Str(w:O, s); 
if Length(s) = 1 then s := '0' + s; 
LeadingZero := s 

end; 
begin 

GetTime(h,m,s, hund); 
WnteLn(fo. 'Time: ', LeadingZero(h), ':', LeadingZero(m),':', 

LeadingZero(s), ' . ' , LeadingZero(hund)) 
end; 

procedure CHECK ARRAY (var array-type, num, num-iimit : int eger; 
var &d: boolean); 



{ 
checks if the variables have enough memory 

called in CONCRETE-FORCE 
main program 

1 
var word: string[7]; 
begin 

cond:= true; 
case array-type of 

1 : word:= 'array - 1 '; 
2 : word:= 'array-2'; 
3 : word:= 'array-3'; 
4 : word:= 'array - 4'; 
5 : word:= 'array-5' 

end; 
if num >= num-limit then 
begin 

textmode(co80); 
clrscr; 
click; 
gotoxy(l3, 10); 
textcolor(1ightcyan); 
write(char(20 1 )); 
for i:= 1 to 54 do write(char(205)); 
write(char(l87)); 
gotoxy(l3, 11); 
write(char( 1 86)); 
gotoxy(68, 1 1); 
writeln(char( 1 86)); 
gotoxy(l3, 12); 
write(char(l86)); 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
gotoxy( 17, 12); 
write('1ncrease ',ch( 1 74)); 
textcolor(lightred + blink); 
write( word j; 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
wite(chr(l75), ' dimension in the source code'); 
textcolor(1ightcyan); 
gotoxy(68, 12); 
writeln(char( 1 86)); 
gotoxy( 13, 13); 
write(char( 1 86)); 
gotoxy(68, L 3); 



writ eln(c har( 1 86)); 
gotoxy(l3, 14); 
write(char(200)); 
for i:= 1 to 54 do write(char(205)); 
write(char( 1 88)); 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
cond:= false; 
bekle 

end 
end; 

procedure FAIL W - M E S S  AGES (var message: failmessage); 

displays error messsages depending on the type of coiumn failure 

called in main program 
1 
begin 

ter<tmode(co80); 
clrscr; 
click; 
gotoxy(l3, 10); 
textcolor(1ightcyan); 
write(char(20 1 )); 
for i:= 1 to 54 do write(char(205)); 
wite(char( 187)); 
gotoxy(l3, 11); 
write(char( 186)); 
gotoxy(68, 11); 
writeln(char( 1 86)); 
gotoxy(l3, 12); 
write(char( 1 86)); 
textcolor(lightred); 
gotoxy( 1 5 ,  12); 
wri t e(message) ; 
textcolor(1ightcyan); 
gotoxy(68, 1 2); 
writeln(char( 186)); 
gotoxy(l3, 13); 
write(char(l86)); 
gotoxy(68, 13); 
writeln(c har( 1 86)); 
gotoxy( 13, 14); 
wri te(c har(200)); 
for i:= 1 to 54 do write(char(205)); 



write(char( i 88)); 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
bekle; 
textmode(co40) 

end; 

procedure HEADING; 
{ 

prints heading at the start of the program 

called in main program 

begin 
clrscr; 
textcolor(1ightred); 
gotoxy( 1 w; 
click; 
for i:= 1 to 9 do write('Ct); 
for i:= 9 to i 3  do 
begin 

gotoxy( 14,i); 
writeln('C') 

end; 
gotoxy( 15,141; 
for i:= 1 to 9 do write('Ct); 
delay( 1000); 
gotoxy(3 0.8); 
click; 
for i:= 1 to 9 do write('Ot); 
for i:= 9 to 13 do 
begin 

gotoxy(29,i); 
wri teln('Ot) 

end; 
gotoxy(3 0,14); 
for i:= 1 to 9 do write('O1); 
for i:= 9 to 13 do 
begin 

gotoxy(3 9.i); 
writeln('O1) 

end; 
delay( 1 000); 
ciick; 
for i:= 8 to 13 do 
begin 



gotoxy(45, i); 
writeln(2') 

end; 
gotoxy(45,14); 
for i:= 1 to 9 do kte('L1); 
delay( 1000); 
click; 
~otoxy(5878); 
wri tein(' .A'); 
gotoxy(58,9); 
wnteln(' A A'); 
gotoxy(58,lO); 
witeln(' A A'); 
gotoxy(58,lI); 
writeln(' M); 
gotûxy(58,12); 
writefn('A A'); 
gotoxy(58,13); 
wnteln('A A'); 
gotoxy(58,IJ); 
writeln('A A'); 
gotoxy(5. 1 9); 
textcolor(1ightcyan); 
wnteln('REINF0RCED C O N C R E T E  C O L U M N  A N A L Y S I  

SI); 
bekle; 
origmode: = lastmode; 
textmode(co40) 

end; 

procedure MENU (var colurnn-type: file-name); 
{ 

prints colurnn type selection menu 

called in main program 

begin 
cIrscr; 
repeat 
gotoxy(9, 10); 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
writeln('Enter type of column . . .'); 
gotoxy(l2, 12); 
wri t *ci); 
textcolor(1ightred); 



writ e('squarel); 
textcolor(lightgreen); 
writein('Bi); 
gotoxy(l2, 13); 
write('<'); 
textcolor(1ightred); 
write('rectangu1ar'); 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
writ eln('>'); 
gotoxy( 1 2, 14); 
writ e('<'); 
textcolor(1ightred); 
write('circularl); 
textcolor(lightgreen); 
writeln('>'); 
gotoxy(9. 18); 
delline; 
write(chr(l96). chr(26), ' '); 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
readln(column-type); 
if ((column-type 0 'square') or (column-type = 'circular')) and 
((column-type = 'square') or (column-type 0 'circular')) and 
((colurnn-type 0 'square') or (column-type = 'rectangular')) and 
((column-type = 'square') or (column-type 0 'reaangular')) and 
((column-type 0 'rectangular') or (column-type = 'circular')) and 
((column-type = 'rectangular') or (column-type 0 'circular')) t hen click 
until (column-type = 'square') or (column-type = 'circular') 
or (column-type = 'rectangular') 

end; 

procedure CHECKFLENAME (var column-type, input-column-type: file-name); 

checks for correct input file narne 

called in main program 
1 
begin 

if input-colurnn-type 0 column-type then 
begin 

clrscr; 
click; 
gotoxy( 1 1, 1 O); 
textcolor(lightgreen); 
writeln(Wrong fle name for'); 
gotoxy( 1 7, 12); 



textcolor(lightred); 
writeln(column type); 
gotoxy(l3, 14): 
textcolor(lightgreen); 
writeln(' column input'); 
textcolor(lightcyan + blink); 
gotoxy( 14. 1 7); 
writeln('Try again ! ! ! '); 
bekle 

end 
end; 

procedure CREATE-DATA-FILE-1 (var text-filename: text; 
var dat a-file-name : filename; 
var d a t a ,  y-data: array-2; 
var num-data: integer); 

creates a data file 

called in main program 

var i: integer; 
begin 

assign(textJi1e-name. data-file-name); 
rewrite(te-file-name); 
for i:= 1 to num-data do 

writeln(text-filename x - data[i], ' ', y-data[i]); 
close(te-filename) 

end; 

procedure CREATE-DATA-FILE-2 (var text-filename: text; 
var data-file-narne: filename; 
var x-data, y-data: array-4; 
var num-data: integer); 

{ 
creates a data file 

called in main program 

var i: integer; 
begin 

assign(text-file-name, data - file-name); 
rewrit e(t ext-file-narne) ; 
for i:= 1 to num-data do 

writeln(text-6le-name, x-data[i], ' ', y-data[i]); 



close(t ext- file-name) 
end; 

procedure clean-files; 
{ 

cleans data files 

called in main program 
1 
begin 

assign(fc, file - clean); 
rewrite( fc); 
writeln(fc, 'del ', file-euc-hc); 
writeln(fc, 'del ', file-ecc-fcc); 
writeln(fc, 'del ', file - es --  t fs); 
writeln(fc, 'del '. filees c 6); 
writeln(fc. 'del ', f i le-cu~~orn);  
writeln(fc, 'del ', file - - -  sip slo rnom); 
writeln(fc, 'del ', file-slip mom); 
writeln(fc. 'del ', file-fl-morn); 
writeln(fc, 'del ', file def-rnom); 
writeln(fc, 'dei '. fileaef - lat - for); 
writeln(fc. 'del '. file-def I f g  d); 
writeln(fc, 'del ', file-rnoiIaxi_for); 
writeln(fc, 'del '. fileglot); 
writein(fc, 'del '. file out); 
w"teln(fc, 'del spock'); 
close(fc) 

end; 

procedure B - A R E A S  (var bar-num: integer; var bar area: real); 
{ 

- 

finds area of a reinforcing bar 

called in main program 
} 
begin 

case bar-nurn of 
10 : bar-area:= 100; 
15 : bar-area:= 200; 
20 : bar-area:= 300; 
25 : bar-area:= 500; 
30 : b-rea:= 700; 
3 5 : bar_area:= 1000; 
45 : bar-area:= 1500; 



55 : bar-area:= 2500 
end 

end; 

procedure BAR-DIAMETERS 
{ 

(var b-um: integer; var bar-diameter: real); 

finds diameter of a reinforcing bar 

called in main prograrn 
1 
begin 

case bar-num of 
1 O : bar diameter:= 1 1.3; 
15 : barIdiameter:= 16.0; 
20 : barJiameter:= 19.5; 
25 : bar-diameter:= 25.2; 
30 : bar-diameter:= 29.9; 
3 5 : bar-diameter:= 3 5.7; 
45 : bar-diameter:= 43.7; 
5 5 : bar_diameter:= 56.4 

end 
end; 

procedure DEFORMED - BAR-DIMENSIONS (var bar-num: integer; var sl, hl: real); 
{ 
finds defomed bar parameters 

called in main program 
1 
begin 

case bar-num of 
10 : si:= 7.9; 
15 : SI:= 1 1.2; 
20 : SI:= 13.6; 
25 : sl:= 17.6; 
30 : SI:= 20.9; 
3 5  : sl:= 25.0; 
45 : si:= 30.6; 
55 : si:= 39.4 

end; 
case bar-num of 

10 : hl:= 0.45; 
15 : hi:= 0.72; 
20 : hl:= 0.98; 
25 : hi:= 1.26; 



30 : hl:= 1.48; 
35 : hl:= 1.79; 
45 : hl:= 2.20; 
55 : hl:= 2.55 

end 
end; 

procedure DIST-CONC-TO-LON-STEEL (var cover, stir-bar-dia, lonbar-dia, 
distconc-to-Ion-steel: real); 

calculates the distance fiom the surface of the column to the 
centerline of the longitudinal reinforcement 

called in main program 
1 
begin 

dist~conc~to~lon~steel:= cover + stir - bar - dia + lon bar dia / 2 - - 
end; 

procedure DIST-CONC-l'O-STRSTEEL (var cover, stir-bar-dia, 
dist-conc-to-stir-steel : real); 

{ 
calculates the distance from the sudace of the column to the 
centerline of the st imp reinforcement 

called in main prograrn 
t 
begin 

distconc-to-stir-steel:= cover + stir-bar-dia 1 2 
end; 

function DIST-CONC - STR (var radius, alpha, comp-height: real): real; 

cafculates the distance from the neutrai axis 
to the stnp in the circle 

called in CONCRETE-FORCE 
CRACKING 

begin 
distconc-str:= radius * (cos(alpha) - 1) + comp-height 

end; 

hnct ion DIST-STEEL (var radius, dist-conc-toJon-steel, angle, rotation 
: reai): real; 



{ 
calculates the distance between the top steel and any other steel 

called in DKT-STEEL-ARRAY 
} 
begin 

dist-steel:= (radius - dist-conc-to-Ion-steel) * (1 - cos(ang1e 
+ rotation)) 

end; 

procedure DIST-STEEL-ARRAY (var num-Ion - bar: integer; 
var radius, dist-conc-to-Ion-steel, rotation 

: real; 
var dist-st-array: array 1); - 

stores the distances between top steel and others in an array 

called in main program 
1 
var angle, angle-inc, rot-angle: real; 

i: integer; 
begin 

angle:= 0; 
angle - inc:= (360 1 num-Ion-bar) * pi 11 80; 
rot-angle:= rotation * pi 1 180; 
for i :=  1 to num-ton-bar do 
begin 

dist-st-array[i]:= diststeel (radius, dist-conc-to-lonsteel, 
angle, rot-angle); 

angle:= angle + angle-inc 
end 

end; 

procedure DEPTH (var num-Ion-bar: integer; 
var dist-spray : array- 1 ; 
var dist - conc-to-ion-steel, reinf depth: real); - 

I 
calculates the distance fkom the surface of the column to the 
bottom steel 

called in main program 
} 
var i :  integer; 
begin 

reinf_depth:= dist - st - array[l]; 



for i:= 2 to num-lon-bar do 
if dist-st-array[i] > reincdepth then 

reincdepth: = dist-st-array[i]; 
reinf"-depth:= reinf-depth + dist~conc~to~lon~steel 

end; 

function HOGNESTAD-PARABOLA (var max - conc-str, conc-strain, conc~strain~lOOfc 
: real) : reai; 

{ 
calculates concrete strengt h using Hognestad's parabolic portion 

called in UNCONF-CONC-STR 
UNCONF-CONC-STR-PLOT 

1 
begin 

hognestadgarabola:= max-conc-str * (2 * (conc-strain 
/ conc-strain- 1 00fc) - sqr(conc-strain 
/ concstrain- 100fc)) 

end; 

function MODlFIED-HOGNESTAD PAFUBOLA (var CO-max_conc-str, 
conf-concIstrain- 1 00fc. conc-strain, 
k : real): real; 

{ 
calculates concrete strengt h using modified Hognestad's parabolic ponion 

called in CONF-CONC-STR 
CONF-CONC-STR-PLOT 

1 
begin 

modified-hognestadgarabola:= exp(In(conf~max_conc-str) 
+ (1  1 (1  + 2 * k)) * ln(2 * (conc-strain 
/ conf_conc~strain~100fc) - sqr(conc-strain 
/ conf - conc-st rain- 1 00fc))) 

end; 

function POPOVICS-CURVE (var unconf rnax conc-str, conf_max-conc-str, 
conf_conc-strain-1 OOfc~confconc-strain: - real) 

: real; 
{ 

calculates concrete strength using Popovics' curve 

called in CONFCONCSTR 
CONF-CONCSTR-PLOT 



var mod - elas - unconf_conc, sec-mod-elas-cod-conc, r, numerator, 
denominator: real; 

begin 
if conf-conc-strain <= 1E-05 then conf_conc strain:= 1 E-05; 
rnod~elas~unconf~conc:= 3320 * sqrt(unconf>-onc-str) + 6900; 
sec-mod elas-conf_conc:= confnfmaxaxconc-sir / cod-conc-strain-100fc; 
r:= mod elas-unconf_conc / (rnod~elas~unconf'"conc - 

sec-modd-elas-conf"-conc); 
numerator:= conf'max~conc~str * (conf-conc-strain 

/ conf - conc-strain- 100fc) * r; 
denominator:= r - l + exp(r * ln(conf_conc~strain 

/ cod-conc-strain - 1 OOfc)); 
popovics-curve:= numerator / denominator 

end; 

function STRESS-STRAIN-Ll3EA.R (var max-conc-str, conc-strain-85fc, 
conc-strain- 1 00fc. conc-strain: real): reai; 

calculates concrete strength using Hognestad's linear portion 

called in TJNCONF-CONC-STR 
UNCOW-CONC-S-PLOT 
CONF-CONC-STR 
CONF-CONC-STR - PLOT 

1 
begin 

stress-strain-hear: = max-conc-str - (0.1 5 * max-conc-str) 
/ (conc-strain-8% - conc-strain-1 OOfc) 
* (conc-strain - conc-strain- 1 00fc) 

end; 

function UNCONF-CONC-STR (var unconf_conc_strain- 1 OOfc. unconf_rnax-conc-str, 
curvature, distconc str, 
unconf_con~-strain-~5fc: reai; 

var cover-model: char): real; 
{ 

calculates unconfined concrete stress using Hognestad's curve 
with the straight line portion 

called in CONCRETE-FORCE 
1 
var unconf - conc-strain, ucs, percent-fail: r d ;  
begin 

percent-fail:= 0; 
uncorû-conc-strain:= curvature * dist-conc-str; 



if unconf-conc-strain <= unconf_conc - strain-1 OOfc then 
begin 

if cover-mode1 = 'Hl then 
unconf-conc-str:= hognestadgarabola (unconf-maxconc-str, 

unconf-concstrain, 
unconf~conc~strain~l0Ofc); 

if cover-mode1 = 'P' then 
unconf_conc-str:= popovics-curve (unconf_max~conc~str, 

unconf_rnax-conc-str, 
unconf~conc~striin~ 1 OOfc, 
unconf'conc-strain) 

end; 
if unconf"conc-strain > unconf-conc - strain- 100fc then 
begin 

ucs:= stressstrain-linear (unconf_max-conc-str, 
unconf-conc-strain 85k, 
unconf-conc-strain: 100fc, 
uncod-conc-strain); 

if ucs < percent-fkl * unconf-mm conc str then 
unco-conc-str:= percent-f~I *unconf_m-oncstr 

else unconf_conc-str:= ucs 
end 

end; 

hnction LJNCONF-CONC-S-PLOT (var unconf_conc-strain, 
unconf_conc-arain 1 OOfc, 
unconf-maxconc-Zr, 
unconf conc-drain-8%: real; 

var cover>odel: char): real; 
{ 

calculates unconfhed concrete stress using Hogneaad's curve 
with the straight line poriion for plotting the stress - strain 
relationship 

called in main program 
1 
var ucs. percent-fiil: real; 
begin 

percent-fail::= 0; 
if unconf_conc-strain <= unconf_conc~strain~l0Ofc then 
begin 

if cover-mode1 = W then 
unconf_conc - strglot : = hognestadqarabola (unconf~max_conc~str, 

unconf_conc~strain. 
unconf_conc-strain-1 OOfc); 



if cover-model = 'P' then 

unconf-conc-strain) 
end; 
if unconf - conc-strain > unconf~conc~strainJ OOfc then 
begin 

if ucs < percent-fail * unco-maxconc-str then 
unconf_conc-strglot:= percent-fil * unconf_max-conc-str 

else uncorû-conc-strglot:= ucs 
end 

end; 

procedure CONF-STRESS-STRAIN (var fle, conf-rnax-concstr, 
unco-max-conc-str, 

k, conf_conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
unconf conc-strain-1 OOfc, ro, 
stir-ste&str_yield, conf~conc~strai~85fc1 
unconf_conc-strain - 85fc. k2: real); 

{ 
calculates confined stress-strain relationship paremeters 

called in CONF-CONC-STRESS-SM-CR 
C O M - C O N C - S W S S - S M - S Q R R R E C  

1 
var k 1, k3, k4: real; 
begin 

k 1 := exp(ln(6.7) - 0.17 ln(8e)); 
cod-max-conc-str:= unconf_max~conc~str + (k 1 * fle); 
k:= k 1 * fle / unconf-max-conc-str; 
k3 := 40 / unconf_max-conc-str; 
if k3 >= 1.0 then k3:= 1 .O; 
conf-conc-strain-100fc:= unconf_conc~strain~l0Ofc * (1 + 5 * k3 * k): 
k4:= sti-eel-stryield / 500; 
if k4 <= 1 .O then k4:= 1.0; 
conf-conc-strain_85fc:= 260 * k3 * ro * cunf_conc-strain-100fc 

* (1 + 0.5 * k2 * (k4 - 1)) 
+ unconf_conc-strain-85fc 

end; 



procedure CONF-CONC - STRESS-STRAIN-CR (var radius, dist-conc-to-stirsteel 
bar-area, stir-steel-str_yield, 
pitch, uncorû-max-conc-str, 
conf_max-conc-str, 
unconf-conc-strain- 100fc. 
conf conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
unco;if_conc-strain-8 5 fc, 
cod-conc-strain-8 5 fc, k: real); 

{ 
caiculates confined stress-strain relationship paremeters of a circula 
cross section column using UNversity of Ottawa mode1 

called in main program 
1 
var bc, fl, k2. Be, ro: real; 
begin 

bc:= 2 * (radius - dist-concto-stir steel); 
fl:= (2 * bar-area * stir-steel-strjeld) 1 (bc * pitch); 
k2:= 1.0; 
fle:= k2 * fl; 
ro:= fle / stir-steel-str yield; 
conf-stress-strain ( fle, CO-max-concstr, unconf-max-conc-str, k, 

conf-conc-strain- 1 OOfc, uncorû~conc-strain- 1 OOfc, ro, 
stir-steel-stryield, conf conc-strain-8 5 fc, 
unconf_conc-strain-85fc, W )  

end; 

procedure CONF - CONC - STRESS-STRAIN-SQR-REC (var inputcolumn: file-name; 
var dist-conc-to-stir-steel, 

column-width, hor-dim, ver-dim, 
t iespacing, 
dist-ver-cross-ties, 
dist-hor-cmss-ties, 
bar-area, sti-eel-stryeld, 
unconf_max-conc str, 
conmax-conc-si, 
unconf_conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf_conc-strain-1 QOfc, 
unconf conc-strain-85fc. 
conf-CGC - strain-8 5fc, k: real; 

var num-ho-ross-ties, 
num~verdcross~ties: integer; 

var hor - tie-angle, ver-tie-angle: 
array-3 1; 



calculates confhed stress-strain relationship paremeters of a square and 
rectangular cross section column using University of Ottawa mode1 

called in main program 
1 
var bcl, bcs, sum-hor-area-stir-steel, sum-ver-area-stir-steel, 

fll, fls, k21. Es ,  We, flle, flse, fle, ro: real; 
i: integer; 

begin 
if input-column = 'square' then 
begin 

hor dim:= column-width; 
verriim:= column-width 

end; 
bcl:= hor-dim - 2 * dist-conc-to-sti-eel; 
bcs:= ve-im - 2 * dist-concto-sti-eel; 
sum-hor-area-stirsteel := 0; 
sum-ver-areasti-tee1 : = 0; 
for i:= 1 to num-horcross-ties do 

sum-hoorea-sti-eel : = sumhor-arekstir-steel 
+ sin (hortie-angle[i] * pi 1 180) 
* bar-area; 

for i:= 1 to num-ver-crossties do 
sum-ver-area-sti-teel : = sum-ver-area-sti-eel 

+ sin (ver-tie-angle[i] * pi / 180) 
* b-rea; 

fil:= (sum-ver-area-sti-teel * sti-teel-strjeld) 
I (bcl * tie-spacing); 

fls:= (mm-hor-area-sti-eel * sti-eel-stryield) 
1 (bcs * tie-spacing); 

f i l : =  0.26 * sqn((bc1 l tie-spacing) * (bcl / dist-ver-crossties) 
* ( 1  / 3)); 

E s : =  0.26 * sqn((bcs I tie-spacing) * (bcs / dist-hor-cross-ties) 
* (1 1 3 ) ) ;  

nie: = k21 * fll; 
flse:= k2s * fls; 
ne:= ((aie * bcl) + (flse * bcs)) I @cl+ bcs); 
k2e:= ((WI * bcl) + (k2s * bcs)) l (bcl + bcs); 
ro : = (sum-hor-area-stir-steel+ sum-ver-area-stir-steel) 

/ (tie-spacing * (bcl + bcs)); 
conf_nress-drain (fle, confnfmaxaxconc-str, unconf-rnaxaxconcdstr, k, 

conf_conc-strain- 1 OOfc, unconf-conc-strain-1 OOfc, ro, 
sti-eel-stryield, conf"-conc-strain_85fc, 
unconf-conc-strainain85fc, k2e) 

end; 



function COM-CONC-STR (var curvature. distconc-str, unconf-max-conc str, - 
conf-rnax-conc-str. conf-conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf-concstrain-8 5fc. k: real; 

var core-mode1 : char): real; 

calculates confined concrete stress using modified Hognestad's parabola or 
Popovics curve 

called in CONCRETEFORCE 
1 
var conf_concstrain, ccs. ecc-20-fcc: real; 
begin 

conf_conc-strain:= curvature * dist-conc-str; 
ecc-20_fcc:= (conf conc-strain-8 5fc - conC'conc-strain- 100fc) 

* (0.8 * cok-max-conc-str) / (0.15 * con-ax-conc str) - 
-+ conf-conc-strain- 1 00fc; 

if cod-conc-strain <= conf - conc-strain- 100fc then 
begin 

if core mode1 = 'H' then 
confIconcstr:= modified-hognestadgarabola (conf_max_conc-str, 

conf_fonc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
cor-$-conc-strain, k); 

if core-model = 'Pt then 
cod-conc-str:= popovics-cuwe (unconf~max~conc~str, 

conf"'max~conc str, 
cod-conc-strain- 100fc, 
conf conc-strain) - 

end; 
if conf - conc-strain > corû-conc-strain- 100fc then 

CO-conc-str:= stres-rain-linear (conf-max-concstr, 
conf-conc-strain-8 5fc, 
conf conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf_conc-strain); 

if conf-conc-strain > ecc-20 fcc then 
conf_conc-str:= 0.2 * confmax - - conc str - 

end; 

function COM-CONC-STR-PLOT (var unconf m-onc-str, conf_m-onc-str, 
conf-conorain-1 OOfc, CO$-con-rain, 
conf"conc~strain~8Sfc, k: real; 

var core-model: char): real; 
{ 

calculates contined concrete stress using rnodified Hognestad's parabola or 
Popovics curve for piotting the stress - strain relationship 



called in main progran 
1 
var ccs, ecc-20-fcc: real; 
begin 

ecc-20-fcc:= (conf-conc-strain-8% - conf_conc~strainlOOfc) 
* (0.8 * conf - max - conc-str) / (0.15 * conf'max_conc-str) 
+ cod-conc-strain- 1 00fc; 

if conf-concstrain <= conf_conc~strain~100fc then 
begin 

if core model = 'W then - 
conf_conc-strgIot:= modified-hognestadqarabola (cerf-max-conc-str, 

conf'conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf_conc-strain, k); 

if core model = 'P' then - 
conf-conc-strglot:= popovic-urve (unconf~max~conc~str, 

cod-m-conc-str, 
conf conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
confIconc-strain) 

end; 
if conf-conc-strain > conf_concstrain- 1 OOfc t hen 

conf_concdstrglot:= stressstrain-linear (conf_max-conc-str, 
conf_conc~strain~85fc, 
conf conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf>onc-grain); 

if CO-conc strain > ecc-20-fcc then 
conf_coac~trglot:= 0.2 * conf - m-onc - str 

end; 

function CHORD (var radius, alpha: real): real; 

calculates length of stnp in the circle 

cailed in CONCRETE-FORCE 
CMCKING 

1 
begin 

chord:= 2 * radius * sin(a1pha) 
end; 

function SIDE - CHORD (var radius, dist-conc-to-stir-steel, alfa: real): real; 
{ 

calculates length of strip outside the core - one side only 

called in CONCRETE-FORCE 



} 
var tem, beta: real; 
begin 

if abs(a1fa - pi / 2) < 0.000 1 then 
sidechord:= dist-conc-to-stir-steel 

else 
begin 

term:= radius * cos(alfa) / (radius - di-onc-to-stir-steel); 
beta:= alfa - arccos(terrn); 
sidechord:= (radius - dist-conc-to-stir-steel) * sin(beta) 

/ sin(pi 1 2 - alfa) 
end 

end; 

fûnaion LMTING-ANGLE (var section-radius, stnp_angle:real): real; 

calculates compression height at stnp level 

called in CONCRETE-FORCE 
CRACKING 

1 
begin 

lirniting-angle:= section-radius * (1 - cos(stnp-angle)) 
end; 

funct ion AVERAGE-STRiP-WIDTH (var first-width. second-width: real) : real; 
{ 

calculates average stnp widthbetween two chord lines 

called in CONCRETEFORCE 
CMCKING 

1 
begin 

average-strip-Adth:= (first-width + second-width) 1 2 
end; 

procedure CONCRETE-FORCE (var conc-force, curvature, unconf_conc-strain, 
comp-height, dist-conc-to-sti~steel, 
dist-conc-to-Ion-steel, radius, width, hor-dim, 
ver-dim, unconf_concdstrain-1 OOfc, 
unconf~maxaxconc~str, unconf_conc~strain~85fc, 
alfa-inc, stri p-height, conf-conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
co"f_rn-onc-str, cod-conc-strain_85fc, 
k: real; 

var steel-dist, conc-sr: array-1; 



var delt a-conc-force-array, 
delta-conc-force-dist-may: array - 5; 

var conccount, num-Ion-bar: integer; 
var con array: boolean; - 
var column: file-narne; 
var cover-rnodel, core-rnodei: char); 

calculates force in concrete for unconfined and contined 
ponion of concrete section 

called in main prograrn 

var alfa, condition, mm condition, b 1-u, dfc 1, fc 1-u, b2-u, dfc2, fc2-u, 
alfa-max, delta-dfc, i l ,  b2, b 1-c. fc l c ,  b2-c, fc2c, alfa-sid-hord, 
area-ci-rip-u. areasqr-stnp-u. area-ci-tripc, area rec strip u, - - - 
area sqr stnp - cl area-rec-stripc, steel-distance, zero-forceregion, 
factor: rei;  
alfa-count, num, a t ,  i: integer; 
con 1 : boolean; 

function average - strength (var first-strength second-strength: real): real; 
begin 

average-strength:= (first-strength + second-strength) / 2 
end; 
begin 

a t : =  5 ;  
num:= n-5; 
conc-force:= 0; 
alfa-ma:= 0; 
curvature:= uncon.conc-strain / comp-height; 
conccount:= 1; 
alfa-count:= 1 ; 
max_condition:= 0; 
condition:= max-condition; 
if condition = max-condition then 
begin 

alfa:= alfa-mm; 
max_condition:= dist - conc-to-sti-eel; 
repeat 

condition:= limiting-angle (radius, alfa); 
b 1 J I : =  chord (radius, aifa); 
dfc 1 := dist-conc-str (radius, alfa, comp-height); 
if dfcl <= 1 then dfcl:= 1; 
fc 1 u:= unconf - conc-str (unconf_conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 

unconf-ma-conc-str, 
cuwature, dfc 1, 



unconf_conc-strain_85fc, cover-model); 
alfa: = aifa-count * alfa-inc; 
condition: = limiting-angle (radius, alfa); 
if condition >= comp-height then 
begin 

condition:= comp-height; 
b2-u:= 2 * sqrt(sqr(radius) - sqr(radius - condition)); 
dfc2:= comp height - condition; 
if dfc2 <= I &en dfc2:= 1 ; 
fc2-u:= unconf_conc-str (unconf_conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 

unco-maxconc-str, 
curvature, dfc2, 
unconf_conc-strain-8 5 fc, cover-model) 

end 
else 
if condition >= maxcondition then 
begin 

condition:= max-condition; 
b 2 3 =  2 * sqrt(sqr(radius) - sqr(radius - condition)); 
dfc2:= comp height - condition; 
if dfc2 <= 1 ;ben dfc2:= 1; 
fc2-u: = unconf-conc-str (unconf_conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 

unconf'"rnaw~conc-str, 
curvature, dfc2, 
unconf-conc-strain-8 5 fc, cover model); 

alfa_max:= arctan(0.5 * b2-u 1 (radius - condition)) 
end 
else 
begin 

b2-u:= chord (radius, alfa); 
dfc2:= dist conc-str (radius, alfa. comp-height); 
if dfc2 <= Ï then dfc2:= 1 ; 
fc2 - u:= unconf_conc str (unconf_conc-strain 1 OOfc, - 

unconf_max-conc-str, 
curvature, dfc2, 
unconf~conc~strai~5fc ,  cover-model) 

end; 
delta dfc:= dfcl - dfc2; 
if' dekdfc  > strip - height then alfa-inc:= alfa-inc 1 2; 
area-ci-rip u:= average-stnp-width @ I J, b2 u) - 

* h t  a-dfc; 
if column = 'circular' then 

delta~conc~force~array[conc~count]:= area-tir-strip u 
* average-strengt h (fc l -u, fc2 u); - 

if column = 'square' then 



begin 
area-sqr-strip-u:= area-cir-stnp u * width 

/ averagedstrip_width(b 1 -LI, b2-u); 
delta - conc - force-may[conc-count]:= area-sqr-strip-u 

* average-strength (fc 1 JI, fc2 u) - 
end; 
if column = 'rectangular' then 
begin 

area-rec-strip-u : = area-cir-strip u * horJim 
/ average-strip-width (b 1 -u, b2 - u); 

delta - conc~force~array[conc~count]:= area-rec-strip-u 
* average-strength (fc 1 -u, fc2-U) 

end; 
conc force:= conc-force + delta~conc~force~array[conc~count]; 
delta~conc~force~dist~array[conccount]:= - (dfc 1 + dfc2) / 2; 
conccount:= conc-count + 1 ; 
check-array (a-t, conccount, nom, con array); - 
alfa-count:= alfa count + l 

until (condition = rn&condition) or (condition = comp height) - 
or (con-may = false) 

end; 
if condition = max - condition then 
begin 

alfa:= alfa - maxi 
max-condition:= 2 * radius - dist-conc-tostir-steel; 
repeat 

if alfa > pi 1 2 then alfa side-chord:= pi - alfa 
else alfa-sid-hord:= alfa; 
condition:= lirniting-angle (radius. alfa); 
b l := c hord (radius. alfa); 
b l ~ : =  2 * side-chord (radius, dist-conc-to-sti-eel, 

alfa-sidec hord); 
b l c : =  b l  - b l  u; 
dfc 1 := di-oc-str (radius, alfa, cornp-height); 
if dfcl <= 1 then dfcl:= 1; 
fc 1 -u:= unconf - conc-str (unconf-conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 

unconf"max~conc~str. curvature, dfc 1, 
unconf conc-strain-8Sfc. cover model); - 

fc l c : =  conf_conc-str (curvature, dfc 1, unconf"-max-conc str. - 
conf_max-conc str, 
Cod-conc-strain- 1 OO~C, 

conf conc-strain-85fc, k, core-model); 
alfa:= alfa_count * ifs-inc; 
if alfa > pi / 2 then alfa side-chord:= pi - alfa 
else alfa - side-chord:= alfa; 



condition:= limiting-angle (radius, alfa); 
if condition >= comp-height then 
begin 

condition:= comp-height; 
b2:= 2 * sqrt(sqr(radius) - sqr(radius - condition)); 
alfa-side-chord:= arcsin(b2 1 (2 * radius)); 
b2-u:= 2 * sidechord (radius, dist-conc-to-sti-eel, 

alfaside-chord); 
b2c:= b2 - b2-u; 
dfc2:= comp-height - condition; 
if dfc2 <= 1 then dfc2:= 1 ; 
fc2-u:= unconf_conc-str (unconf_conc~strain~l OOfc, 

unconf_max~conc~str, curvature, 
dfc2, unconf-conc-strain-8 5 fc, 
cover-model); 

fc2c:= con.-conc-str (curvature, dfc2, 
unconf_max-conc-str, 
conf"rnax~conc~str, 
con.€'-conc-strain- 100fc. 
conf_conc-strain-û 5fc, k, core-model); 

end 
etse 
if condition >= max - condition then 
begin 

condition:= max condition; 
b2:= 2 * sqrt(sqr?radius) - sqr(radius - condition)); 
alfa-sidechord:= arcsin(b2 1 (2 * radius)); 
b2 -u:= 2 * side-chord (radius, dist-concto_stir-steel, 

alfa-side-chord); 
b2-c:= b2 - b2 u; 
dfc2:= cornp-&ight - condition; 
if dfc2 <= 1 then dfc2:= 1 ; 
fc2-u: = unconf_conc-str (unconf_conc~strain~l OOfc, 

unconf_max~conc~str, curvature, 
dfc2, unconf_conc-grain-Mfc, 
cover-model); 

fc2c:= con.€'-conc-str (curvature, dfc2, 
unconf_max~conc~str, 
conf_m-onc-str, 
conf"-conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf"-conc-~tr~85fc, k, core-model); 

alfa-ma:= pi - arctan(0.5 * b2-u 1 (condition - radius)) 
end 
else 
begin 



b2:= chord (radius, alfa); 
b2-u:= 2 * side-chord (radius, dist - conc-to-stir - steel, 

alfa-sidec hord); 
b 2 c : =  b2 - b2-u; 
dfc2:= distconc-str (radius, alfa. comp-height); 
if dfc2 <= 1 then dfc2:= 1 ; 
fc2-u:= unconf-conc-str (unconf_conc-strain-1 OOfc, 

unconf_rnax-conc-str, curvature, 
dfc2, uncod-conc-strain-8 5 fc, 
cover-model); 

fc2-c : = con.f"conc-str (curvature, dfc2, 
uncorf-max-concstr, 
conf_m-onc-str, 
cod-conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf - conc-strain_85fc, k, core-model); 

end; 
delta-dfc:= dfcl - dfc2; 
if delta-dfc > strip-height then alfajnc:= alfa-inc / 2; 
area-ci-rip-u:= averagestrip-width (b 1 - u, b2-U) 

* delta-dfc; 
area-cir - stn p c : =  average-stri p-widt h (b 1 c l  b2c )  

* delta-dfc; 
if coiumn = 'circular' then 
delta~conc~force_array[conc-count] := area-cir-strip-u 

* average-strength (fc 1 -u, fc2-u) 
+ area-cir-stripc 
* average-strength (fc 1 - c, fc2 - c); 

if column = 'square' then 
begin 

area-sqr-st ri p-u : = area-ci -ri p-u 
* 2 * dist-concto-st ir-steel 
/ average-strip-width (b 1 -u, b2-u); 

area-sq-ri p c  : = area-cir-strip-c 
* (width 
- 2 * dia-conc-to-stir-steel) 
/ average-strip-width (b 1 c ,  b2-c); 

delta~conc~force~array[conc~count] := area-sqr-strip-u 
* average-strengt h (fc 1 -u, fc2-u) 
+ area-sq-rip-c 
* average-strengt h (fc 1 -c, fc2-c) 

end; 
if column = 'rectangular' then 
begin 

area-rec-stri p-u := area-cir-strip-u 
* 2 * dist-conc-to - stir-steel 



1 average - stnp-width (b 1 -u, b2-u); 
area-rec - stnpc:= area cir-stnp-c 

* (h0-i; 
- 2 * dist-conc-to-sti-eel) 
1 average-strip-width (b 1-c, b2 - c); 

delta~conc~force~array[conc~count] : = area-rec-st ri p-u 
* average-strength (fc 1 -u, fc2-U) 
+ area-recstri p c  
* average-strength (fc 1 - c, fc2-c) 

end; 
conc force:= conc-force + delta~conc~force~may[conc count]; 
delt-onc - force-dist-array[conccount] := (dfc 1 + dfc2)12; 
conccount:= conccount + 1; 
check-array ( a t ,  conc-count, num, con-array); 
alfa-count:= alfa-count + 1 

until (condition = maxcondition) or (condition = comp-height) 
or (con-array = false) 

end; 
if condition = maxcondition then 
begin 

aifa:= alfkmax; 
maxcondition:= 2 * radius; 
repeat 

condition:= limiting-angle (radius, alfa); 
b 1 u :  = chord (radius, alfa); 
dfc 1 := distconc-str (radius, aifa. compheight); 
if dfcl <= 1 then dfcI:= 1; 
fc 1 -u:= unconf_conc-str (unconf-conc-strain- 1 OOfc, 

unconf_max~conc~str, curvature, dfc 1, 
unconf_conc-strain-8 5 fc, cover - model); 

alfa:= alfa-count * alfa-inc; 
if condition >= compheight then 
begin 

condition:= comp height; 
b2-u:= 2 * sqn(sG(radius) - sqr(radius - condition)); 
dfc2:= comp-height - condition; 
if dfc2 <= 1 then dfc2:= 1; 
fc2-u : = unconf_conc-str (uncorif-conc-strain- 1 OOfq 

un~onf'rnax~conc-str, curvature, 
dfc2, unconf_conc-strain-Mfc, 
cover-model) 

end 
else 
if abs(condition - m-ondition) < 1 .OE-3 then 
begin 



condition:= maxcondition; 
b2-LI:= 2 * sqn(sqr(radius) - sqr(radius - condition)); 
dfc2:= comp height - condition; 
if dfc2 <= 1 then dfc2:= 1; 
fc2-u:= uncod"conc-str (unconf_conc-strain - L OOfc, 

unconf_max-conc-str, curvature, 
dfc2, unconf~conc~strai~85fc, 
cover-model) 

end 
else 
begin 

b2 u:= chord (radius, alfa); 
dfc2:= distconcstr (radius. alfa, cornp-height); 
if dfc2 <= 1 then dfc2:= 1 ; 
fc2-u:= unco-conc-str (unconf_conc - strain - 1 OOfc, 

unco-m-onc-str, curvature, 
dfc2, unconf-conc-strain-85fc, 
cover-model) 

end; 
delta-dfc:= dfc 1 - dfc2; 
if delta-dfc > stnpheight then alfa-inc:= alfa-inc 1 2; 
area-ci-trip u:= average-stnp-width (b 1 -u, b2 - u) 

*d,~ta-dfi; 
if column = 'circular' then 
delta~conc~forc~rray[conc~count]:= area-cir-strip-u 

* average-strength (fcl - u, fc2 - u); 
if column = 'square' then 
begin 

area-sqr-stnp u:= ares-cirstnp u * width 
/ average-strip-widt h (b i -u, b2-u); 

delta-conc - force-may[conc-count]:= area-sq-rip-u 
* average-strength (fc 1 - u, fc2-u) 

end; 
if column = 'rectangular' then 
begin 

area-rec-stri p-u := areacir-st ri p-u * hor-dim 
/ average-stnp-width (b 1 -u, b2-u); 

delta-conc-force-array[conc-count] := area-rec-strip-u 
* average-strength (fc 1-u, fc2-u) 

end; 
conc-force:= conc-force + delta~conc~force~array[conc~count]; 
delta~conc~force~dist_array[conc~count] := (dfc l + dfc2) 1 2; 
conc - count:= conccount + 1; 
check-array (a-t, conc-count, num, con-array); 
aifa-count:= aifa-count + 1 



until (condition = max - condition) or (condition = compheight) 
or (con-array = false) 

end; 
if condition = maxcondition then 
begin 

zero-force-region: = comp height - 2 * radius; 
if zero - forcoegion > 0 then 
begin 

max-condition:= comp - height; 
factor:= 0.1 ; 
repeat 

condition:= 2 * radius + zero-force-region * factor; 
if condition > compheight then condition:=max_condition; 
delta~conc~force~array[concdcount] := 0; 
conc-force:= conc-force 

+ delta-conc-force~array[conc~count]; 
delta~conc~force~dist~array[conc~count]:= compheight 

- condition; 
conccount:= conc-count + 1 ; 
check-array (a-t. conc-count, num, con-array); 
factor:= factor + O. 1 

until (condition = max-condition) or (con-array = false) 
end 

end; 
for i:= 1 to db do 
begin 

steel-distance:= comp-height - steel-dist[i] - dist-conc-to-Ion-steel; 
if (steel-distance > 0) and (steel distance <= compheight) then 

conc-str[i] := conf-conc-str (c%vature, steel-distance, 
unconf_max-conc-str, 
conf-max-conc-str, 
conf-conc strain- 1 OOfc, 
conf-conc-rain-8%~. k, cor=-rnodel) 

else 
conc-st r[i] :=O 

end 
end; 

function STEEL - STRAIN (var unconf-conc-strain, comp-height, dist-steel, 
dist-conc-to-Ion-steel : real) : real; 

{ 
calculates strain in longitudinal reinforcement 

called in STEEL-FORCE 
1 



begin 
steel-strain:= unconf_conc-strain * ((comp-height - dist-steel 

- dist-conc-to-lon-steel)) compheight 
end; 

function TENSION - STEEL-STR (var stee-rain, steel-stryeld, 
steel-strainjeld, steelstr-strainhard, 
steel-strain-strain-hard, steel-str-ult, 
steel-strain-uit : real) : red; 

calculates tensile stress in longitudinal reinforcement 

called in COMPRESSION-STEEL-STR 
STEELFORCE 
SLIP-EXTENSION 
main program 

1 
var strain, tem-1, tem-2: real; 
begin 

strain:= abs(stee1-strain); 
if strain <= steel-strain~ield then 

tension-steel-str := (steel-strlyield 1 steel-strainjeld) * strain; 
if (strain > steelstrainjlield) and 
(strain <= steel-strain-strain-hard) then 

tensionsteel-str:= steel-strjeld + ((steelstr-strain-hard 
- steeIstr_yield) 
/ (steelstrain-strainhard - steel-strainjeld)) 
* (strain - steel-strainyield); 

if (strain > steel-strain-strain-hard) and 
(st rain <= steel-train-ult ) t hen 
begin 

tem-l := steel-str-ult - steei-str-strain-hard; 
rem-2:= (strain - steel-strain-strain-hard) 

1 (steel-strain-ult - steel-strain-strain-hard); 
tension-steel-str:= steel sictrainhard + tem-1 * (2 * term-2 

- sqr(tennj)) 
end; 
if strain > steel-strain-ult then tension-steel-str:= steel-st-lt 

end; 

hnction COMPRESSION-STEEL STR (var steel-strain, steel-str-yield, 
steel-strain;ield, steel-str-strain-hard, 
aeel-arain-arain-hard, steel-stilt, 
steel-strain-dt, bacdiameter, 
spacing: real; 



var comp-hg: boolean): real; 
{ 

calculates compressive stress in longitudinal reinforcement 

called in STEEL-FORCE 
main prograrn 

1 
var strain, aspect-ratio. fs - limit, es-limit, plastic-modulus, tem-1, 

tem-2: real; 
begin 

strain:= abs(stee1 strain); 
aspect-ratio:= sp&ng / bar-diameter; 
if aspect-ratio < 4.5 then 

compression-steel-str:= tensionsteelstr (strain, steelstrjeld, 
steel-strainqield, 
steel-str-strainhard, 
steel-strain-strainhard, 
steel-str-ult, 
steelstrain-ult ); 

if (aspect - ratio >= 4.5) and (aspectratio c 8) then 
begin 

fs - limit:= steel-str-strainhard 
+ (steel-str-ult - steel-st-rain-hard) 
* (47.98 * e~p(~0.8782 * aspect-ratio)); 

es-lirnit:= steel-strain-strainhard 
+ ( steel-strain-ult - steelstrain-strain-hard) 
* (6.079 * exp(-0.4369 * aspect ratio)); 

if strain <= steel-strain - strain-hard then 
compression~steel~str:= tension-steel-str (strain, steel - str_yield, 

steel-strain yield, 
steelstr-strainhard, 
steel-strain-strain-hard, 
steel-st-lt, 
steel-strain-ult); 

if strain > steel - strain-strainhard then 
begin 

term 1 := fs limit - steel-str-strainhard; 
termi:  = (&in - steel-strain-strain-hard) 

/ (esJimit - steel-strain-strain-hard); 
compression~steel~str:= steeistr-strainhard + term-i 

* (2 * term-2 - sqr(tenn-2)) 
end; 
if strain > esJimit then 
begin 

compression - steel - str:= 0; 



comp-flag:= fdse 
end 

end; 
if aspect - ratio >= 8 then 
begin 

plastic-modulus:= -23 140 + 1 1 130 * ln(aspect ratio); - 
fs-limit:= steel-stryield * 27.95 

* exp(- 1.743 * In (aspect-ratio)); 
esJimit := steel-strainyield 

* (40.47 - 5.94 * In (aspect-ratio)); 
if strain <= steel-strain~ield then 

compression~steel~str:= tension-stee-r (strain, steel - stryieid, 
steel-strainyield, 
steel-str-strain-hard, 
steel-strain-strain-hard, 
steel-str-ult, 
steel-strain-ult); 

if strain > steelstrainjeld then 
compression~steel~str:= steel-str_yield - (strain - steel-strain~ield) 

* plastic-modulus; 
if strain > es-lirnit then 
begin 

compression-steel-str:= 0; 
cornp-flag:= false 

end 
end 

end; 

procedure STEEL-FORCE (var buckiing-decision: char; 
var inputcolumn: file-name; 
var num Ionbar: integer; 
var unconf_conc-strain, cornpheight, 

dist-conc-toJonsteel, steel-str_yield, 
steel-strainyield, steei-str-strain-hard, 
steel-strain-strain-hard, steel-st-lt, 
steel-strain-ult, st - force, bar-diameter, pitch, 
tie-spacing, bar-area: real; 

var dist-st-array, steel-force-array, 
steel-strain-array, steel-area, 
steel-stress-array : array- 1 ; 

var buckling-flag: boolean); 
( 

calculates force in longitudinal reinforcement 

called in main prograrn 



1 
var i: integer; 

spacing, sd, es. fs: real; 
begin 

buckling-flag:= tnie; 
st-force: =O; 
if (input-column = 'rectangular') or (inputcolumn = 'square') then 

spacing:= tie-spacing; 
if input-column = 'circular' then spacing:= pitch; 
for i:= 1 to num-Ion-bar do 
begin 

sd:= distst-array[i]; 
es:= steel-strain (unconf_conc-strain, comp-height, sd, 

dist-conc-to-lonsteel); 
steel-strain-array [i] : = es; 
if es < O then 
fs:= tension-steel-str (es, steel-strjeld, steel-strainyield, 

steeist-rain-hard. steel-strain-strain hard, - 
steelstr-ult, steel-strain-ult ); 

if es >= O then 
begin 

if bucfling-decision = 'Y' then 
fs:= compression-steel-str (es, steeistr jeld,  

steel-strainjeid, 
steel-str-strain-hard, 
st eel-st rain-st rain-hard, 
steel-str-ult, steel-strain-ult, 
bar-diameter, spacing, 
buc Ming-flag); 

if buckling-decision = 'ET then 
fs:= tension-steel-str (es, steei-strjeld, steei strainyield, 

steel-str-strainhard, steel-grain-strain-hard, 
steel-str-ult, steel-strain-ult); 

end; 
steel-stress-array [il : = fs; 
if (input-colurnn = 'rectangular') or (inputcolumn = 'square') then 

steel-force-array[i]:= steel-area[i] * fs; 
if inputcolumn = 'circular' then 

steel-force-array [il : = bar-area * fs; 
if es < O then steel-force-may[i]:= - 1 * steel-force-array[i]; 
st-force:= st-force + steel-force-array[i] 

end 
end; 

hnction TOTAL-EXCESS-FORCE (var num-lon-bar: integer; 



var input-column : file-narne; 
var excess-force, conc-st~steel, steelarea 

: array- 1; 
var bar - area: real): real; 

caiculates total excess force due to steel area 

called in main program 
1 
var tot-excess-force: real; 

i: integer; 
begin 

tot-excess - force: = 0; 
for i:= 1 to num-lon-bar do 
begin 

if input column = 'circular' then 
excess_force[i] : = conc-st-eel[i] * bar-area; 

if (input-column = 'square') or (input-column = 'rectangular') then 
excess-€orce[i] := conc-str-steel[i] * steel-area[i]; 

tot - excess-force:= tot-excess-force + excess-force[i] 
end; 
total-excess-force:= totexcess-force 

end; 

procedure TENSION-STEEL-CHECK (var strain, steel-strain-ult, final - tension-~rain, 
oldtension - strain, extensionstrain: real; 

var message: failmessage; 
var steel-tension-flag: boolean); 

begin 
if strain > steel-strain - ult then 
begin 

steeitension-flag:= false; 
finaltensionstrain:= oldtension strain; 
message:= REINFORCMG~TEEL FAILED IN TENSION; 
failure-messages(rnessage) 

end; 
finaitension-strain:= strain; 
old-tension-strain:= final-tensio-rain; 
extensio-min:= strain 

end; 

procedure COMPRESS [ON-STEEL-CHECK (var strain, steel-strain-ult, 
final-compression-strain, 
old-comp ression-strain, 
extension-strain: real; 



var message: fail-message; 
var steel-compression-flag : boolean); 

begin 
if strain > steel-strain-ult then 
begin 

steel-compression-flag:= false; 
final-compression-strain:= old~compression~strain; 
message:= ' REMFORCING STEEL FAILED M COMPRESSION'; 
failure-messages(message) 

end; 
finalcompression-strain:= strain; 
old-compression-main:= final-compression - strain; 
extension - strain:= O 

end; 

procedure CRACKMG (var steel-stryield, steel-strainjeld, 
unconf_max~conc~str, radius, cornp-height, 
dist-conc-talon-steel, bar-area, crack-moment, 
crack-curvature. axial-load, crack-strain, alfa inc, 
colurnn-width, hor-dim, ver-dim. max - tensionstrain 
: real; 

var di stst-array, steel-area: array- 1 ; 
var num-Ionbar: integer; 
var column : file-narne); 

caiculates cracked moment and curvature 

called in main program 
} 
var i: integer; 

accuracy, c inc, result-1, result-2, tenn-1, term-2, tem-3, 
term 4, tr-ienia, crack-stress, conc-mod-elas, steeimod-elas, 
reifiatio, t-ec-area, tr-bar-area, condition, max-condition, 
alfa, width-1, dist-1, width-2, dist-2, average-dia, delta dist, 
area-cir-strip, area-sqr-stnp, diff, suma 1, beta-inc, beta - 1, beta - fl . 
b 1, beta-2, b-2, b-avg, t, y, sum-a2, betaJ2: real; 
steel-strain: array [l  ..go] of real; 

begin 
accuracy : = 0.00 1 ; 
c-inc:= 10; 
compheight := 0; 
result-l := 1 .OE+30; 
conc-modelas:= 3320 * sqrt(unconf_max-conc str) + 6900; 
steel-mod-elas:= steel-stryield I steel-strainjeld; 
reinf_ratio:= steel-mod-elas i conc-mod-elas; 



repeat 
comp-height:= compheight + cjnc; 
if column = 'circular' then 
begin 

tem-l:= pi * sqr(radius) * comp-height; 
t e ~ 2 : =  pi sqr(radius) * radius; 
terni-3 := 0; 
for i:= 1 to num-Ion-bar do 

term - 3 := term-3 + compheight 
- (di-oncto-Ion-steel + dist-st - array[i]); 

result - 2:= term-1 - tenn-2 + (rei'ratio - 1) * bar-area 
* temi-3 

end; 
if column = 'square' then 
begin 

term- 1 : = column-width * sqr(compheight); 
term-2:= column-width * sqr(colurnn-width - comp - height); 
terrn-3 : = 0; 
for i:= 1 to num-Ionbar do 

term - 3:= terni3 + steel-area[i] * (rei-atio - 1) 
* (cornp-height - dist-st-array[i] 
- dist-conc-to-Ion - steel); 

result - 2:= tem - 1 - tem-2 + 2 * term-3 
end; 
if column = 'rectangular' then 
begin 

term- 1 := hor-dim * sqr(comp height); 
term-2: = hor-dim * sqr(ver-dh - cornp-height); 
terrn-3 := 0; 
for i:= 1 to numJon-bar do 

terni - 3 := term-3 + steel-arealil * (rei-ratio - 1) 
* (comp-height - di--array[i] 
- dist-conc-to-Ion-steel); 

result-2:= term - I - term-2 + 2 * term-3 
end; 
if abs(result- 1) <= abiresult-2) then 
begin 

comp-height:= cornp-height - c-inc; 
cjnc:= c - inc / 10 

end; 
diE= abiresult-1) - abs(resu1t - 2); 
result- 1 := result-2 

until abs(d@ <= accuracy; 
if column = 'circular' then 
begin 



term-4:= O; 
for i:= 1 to numJon-bar do 

termp:= term-4 + sqr(compheight 
- (distconc-to-lonsteel + dist - st - array[i])); 

tr-bar-ares:= O; 
for i:= 1 to num-lonbar do 

tr-bar-area:= tr-b-rea + (rei-atio - 1) * bar-area; 
tr-sec-area : = t Oar-area; 
condition:= 0; 
maxcondition:= 2 * radius; 
alfa:= O; 
tr-inertia:= (reincratio - 1) * bar-area * term-4; 
repeat 

condition:= limiting-angle (radius, alfa); 
width-l := chord (radius, alfa); 
dist- 1 := distconc-str (radius, alfa, compheight); 
alfa:= alfa + alfa-inc; 
condition:= limiting-angle (radius. alfa); 
diE= maxcondition - condition; 
if abs(diff) < 0 .O0 1 then 
begin 

condition:= maxcondition; 
widthJ:= 0; 
dist2:= comp-height - condition 

end 
el se 
begin 

width-2 := chord (radius, alfa); 
dist-2:= dist-conc-str (radius, alfa, compheight) 

end; 
average-dist:= (dit-1 + dist-2) / 2; 
delta-dia:= dist-1 - dist-2; 
area-cir-strip := average-strip-widt h (width- 1, widt h 2 )  

* delta-dist; 
tr-inenia:= tr-ineriia + average-strip-width (width - 1, width-2) 

* delta-dia * sqr(de1ta-dia) 1 12 
f area-cir-stnp * sqr(average-dist); 

t-c-area:= tr-sec-area + area-ci-np; 
until condition = max-condition 

end; 
if colurnn = 'square' then 
begin 

t-c-area: = sqr(columnyidt h); 
for i:= 1 to num_lon_bar do 

toc-area:= tr-sec-area + steel-area[i] * (reincratio - 1); 



tr-inertia:= sqr(sqr(coiumn-widthj) 1 12 + sqr(co1umn-width) 
* sqr((column-width / 2 - comp - height)); 

for i:= 1 to num-Ion-bar do 
tr - inertia:= tr ineriia + steelarea[i] * (reintratio - 1) 

* sqr&np-height - dist-st-array[i]) 
end; 
if column = 'rectangular' then 
begin 

tr-sec-area:= hor-dim * ver-dim; 
for i:= 1 to num-Ion-bar do 

tr - sec - area:= tr-sec-area + steelarea[i] * (reinf ratio - 1); 
tr-inertia:= hor - dim * sqr(ver-dirn) * ver - dim / 12- 

+ hordim * ver-dim %qr((verJim / 2 - comp - height)); 
for i:= 1 to num-lonbar do 

tr-inertia:= tr-inertia + steelarea[i] * (reinf - ratio - 1) 
* sqr(compheight - dist-s - amy[i]) 

end; 

crack - moment := (crack-stress + axial-load / tr-sec-area) * tr-inertia 
/ (2 * radius - comp-height); 

crack-curvature:= crack-moment / (conc-modelas * tr-inertia); 
crack-strain:= crackcurvature * comp-height; 
for i:= 1 to num-lon-bar do 

steel-strain[i]:= crack-strain *(camp-height-(distconc - to-ion - steel 
+ dist-st-array[i])) / comp-height; 

ma..-tensionstrain:= steelstrain[l]; 
for i:= 2 to num-lonbar do 

if steel - strain[i] < steel-strain [i- l ] then max-tensionstrain 
:= steelstrain[i] 

end; 

procedure ETEX-DEFLECTION (var m, c, el, pl, def anay-2; 
var cantilever-length: reai; 
var data-num: integer); 

{ 
calculates the deflection and plastic length of the member 

called in main program 
1 
var y: array-2; 

1. m-min, m-max, m g l ,  mgl-1, mg-, rn-end, mbegin, cgl ,  pl-1, pl - 2, 
max-mom, el-len, pl-len: red; 
i, j, k: integer; 
flag: boolean; 

begin 



I:= cantilever-length; 
i:= 1 ;  
el[i]:= O; 
pl[i]:= O; 
deqi] := 0; 
y[i]:= O; 
m-min:= m[i]; 
i:= 2; 
while (m[i] > m[i- 11) and (i <= datanum) do 
begin 

de@].= 0; 
m-max:= m[i]; 
y[i]:= 1; 
for j:= i-l downto 2 do 

yu]:= (mu] / mu+ 11) * yu+l]; 
for j:= 1 to i-1 do 

deai]:= deqi] + ((c[i] + c[i+i]) / 2) * (y[j+l] - yu]) 
' (ylil + (yli+lI - ylil)/2); 

el[i]:= O; 
pi[i]:= O; 
i:= i + 1 

end; 
max mom:= rn-max; 
while (m[i] < m[i- I I )  and (i <= data-nurn) do 
begin 

defli]:= 0; 
pl[i]:= ( 1- (m[i] / maxmom)) * 1; 
ei[i]:= 1 - pl[i]; 
el-[en:= el[i]; 
pl-len:= pl[i]; 
m g l : =  sqr(m[i]) / maxmom; 
k:= O; 

repeat 
k:= k + 1; 
if m[k] > m q l  then 
begin 

m-end:= m[k]; 
m - begin:= m[k- 1 1; 
J:= k; 
flag:= false 

end 
until flag = fdse; 
cgl:= ((c[k] - c[k- 11) / (m-end - m-begin)) (mg1  - m-begin) 

+ c[k-11; 



yfi]:= ei[i]; 
for k:= j- 1 downto 2 d o  

y[k]:= (m[k] 1 m q l )  * el[i]; 
for k:= 1 to j-2 do 

deqi]:= deqi] + ((c[k] + c[k+l]) / 2) * (y[k+l] - y[k]) 
* (y[kI+ (y[k+lI - ~ [ k l )  12) ;  

deilil:= defli] + ((c[j-1] + c g l )  1 2 )  * (el[i] - yu-11) 
* (yu-l] + (ei[i] - yu-11) / 2); 

deqi]:= deai] + pl[i] * c[i] * (1 - pl[i] 1 2); 
i:= i + 1 

end; 
while i <= data-num do 
begin 

if m[i] > m[i- 1 ] then 
begin 

de@]:= 0; 
m-mm:= m[i]; 
m g l : =  el-ien * m[i] I 1; 
k:= O; 
flag:= tme; 
if m g 1  < rnax-mom then 
begin 

repeat 
k:= k + 1; 
if m[k] > m g 1  then 
begin 

mend:=  m[k]; 
mbegin:= m[k- 1 1; 
cg l :=  ((c[k] - c[k- 1 1) 1 (mend - m-begin)) 

* ( m g 1  - mbegin)  + c[k-11; 
j:= k; 
flag: = false 

end 
until flag = false; 
el[i] : = el-len; 
pl[i]:= pl-len; 
yu]:= el[i]; 
for k:= j- 1 downto 2 do 

y[k]:= (m[k] 1 m g l )  * el[i]; 
pl - 1 := I - el[;] - pl-len; 
p12:= pl-len; 
pi[i]:= pl-1 + pl-2; 
for k:= 1 to j-2 do 

de@]:= deqi] + ((c[k] + c[k+l]) / 2) 
* (y[k+ 1 1 - Y [kl) * 64kI + (Y [k+ 1 1 - ~ [ k l )  



/ 2); 
deqi]:= defli] + ((ch-1] + c q l )  1 2) 

* (YU] - ~U-11) * ( Y W I  + (YU] - Y W ] )  
/ 2); 

deqi]:= deqi] + ((cql + c[i]) 1 2) * pl - i 
* (pl-1 / 2 + el[i]); 

deqi]:= defli] f pi-2 * c[i] * (1 - plt / 2) 
end 
else 
begin 

repeat 
k:= k + I 

untii m[k] = maxmom; 
j:= k; 
repeat 

k:= k + 1;  
if m[k] > m g l  then 
begin 

j:= j + 1; 
hg:= false 

end 
until flag = false; 
el[i]:= (mu- i l  / m[i]) * 1; 
yu- I l : =  el[i]; 
for k:= j-2 downto 2 do 

y[k]:= (m[k] / mu- Il) * el[i]; 
plel:= l - el[i] - pl-len; 
p 1 2 : =  pl-len; 
pl[i]:= pl-1 + p l 3  
for k:= 1 to j-2 do 

deqi]:= defli] + ((c[k] + c[k+l]) 1 2) 
* (y[k+lI - ~ [ k l )  * + O.[k+lI - ~ [ k l )  
1 2); 

defli]:= deqi] + ((c[i] + c[j-11) 1 2) * pi-1 
* (pl-1 1 2 + el[i]); 

deqi]:= def[i] + p l 2  * c[i] * ( p 1 2  1 2 + pl-1 + el[i]) 
end; 
i:= i + 1 

end 
else 
begin 

de@] := 0; 
if max-mom < m-max then maKrnom:= m-max; 
pi[i]:= (1- (m[i] I max-mom)) * 1; 
if pl[i] < pl-Ien then pl[i] := pl-len; 



begin 
p I 2 : =  pl[i]; 
pi 1 := 1 -  el[i- 1 ] - p12;  
pl[i]:= pl-1 + p12;  
ei[i]:= 1 - pl[i]; 
mql-l := m[i] * el[i] / 1; 
mgi-Z:= m j i ;  
k:= O; 
flag:= true; 
repeat 

k:= k + 1; 
if m[k] > m g l -  1 then 
begin 

m e n d :  = m[k] ; 
mbegin:= m[k- 1 1; 
c g k  ((c[k] - c[k- 11) / (m-end - mbegin)) 

* ( m q l -  1 - m-begin) + c[k- i l ;  
j:= k; 
flag:= false 

end 
until flag = false; 
yfi]:= ei[i]; 
el-len:= ei[i]; 
for k:= j- 1 downto 2 do 

y[k]:= (m[k] / rngl-1) * ei[i]; 
for k:= 1 to j-2 do 

deai]:= deqi] + ((c[k] + c[k+ 11) / 2) 
* ( ~ [ k + l l  - ~ [ k l )  * ( ~ [ k l  + (y[k+lI - ~ [ k l )  
1 2); 

defiil:= deai] + ((CD- l ]  + c g l )  1 2) * (yG] - yu- 11) 
* (yti-U +  il - yu-11) 12); 

defli]:= def[i] + ( (cg1 + c[i]) / 2) * pl-1 
* (pl-1 / 2 + el[i]); 

defli]:= deai] + p l 2  * c[i] * (1 - p i 2  / 2) 
end 

begin 
mgl :=  sqr(m[i]) / max-mom; 
k:= O; 
fiag:= true; 
repeat 



k:= k + 1; 
if m[k] > mg1 then 
begin 

mend:= m[k]; 
m-begin:= m[k- 11; 
cg]:= ((c[k] - c[k-11) 1 ( v n d  - mbegin)) 

* ( m j i  - mbegin) + c[k- i 1; 
j:= k; 
flag:= false 

end 
unri1 flag = fdse; 
el[i]:= 1 - pl[i]; 
el-len:= el[i]; 
yu]:= el[i]; 
for k:= j- 1 downto 2 do 
y[k] := (m[k] 1 mgl) * el[i]; 
for k:= 1 to j-2 do 

deai]:= deci] + ((c[k] + c[k+ 1 1) / 2) 
* (y[k+lI - ~ [ k l )  * (YWI + O.[k+lI - ~ [ k l )  
1 2); 

de@]:= deqi] + ((CU-11 + cg i )  1 2) * (yu] - yu-il) 
* (YU-11 + (YU] - YWI)  1 2); 

defli]:= deffi] + pl[i] * c[i] * (1 - @[il / 2) 
end; 
i:= i + 1 

end 
end 

end; 

procedure SLIPEXTENSION (var steel-strain, steel-strjeld, 
steel-strainyield, steel-str-strain-hard, 
steel-strain-strainhard, steel-str-ult, 
steel-strain-ult, bar-area, bar-diameter, 
unco-max-conc-str, SI, hl, extend: real); 

calculates extension in the reinforcing bar 

cailed in main program 
1 
var k, es, id, fs, le, lyp, lsh: real; 
procedure elastic (var steel-str, steel-str*eld, bar-diameter, dev-length, 

elastic-lengt h: real); 
var ue: real; 
begin 

ue:= steel-stryield * bar-diameter 1 (4 * dev-length); 



if ue = O then ue:= 1000000; 
elastic-iength := steel - str * bar-diameter / (4 * ue) 

end; 
procedure plastic (var steel-str- 1, steel-st-, bar-dimeter, SI, hl, 

unconf - max - conc-str, plastic-length: real); 
var uf real; 
begin 

ut= ( 5 . 5  - 0.07 * SI / hl) * sqrt(unconf~max~conc str 1 27.6); 
plasticJength := (steel-str-1 - stee1str-î) * bar-&meter 1 (4 * uf) 

end; 
begin 

es: =abs(steel-strain); 
k:= 3 * bar-diameter; 
Id:= 440 * bar-area * steelstr_yield 1 (k * sqrt(unconf - max - conc str) - 

* 400); 
if Id < 300 then Id:= 300; 
fs:= tension-steel-str (es. steel-strqrield, steel-strain_yield, 

steel-str-strainhard, steelstrain - strain - hard, 
steel-str-ult, steel-strain-ult); 

if es <= steel - strain yield then 
begin 

elastic (fs, steel-stryield. bar-diarneter, Id, le); 
extend:= 0.5 * es * le 

end; 
if (es > steel-strain3eld) and (es <= steelstrain-strain-hard) then 
begin 

elastic (steel-strjeid, steel-stryield. bar-diameter, Id, le); 
plastic (fs, steel-strjeld, bar-diameter, SI, hl, 

unconf_max-concstr, lyp); 
extend:= 0.5 * steel strainqield * le + 0.5 

* (steel-strain-yield + es) * lyp 
end; 
if es > steelstrain-strain-hard then 
begin 

elastic (steel-stryield, steel-stryield. bar-diameter, Id, le); 
plastic (steel-st-rai-ard, steel-stryield, bar - diameter, si, hl, 

uncorû-m-onc-str, Iyp); 
piastic (fs, steel-stryield, bar-diameter. SI, hl, 

unconf_max-conc-str, Ish); 
extend:= 0.5 * steei-strainjeld * le + 0.5 

* (steel-strain_yield + steel-strain-straUi-hard) * lyp 
+ 0.5 * (steel-strain-strainhard + es) * Ish 

end 
end; 



procedure LATERALFORCE (var cantilever-length: real; 
var moment, lat-for: array-2; 
var data num: integer); - 

{ 
caiculates lateral force at the base of the colurnn due to moment 

called in main program 
1 
begin 

for i:= i to data-num do 
lat for[i] : = moment [il / cantilever-length 

end; 

procedure LATERALFORC E-P-DELTA (var cantilever-length, axial-load : real; 
var moment. t~tal~deformation, 
lat-forgdelta: array-2; 
var data-mm: integer); 

calculates lateral force at the base of the column due to 
moment including P-Delta effect 

called in main prograrn 
} 
begin 

for i:= 1 to datanurn do 
lat-forg-delta[i]:= (rnornent[i] - axial-load * total-deformation[i]) 

/ cantilever-lengt h 
end: 

procedure N T I A L S E U C  (var unconf_conc-strain, unconf_conc~strainjnitial, 
unconf"conc~strain~inc, unconf_concorain-rnax, 
unconf~conc~strain~ult, unconf_conc-strain- l0Ofc 
: real); 

{ 
initilizes concrete strain limits 

called in main prograrn 
1 
begin 

unconf_conc-strain-initial:= unconf_conc-strain 1 00fc; 
unconf conc-strain:= unconf_conc-strainjnitic 
unconfco-train_inc:= 0 -0005; 
unconf''conc~strain~max:= unconf_conc~strain~uIt 

end; 



procedure NTIALS C (var accuracy, cover, comp-height-inc, compheight, 
al fGc,  radius: real); 

{ 
initilizes height of compresion block limits 

called in main program 
1 
begin 

comp - height-inc:= 0.1 * 2 * radius; 
compheight := cover; 
accuracy : = 1 ; 
alfajnc:= 1 * pi 1 1 80 

end; 

begin { main program ) 
heading ; 
menu (col-type); 
repeat 

clrscr; 
Iist-dir-files (col-type); 
gotoxy(9,9); 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
writeln('Enter input file narne for'); 
gotoxy(l7, Il); 
textcolor(1ightred); 

textcolor(lightgray); 
readln(fi1e- 1 -in); 
if not exist (file-1 -in) then 
begin 

clrscr; 
click; 
nofile (file- 1 jn);  
beWe 

end 
until exist (file-1 jn); 
repeat 

clrscr; 
gen-name:= 'general'; 
list-dir-fïles (gen-name); 



gotoxy(6. 12); 
textcolor(lightgreen); 
write('Enter'); 
textcolor(1ightred); 
write(' general'); 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
writeln(' input file name '); 
gotoxy(6. 18); 
write(chr( l96), chr(26), ' '); 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
readln(fi1e-?-in); 
if not exist (file2jn) then 
begin 

clrscr; 
click; 
nofile (file-2jn); 
bekle 

end 
until exist (file-Zin); 
if col-type = 'square' then 
begin 

read - square-input (file-1 -in, incol-type, width, tie-sp, sp-v-tie, 
sp h tie, n htie, n-vtie, nlb, area-st, 
dis;-it- 1 , Gie-angle, v-tie-angle); 

chec k-file-name (col-type. i n c o  l-type) 
end; 
if col-type = 'rectangular' then 
begin 

read-rectangular-input (file- 1 -in, in-col-type. h-dim v-dim. tiesp, 
sp-vtie, spht ie ,  n-h-tie, n-vtie, nlb, 
area-st, dist-st-1 , htie-angle, 
v-tie-angle); 

c hec k-file-name (col-type, incol-type) 
end; 
if col-type = 'circular' then 
begin 

read circular-input (file-ljn, incol-type, cov. r. rot, s, nlb); 
check_fiie-name (col-type, incol-type) 

end; 
readjeneraljnput (file-2-in, ingen-data, Ibn, sbn, fco, eo, eo85, 

eou, fy, ey, fsh, esh, fi, esu, strip-height, 
axial-ioad, can-len, p k c ,  phi-s, lbd, hl, SI, sbd, 
s@ file-euc-iùc, fiie-ecc-fcc, me-es-t-fs, 
fi-s-c-fs, me-cur-mom, file-flex-mom, 
file-slp-slo-mom, fiie-slip-mon !lie-def-rnom, 



file-def-lat-for, file-def-1-f'd, file-mom-axi-for, 
fileglot, file-out. file-clean, st dec. buc-dec, 
cover-dec. core-dec, mg-dec); 

if in_gen-data 0 'general' then 
begin 

clrscr; 
ciick; 
gotoxy(l1. 10); 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
writeln('Wrong file name for'); 
gotoxy( 16, 12); 
textcolor(1ightred j; 
writeln('genera1'); 
gotoxy(l3, 14); 
textcolor(1ightgreen); 
writeln(' column input'); 
textcolor(lightcyan + blink); 
gotoxy( 14. 17); 
writeln('Try again ! ! ! '); 
befle; 
textmode(origmode); 
exit 

end; 
if (coltype = 'square') and (incol-type 0 'square') then 
begin 

textmode(origmode); 
exit 

end; 
if (col-type = 'rectangular') and (incol-type 0 'rectangular') then 
begin 

textmode(origm0de); 
exit 

end; 
if (col-type = 'circular')and (incol-type 0 'circular') then 
begin 

textmode(origmode); 
cxit 

end; 
clrscr; 
if axial - Ioad <= O then axial - load:= 0.00 1 ; 
a -- t 1:= 1; 
num-1:= n-1; 
a-t-2:= 2; 
num-2:= r1-2; 
a -- t 3:=3; 



n u m 3  := n-3 ; 
a-t4:= 4; 
num4:= n-4; 
at-5:= 5; 
num-5:= n-5; 
check array (a-t- 1, db, num- 1, array- 1 cond); 
if amai-lcond = false then exit; 
if st dec = 'Y' then 
be& 

bar-diameters (Ibn, Ibd); 
bar-diameters (sbn, sbd); 
bar-areas (Ibn, Iba); 
bar-areas (sbn, sba); 
deformed-bardimensions (1 bn, si, hl) 

end; 
if st-dec = 'N' then 
begin 

Iba:= pi * sqr(1bd) 1 4; 
sba:= pi * sqr(sbd) 1 4 

end; 
if col-type = 'circular' then 
begin 

dist-conc-to-Ion-steel (cov, sbd, lbd, 1-1); 
dist-conc-to-stirsteel (cov, sbd, t - s); 
dist-steel-array (nlb. r. tJ, rot, dist - st - 2); 
depth (nlb. distst-2, tel, 0); 
conf~conc~stress~strain~cir (r, t s ,  sba, se, s, fco, fcc, eo, el, 

eo85, e85. k-fac) 
end; 
if (col-type = 'square') or (col-type = 'rectangular') then 
begin 

t-l:= dist-st-1 [ I l ;  
cov:= t-l - lbd / 2 - sbd; 
t s : =  cov + sbd 1 2; 
for i:= 1 to nlb do di--2[i]:= dist - st-l[i] - t-1; 
depth (nib, dist-st-2, t-1, r d); 
conf_conc-stress~~rainns~~rec (col-type, t s ,  widt h, h-dim, v-dim, 

tie-sp. sp-v-tie, sp-h-tie, sba, 
s k  fco, fcc, eo, el, eo85, e85, 
k fac, n-h-tie, n-v-tie, 
Gie-angle, v_t ie-angle) 

end; 
if col-type = 'square' then r:= width 1 2; 
if col-type = 'rectangular' then r:= v-dim 1 2; 
initials - euc (eut, eojni, euc-inc, euc - max, eou, eo); 





strip-height, el. fcc. e85, k-fac, dist-st-2, 
str-con, dcf, dcuist ,  cc. nib, array_2cond, 
col - type, coverJec. coreJec); 

if array-2cond = false then exit; 
if ecc-20 fcc < (euc * (c - t s )  1 c) then con-flag:= false; 
diE= fore-conc - total-excess-force (nib, col-type, 

exes for, str - con, area-st, lba) + force-steel 
- a x i i ~ o a d ;  

if d B  > O then 
begin 

accuracy:= accuracy * 10; 
if accuracy <= I E+6 then 
begin 

c:= c - cjnc; 
c - inc:= c j n c  / 10 

end 
else c-flag:= false; 

end 

begin 
f - m:= ' CONVERGENCE CAMVûT BE ACHIEVED - CHECK YOUR 

INPUT'; 

exit 
end; 
cirscr 

until c-flag = false; 
stc-flag: = tme; 
stt-flag:= true; 
small-ss:= strain - st[ 11; 
small i:= 1; 
for i:: 2 to nlb do 
begin 

if strain-st [il < small-ss then 
begin 

smallss:= strain-st [il; 

end 
end; 
abs-small-ss:= abs(smal1 - ss); 
if small-ss < 0 then 
begin 

es-tp [c-m] : = abs-srnall-ss; 
fs-t-array[cm] : = stress-st[smaii - il 



end 
else 
begin 

es-tg [cm ] : = 0; 
fs - t-array[cm] : = 0 

end; 
big - ss:= strain-st[l]; 
big i:= 1; 
for::= 2 to nlb do 
begin 

if grain-st[i] >= big-ss then 
begin 

big-ss:= strainst[i]; 
big-i:= i 

end 
end; 
abs-big-ss:= abs(big-ss); 
if big ss >= O then 
begin- 

escg[c-m] : = abs-big-ss; 
fs-c-may[c-rn] : = stress-st [big-i] 

end 
else 
begin 

es-cg[c-m] : = 0; 
fs-c-array[c-ml: = O 

end; 
if srnallss >= O then 
begin 

if buc dec = 'Y then final-c-ss:= absbig-ss; 
if b u a e c  = Ti' then 
begin 

compression-steeicheck (abs-big-ss, esu, f inalcss,  
old-c-ss, e c s s ,  F-m, st-c-flag); 

if st-c-flag = false then goto 10 
end 

end; 
if (big - ss >= 0) and (small-ss < 0) then 
begin 

if buc-dec = 'Y then final c ss:= abs-big-ss; - - 
if buc-dec = W then 
begin 

compression-steel-check (abs-big-ss, esu, final-c-ss, 
old-c-ss, ext-ss, f_m, st-c-flag); 

if st-c-flag = false then goto 10 



end; 
tension-steel - check (abs - small-ss, esu, final-t-ss, old-t-ss, 

extss, f-m, st-t-flag); 
if st-t-flag = false then goto 10 

end; 
if big-ss < 0 then 
begm 

tension-steelcheck (abs small-ss, esu, f inaltss,  oidt-ss, 
ext-ss, f-c stt-gag); 

if stt-flag = fdse then goto 10 
end; 
slip - extension (ext-ss, F;, ey, fsh, esh, fu, esu, lba, Ibd, fco, 

sl, hl, barext); 
slip-slope[c-ml:= bar-ext / (0 - c); 
slip-deflcm]:= canlen * tan(s1ip-slope[c-ml); 
if (c > q î )  then 
begin 

slip-slope[c-m] := 0; 
slipdeqc-ml : = 0 

end; 
moment[cm] := axial-load * (r - c); 
curvature[c-ml: = phi; 
conf'conc-strain[c - ml:= euc * (c - t - s) / c; 
unconf"conc~strain[c~m]: = euc; 
if (ecc-20-fcc < conf~conc~strain[c~m]) 
and (finalcc-flag = true) then 
begin 

final-datanum:= c-m - 1 ; 
finalcc-flag:= false 

end; 
for i:= 1 to db  do 
begin 

m o m - m : =  c - dist-st 2[i] - t-1; 
moment [c-rn] := moment [cm] + (force-st[i] - exes-for[i]) 

* mom-am 
end; 
for i:=l to cc - 1 do 

moment[cm]:= moment[c-ml + dcfli] * dcf-dist[i]; 
if (C > r-d) and (abs(c - r - d) > l )  and (z-m-flag = true) then 
begin 

if z-m-flag-large = false t hen z-rn-euc-inc: = z-rn-euc jnc 1 2; 
euc:= euc + z-m-euc-inc; 
z - rn - flag-srnaIl:= false 

end; 
if (c < r-d) and (abs(c - r - d) > 1) and (2-m-flag = true) then 



begin 
if z-m-flag-small = false then z-meuc-inc:= z-rn-eucjnc / 2; 
euc:= euc - z-meucjnc; 
while euc <= O do 
begin 

euc:= euc + z-meuc-inc; 
z-m-euc-inc:= z-rneucjnc  / 2; 
euc:= euc - z-m-euc-inc 

end; 
z-m-flag-large : = false 

end; 
if (abic - r-d) <= 1) then 
begin 

mom-zero-strain:= moment [cm];  
z - m - flag:= false 

end; 
if (--flag = false) then 
begin 

c-m:= c-m + 1 ; 
check-array (a t 2. c-m. nurn-2, array-2cond); 
if may-2-cond = faise then 
begin 

textmode(origmode); 
exit 

end; 
euc:= euc + euc-inc 

end 
until (euc >= euc-max) or (moment[c-m- l ]  c O); 
if moment[c-rn- 1 ] < 0 then 
begin 

c m : =  c m  - 3; 
f-m:= ' NEGATIVE MOMENT WAS CALCULATED'; 
failu remessages ( f-m); 
mf-flag:= false; 

end; 
if euc > euc-max then 
begin 

conc-strain-fiag : = fa1 se; 
f m:= ' UNCONFINED CONCRETE STRAIN EXCEEDED MAXIMUM LMT; 
failure-messages (-) 

end; 
10 : c-m:= c-m - 1; 
mom-ult:= moment[ 11; 
for i:= 2 to c m  do 

if moment [il > mom-ult then mom-ult := moment[i]; 



flex-deflection (moment, curvature, el, pl, flex-def, cm-len, cm) ;  
for i:= 1 to c-m do tot - def[i]:= slip-defli] + flexdefli]; 
d flag:= tme; 
f& i:= 1 to c-m do if pl[i] > 2 * r then d-flag:= false; 
lateral-force (canJen, moment, lat-for, cm) ;  
lateral-forceg-delta (can len, axial-load, moment, tot-def. 

iat-forq-&ita, -1; 
for-ult:= lat-forq deltarl]; 
for i:= 2 to c m  do 

if lat-forg-delta[i] > fo-lt then fo-lt:= lat-forj-deltari]; 
clrscr; 
for i:= 2 to c m  do 
begin 

st min-in:= unconf'conc-strain[i]; 
hc-anay[i] := unconf-conc-strglot (strainjn, eo, fco, eo85, cover-dec); 
strain-in:= conf_conc - strain[i]; 
€cc-array[i] := conf - conc-strglot (fco, fcc, e 1, strainjn, e85, 

k-fac, core-dec) 
end; 
textcolor(lightcyan); 
if mq-dec = 'Y then 
begin 

c:= 1; 
c - inc:=0.02 * 2 * r; 
conc-main:= 0.0035; 
m g : =  1; 
comp-height-limit:= 10 * r; 
finale:= 1 E+6; 
if col-type = 'circuld then 
begin 

area - concconf:= pi * sqr(r - t s ) ;  
area-conc-uncod= pi * sqr(r) - area-conc-conf 

end; 
if (col-type = 'square') then 
begin 

area-concconf.= sqr(width - t-s); 
area-conc-uncod= sqr(width) - area-concconf 

end; 
if (col-type = 'rectangular') then 
begin 

area-conc-cok= (h-dim - t-s) * (v-dim - t-s); 
area-conc - unconf:= (h - dim * v-dim) - area-conc-conf 

end; 
area-steel:= O; 
for i:= 1 to nib do 



begin 
if col-type = 'circular' then area-steel:= area-steel + Iba; 
if (col-type = 'square') or (col-type = 'rectangular') then 

area-steel:= area-steel + area-st[i] 
end; 
whiie c <= comp-heightlimit do 
begin 

if c = compheight limit then c:= finalc; 
steel-force (buc-d& col-type. nlb. con-rain, cl t-1, Q1 

ey, fsh, esh, fi, esu, force-steel, Ibd, s, 
tie-sp. Iba, dist-st-2, force-st, strain-st, 
area-st. stress-st, st-b-flag); 

concrete-force (force-conc, phi, conc-srain, c, t-S. 1-1, r. 
width h dim, v-dim, eo, fco, eo85, alfa-inc, 
striphe&, el. fcc. e85. k-fac, dist-st-2, 
m o n ,  dcf. dcf-dist, cc, nlb, array-2-cond, 
col-type. cover-dec, CO-ec); 

if array-2cond = fdse then goto 30; 
mg-force:= phi-s * force-steel + p h i c  * (force-conc - 

total-excess-force (nlb. col-type, exes-for. 
st-n. ara-st, Iba)); 

mq-moment : = 0; 
for i:= 1 to nlb do 

mg-moment:= mgmoment  + phi-s * (force-st[i] - 
exes-for[i]) * (r - dist-stJ[i] - t - 1); 

for i:= 1 tocc- 1 do 
mg-moment:= mgmoment  + p h i c  * dcqi] 

* (dcf-dist[i] + r - c); 
if c = finalc then 
begin 

pr[mg] := mq-force; 
rnr[mg] : = mg-moment ; 
if mqmoment < 0 then 
begm 

pr[msl:= pr[msl - ( a b i m r [ m ~ l )  * (pr[mgl - 
pr[mg- 11)) / (mr[mg- 11 + Wmr[mgl)); 

mr[mg] := O 
end; 
poreal:= pr[mg]; 
goto 30 

end; 
pr[mg ] := mg-force; 
mr[mg] := mg-moment; 
mg:= m g  + 1; 
check-array (a-t-4, m g ,  num-4, array-4cond); 



if array-4-cond = false then exit; 
percent-6nish:= 1 00 - 100 * (comp-height-limit - c) 

1 compheight-limit; 
gotouy(2,14); 
writeln(' Calcuiating M-P interaction ',percent-finish: l :O,' %'); 
c:= c + c-inc; 
if c > comp-height-lirnit then c:= comp-height-limit 

end; 
30 : po - code-without-CO&= 0.85 p h i c  * fco (area-conc-unconf 

+ ara-concconf - area steel) 
+ ph-s * ares-steel * 6 

po-code-with-cod= 0.85 * phic * (fco * ares-conc-unconf 
+ fcc * ares-conccod- fcc * ara-steel) 
+ phis area-steel * fi; 

for i:= I to m g  do 
if (pr[i] < 0) and (pr[i+ 1 ] >= O) then 
begin 

mr-ben:= m[i] + abs(pr[i]) * (mr[i+ 1 ]  - mr[i]) 
/ (pr[i+ 1 ] + abs(pr[i])); 

prJen:= O 
end; 

mr-bal : = mr[2]; 
for i:= 3 to m g  do 

if (mr[i] > rnr-bal) and ((abs(mr[i] - mr[i- 11) / mr[i- 11) < 0.05) then 
begin 

~ b a k  mr[i]; 
pr-bal:= pr[i] 

end; 
clrscr 

end; 
if mg-dec = W' then 
begin 

m g : =  5 ;  
mr[l]:= O; 
pr[l]:= O: 
mr[2]:= 1 ;  
pr[2]:= 1 ;  
mr[3]:= 1; 
pr[3]:= 0; 
mr[4]:= O; 
pr[4]:= 1 ;  
mr[5]:= 1; 
pr[5]:= 1 

end; 
for i:= 1 to c m  do 



begin 
es-cg-neg[i] := - 1 es-cg [i]; 
fscarray-neg[i] : = - 1 * fs-c-array [i] 

end; 
create-data-file- 1 
create-data-file- 1 
create-data-file- 1 
create-data-file- 1 
create-data-file- l 
create-data- file- 1 
createdata-file- 1 
create-dataJile- 1 
create-data-file- 1 
create-data-file- 1 
create-data-file-1 
create-dat a-file2 

(fs-t, file-es-t-fs, es-tg, fs-t-array, c-m); 
(fs-c. file-es-c-fs, es-cgneg, fs-c-array-neg, c-m); 
(fùnc. file-euc-fuc, unconf_conc~strain~ fuc-array. c m ) ;  
(fcon, file-ecc-fcc. cod-conc-strain, fcc-array, c-rn); 
(mi, file-cur-mom curvature, moment, cm) ;  
(fsm. file-slp-slo-mon slip-slope. moment. c-m); 
(fsl. file-slip-mom slip-def, moment, cm) ;  
(ff, file-flex-mom. flex-det moment, cm) ;  
(fd. file-def-mom, tot-def, moment, c-m); 
(fl, file-def-lat-for, tot-dec lat-for. c-m); 
( fl pd, file-def-1-kd, tot-def, lat-forg-delta. c m ) ;  
( h p ?  file-mom-axi-for, m. pr, m g ) ;  

assign(@- 1, 'spock'); 
rewrite(@- i ); 
writeln(@ 1, fileglot); 
close(fp- ïj; 
assign(fp, fileglot); 
rewrite(@); 
writeln(fp, file-euc-fuc); 
writeln(fp, file-ecc-fcc); 
writeln(fp. filees-t-fs); 
writeln(fp. fileesc-fs); 
wri teIn(@. file-cur-mom); 
wri teIn(@. file-slip_mom); 
wnteln(@, file-fiex-mom); 
writeln(fp. file-def-mom); 
writeln(fp, file-def-lat-for); 
wri tein(@, file-def-1-fg-d); 
writeln(fp, file-moornaaxi-for); 
close(@); 
clrscr; 
20 : repeat 

gotoxy(8, 13 1; 
textcolor(lightcyan); 
writeln('0utput to screen, or file'); 
gotoxy! 1 7, 1 5); 
writein('[S, FI ?'); 
out- 1 := upcase(readkey) 

until (out-1 = 5') or (out-l = 'F'); 
if out 1 = 'SI then 
begin- 



textmode(origmode); 
assigncn(f0) 

end; 
if out-1 = T' then assign(fo, file-out); 
rewrite(f0); 
print-date; 
pnnttime; 
writeln(fo); 
textcolor(1ightred); 
if col-type = 'circular' then 
begin 

writeln(fo, ' C ircular C ross-Section Analysis'); 
writeln(fo, ' '1 

end; 
if col-type = 'square' then 
begin 

writeln(fo, ' Square Cross-Section Analysis'); 
writein(fo, ' '1 

end; 
if col-type = 'rectanguiar' then 
begin 

writeln(fo, ' Rectanguiar Cross-Section Analysis'); 
writein(fo, ' '1 

end; 
wri teIn( fo); 

f 
teacolor(1ightcyan); 
writeln(fo, ' INPUT:'); 
writeln(fo, '* * * * * * *' 1; 
textcolor(lightgray); 
writeln(f0); 
if col-type = 'circular' then 
begin 

writeln(fo, ' --> Radius = ', r: 1: 1. ' mm'); 
wnteln(fo); 
writeln(fo, ' --> Stimp pitch = ', s: 1: 1. ' ml) 

end; 
if col-type = 'square' then 
begin 

writeln(fo, ' -> Width of column = ', width: 1 : 1, ' mm'); 
writeln(f0); 
writeln(fo, ' --> Spacing of ties = ', tie-sp: 1 : 1, ' mm') 

end; 
if col-type = 'rectangular' then 
begin 



writeln(fo, ' -> Horizontal dimension = ', h - dim: 1 : l, 
' mm'); 

writeln(fo); 
writeln(fo, ' - >  Vertical dimension = ', v-dim: 1 : 1, 

' mm'); 
writeln(f0); 
writeln(fo. ' --> Spacing of ties = ', tie - sp: 1 : l , ' mm') 

end; 
writeln(fo); 
writeln(fo, ' --> Clear cover = '. cov: 1 : 1, ' mm'); 
writeln( fo); 
writeln(fo, ' --> Axial load = '. axial-load: 1 : 1, ' NI); 
wri t ein( fo) ; 
writeln(fo, ' --> Cantilever length = ', cm-len: 1 : 1. ' mm'); 
writein(fo); 
if out-1 = 'Si then bekle; 
writeln(fo. ' -> Stimip steel:'); 
if st-dec = 'Y' then writeln(fo, ' Bar number = ', 

sbn, 'Mi); 
if stdec = W then writeln(fo, ' Bar diameter = ', 

sbd: 1 : 1, ml); 
writeln(f0); 
writeln(fo. ' --> Longitudinal steel:'); 
if stdec = 'Y' then writeln(fo. ' Bar number = ', 

Ibn. 'M'); 
if st-dec = 'N' then writeln(fo. ' Bar diameter = '. 

lbd: 1 : 1, l mm'); 
writejn(f0); 
out-flag := tnie; 
writeln(fo, ' --> Reinforcement location from top cf cross section:'); 
if col-type = 'circular' then 

for i:= 1 to nlb do 
begin 

if (i > 15) and (out-flag = me) then 
begin 

if outJ = 'SI then bekle; 
out-fiag:= false 

end; 
writeln(fo, ' Bar # " i, ' , - I , 

(dist-st2[i] + 11): 1 : 1. ' mm') 
end; 

if (col-type = 'square') or (col-type = 'rectangular') t h  
begin 

for i:= 1 to db do 
writeln(fo, ' Layer # ', i, ' = '. dist-st-i [il 



: l : l ,  ' mm'); 
wri t eln( fo) ; 
writeln(fo. ' -> Reinforcement area:'); 
for i:= I to nlb do 

writeln(fo, ' Layer # ', i, ' - - 1 . 
area-st [il : i : 1, ' mm'. char(25 3)) 

end; 
wri teIn( fo) ; 
if buc-dec = 'Y' then writeln(fo, ' -> Buckling of longitudinal reinforcement is 

considered'); 
if buc dec = N' then writeln(fo, ' --> Buckling of longitudinal reinforcernent is not 

considered'); 
writeln(h); 
if cover-dec = 'H' then writeln(fo. ' --> Hognestad model is used for cover concrete'); 
if cover-dec = 'Pt then writeln(fo. ' --> Popovics model is used for cover concrete'); 
writ eh( fo); 
if core-dec = 'Hl then writein(fo. ' -> Hognestad model is used for core concrete'); 
if c o o d e c  = 'P' then writeln(fo. ' --> Popovics model is used for core concrete'); 
wri tein( fo); 
if out- 1 = 'S' then bekle; 
writeln(fo, ' --> Unconfined concrete parameten:'); 
writeln(fo, ' Fuc = ', fco: 1 : 1, ' ma' ) ;  
writeln(fo, ' '. char(23 8).'0 1 = ', eo: 1 5); 
writeln(fo, ' '.char(23 8),'085 = ', eo85: 15); 
wri teIn( fo): 
writeln(fo, ' --> Concrete strength factor:'); 
writeln( fo, ' '.char(23 7).'c = '. phic :  1 :2);  
wnteln(f0); 
writeln(f0, ' --> Longitudinal steel parameters:'); 
writeln(fo. ' Fy = ', £ j ~  1 : 1, ' MW); 
writein(fo, ' '.char(23 8),'y = ', ey: 1 : 5); 
writeln(fo. ' Fsh = '. fsh: 1: 1. ' MPa'); 
writeln(fo. ' '.char(238),'sh = ', esh: 1 : 5); 
writein(fo, ' Fu = ', fu: 1 : 1, ' MPa'); 
writeh(fo, ' ',char(23 8),'u = ', esu: 15); 
wri t eh( fo); 
wntein(fo, ' --> Transverse steel parameter:'); 
writeln(fo, ' Fy - stirrup = ', s@: 1 : 1, ' MPa'); 
writeln( fo); 
writeln(fo, ' -> Steel strength factor:'); 
writeln(fo, ' ',char(23 7),'s = ', phi-s: k2); 
writeln(fo); 
if out- 1 = 'SI then befle; 

textcolor(1ightcyan); 



writeln(fo, ' OUTPUT: '); 
wnteln(fo, '********' 1; 
textcolor(1ightgray); 
writeln( fo); 
writeln(fo, ' -> Cracking moment = ', cr mom: 1 : 1. ' N-mm'); - 
writeln(f0); 
writeln(fo, ' -> Cracking curvature = '. cr-cur); 
wri t eln( fo); 
writeln(fo, ' --> Cracking strain = '. c-rain: 1 :5 ) ;  
writein(f0); 
writeln(fo, ' --> Confhed concrete parameters:'); 
writein(fo, ' Fcc = :, fcc: 1 : 1. ' MPa'); 
writdn(fo, ' ', char(23 8).' 1 = ', e1:l:S); 
writeln(fo, ' '.char(23 8),'85 = ', eH5: 15);  
writeln(fo); 
writeln(fo, ' -> Plastic hinge length = ', pl[cm]: 1 : 1, ' mm'); 
writeln(f0); 
if out - 1 = 'S' then bekle; 
writelr.(fo. ' -> Failure mode(s):'); 
if s t c  flag = false then 

writ&(fo, ' Reinforcing steel failed in compression'); 
if stt-flag = false then 

writeln(fo, ' Reinforcing steel failed in tension'); 
if st b-flag = false then 

&teln(fo, ' Reinforcing steel failed in buckling'); 
if con flag = fdse then 

writin(fo. ' Core conc. dropped below 20% of confined compression strength'); 
if conc-strain-flag = false then 

writeln(fo, ' Unconf. conc. strain exceeded the iimit specified in input file'); 
if mf-flag = false then 

writein(fo, ' Negative moment was calculated'); 
if d-flag = false then 

writeln(fo. ' Plastic hinge length exceeded column x-section dimension'); 
if finalcc-flag = fdse then 

writein(fo. ' Data row number when core conc. dropped below 20% fcc = '. 
final-datanum: 1); 

writeln(fo); 
if array-4cond = true then 
begin 

witein(fo, ' --> Code axial load cap. = ', po code-withoutconf: 1 : 1, ' H); 
witeln(fo. ' (without the effect of confineient)'); 
writeln(f0); 
writeln(fo, ' -> Code axial ioad cap. = ', po code-with-conf: I : 1, ' Nt); 
writeln(fo. ' (with the effect of confinement)'); 
writeln(fo); 



writeln(fo, ' --> Real axial load cap. = ', po - real: 1 : 1, ' N'); 
writein(fo); 
witein(fo, ' --> Bending Moment - Axial load interaction curve:'); 
writeln(fo, ' Pure Tende : P = ', pr[l]: 11: 1, ' N', 

' M = ', mr[l]: 13: 1, ' N-mm'); 
writeln(fo, ' Pure Bending : P = ', pr-ben: 1 1 : 1, ' NI, 

' M='.mr-ben:13:IVtN-mm'); 
writeln(fo. ' Balance Point: P = ', prJal: 1 1: 1. ' N', 

' M='.mr-bal:13:1,'N-mm'); 
writeln(fo, ' Pure Compr. : P = ', pr[mg]: 1 1 : 1, ' N, 

' M=',mr[mq]:13:l,'N-mm'); 
writeln( fo) 

end; 
if out-1 = 'S' then bekle; 
writeln(fo. ' --> Moment at reinforcement depth (zero strain moment):'); 
wri t eh( fo, ' Mo = ', mom-zero-strain: 1 : 1, ' N-mm'); 
writ eln( fo) ; 
writeln(fo, ' --> üitimate moment = ', mom-ult: 1 : 1, ' N-mm'); 
writelni fo); 
wnteln(fo, ' --> Ultimate Lat. Force = ',for-ult: 1 : 1, ' NI); 
writeln(f0); 
if out- 1 = 'SI then bekle; 

I 
writein(fo, ' --> Data files:'); 
writeln(fo, ' Uncorf Conc. Strain - Stress values are stored in "'. 

file-euc-fùc. ""); 
writeln(fo. ' Conf. Conc. Strain - Stress values are stored in "', 

file-ecc-fcc, ""); 
writeln(fo. ' Tension Steel Strain - Stress values are nored in "', 

file-es-t-fs. '"'); 
writeln(fo, ' Compr. Steel Strain - Stress values are stored in "', 

file-es-c-fs, ""); 
hteln(f0, ' Curvature - Moment values are stored in ILI l 

file-cur-mom, ""); 
wnteln(fo, ' Moment - Flexural Deformation values are stored in "', 

file-flex~nom ""); 
witeln(fo, ' Moment - Slip Rotation values are stored in "', 

file-slp-slo-mon ""): 
witeln(fc. ' Moment - Slip Deflection values are stored in "', 

file-slipmorn, ""); 
witeln(fo, ' Moment - Total Deflection values are stored in "', 

file-def-mom, ""); 
hteIn(fo, ' Total Deflection - Shear values are stored in "', 

file-defJat-for, ""); 
writeIn(fo, ' Tot. Def. (w/ P-Delta) - Shear values are stored in "', 



file-def-1-fj d, ""); 
wnteln(fo, ' ~ornent - Axial force values are stored in t g  l . 

file-mom-axi-for, ""); 
if o u t 1  = 'SI then bekie; 

close!(fo); 
cirscr; 
textmode(co40); 
repeat 

gotoxy( 14, 1 3); 
textcoior(1ightcyan); 
writeln('Another output'); 
gotoxy( 1 7. I 5); 
writeln('[Y. NI ?'); 
out-?:= upcase(readkey) 

until (out - 2 = 'Y') or (out7 = NI); 
if out7  = 'Y' then goto 20; 
clean-files; 
t ext mode(origmode) 

end. 
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